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ABSTRACT
Simulation Framework and Potential Field Relocation for
Systems of Shared Autonomous Vehicles
Landon Blaine Wright
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Shared autonomous vehicles present a significant opportunity to change the way that urban
mobility is viewed by society. By providing a shared mobility platform at a cost lower than has
previously been obtainable there are significant possibilites to enable a new era of mobility for
consumers. This opportunity, however, comes with significant risks in the form of emissions and
increased road usage. Understanding how the risks and benefits of shared autonomous vehicles can
be balanced is crucial to be able to adequately prepare for their introduction. One of the primary
ways to understand the interplay between the risks and benefits of autonomous vehicles is through
the use of computer simulations. However, typically simulations must be defined for a specific
area and provide results that are not applicable to a wide range of areas and situations.
This work presents the development of a framework that can be used to simulate SAV behaviour at any given region of interest. This framework automates the process of generating a
directed non-planar graph using data gathered from the OpenStreetMap project. It further provides
tools to generate activity based trips that are statistically similar in time and density to provided
data that reflects the trips in the simulation area. In the absence of this data, this work has identified
the 2009 National Household Travel Survey as an acceptable surrogate for data specific to a region.
The framework then provides methods by which the trip origins and destinations are mapped into
the directed non-planar graph representation of the area of interest. This mapping is performed
using real-world data including business locations and census data. Finally the framework is capable of simulating the activity of SAV in response to the defined trips given a variety of starting
conditions and relocation strategies.
In addition to the simulation framework this work presents a novel relocation strategy for
unoccupied SAV based on the potential field methods that have been used in robotic navigation.
This method provides a continously differentiable function that describes the unmet demand in the
service area for a network of shared autonomous vehicles. The tunable parameters of the method
are explored by using a design of experiments, and optimal values reflecting different scenarios
are identified. The method is also evaluated in the context of both and over- and under-supply
of vehicles for the given demand. As a result this method has been shown to provide substantial
reductions in the wait time for a vehicle to service a trip with a minimal increase in the total
distance that is traveled by all vehicles in the network.

Keywords: autonomous vehicles, shared mobility, potential field, vehicle relocation, discrete event
simulation
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

As of January 28, 2019, there were 62 different entities licensed to test autonomous vehicles (AVs) on the roads in California [1]. The sheer number of groups working on the problem
of autonomous mobility suggests that a future in which we, as humans, are no longer directly responsible for the individual actions that move us from place to place is now an inevitability rather
than the dream of science fiction writers [2, 3]. Shared autonomous vehicles (SAVs) extend this
possibility by promising reduced transportation costs and increased mobility by allowing multiple individuals to share the same vehicle. This ability is possible because autonomous vehicles
can move between clients as needed without human intervention. However, the impacts that these
vehicles will have on society is not yet fully understood. Further, the various impacts caused by
SAVs will have differing magnitudes depending on local conditions and regulations. We present a
framework that allows for the rapid formulation of SAV simulation in different locations to enable
the examination of local effects.
The radical shift that is looming upon society with the development of autonomous vehicles
is not unlike the shift that was experienced with the advent of the automobile. Both of these
technologies represent a shift in the way that people move around their surrounding and the way
that they view mobility in general. The shift that the automobile brought was accompanied by
many benefits as well as several drawbacks. Understanding these historical effects will allow us to
predict, shape, and control the effects that AVs will have on society today.

1.1

The Effect of the Automobile
The automobile introduced a profound change in human mobility. Methods of mobility can

be divided into many different categories; allow us to consider two of these: rate of movement and
individual control. Mobility with low rates of movement and high individual control has existed for
as long as the human race in the form of walking. While the movement is comparatively slow when
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Figure 1.1: Area of the rate of movement spectrum and individual control spectrum occupied by
the automobile

an individual is walking, they have total control over where and when they move. Throughout the
history of man there have been moderate advances in the rate of movement without sacrificing
individual control in the form of domesticated animals such as horses and later bicycles [4].
In addition to the horse and bicycle, the train served to greatly increase the rate of human
mobility, at the cost of individual control. With the train, any given passenger is no longer able
to determine where, or even the rate at which they travel. Each passenger has chosen to sacrifice the ability to have full control over the “where” of mobility in exhange for a rapid increase
in the rate at which that mobility is delivered. Further, with train travel, the passenger is subject
to predetermined schedules and the demand that exists in a given region of interest. For example, exceptionally rural areas are left wholly ignored by train travel as the demand that exists, or
previously existed, was not sufficient to justify the cost of building rails to serve the area. The
areas occupied by various modes of travel that existed around the time of the introduction of the
automobile are shown in Figure 1.1.

1.1.1

What Did the Automobile Do?
The prevailing mentality regarding mobility in the years leading up to the introduction and

mass production of the automobile reflected the dichotomy between individual control and high
rates of mobility. One could be mobile wherever one wished at the cost of not moving particularly

2

fast, or one could move quite quickly at the cost of not having strong control over when and where
one moved. This mentality is evindent in quotes from the era [5]:
The motor car means rapid transportation for the individual. It is conceded to be one
of the greatest conveniences of modern life, and it is unthinkable to virtually bar it
from the business district of the city.
P. S. Albertson (December, 1919)
There was a clear void remaining in the area of mobility that was both fast and provided individual
control. People were clearly unsatisfied with the traditional forms of mobility that existed and
yearned for something better.
With the mass production of the automobile, this void began to be filled. Cars have grown
to provide speeds of locomotion that are equal to that provided by rail transit while also allowing
for near total control of where and when the movement occurs. No longer was society satisfied
in choosing between fast and individually controlled mobility, the union of both had become a
possibility.
This shift however required a change in the infrastructure of cities. Sidewalks grew ever
more important as the differential in speed between pedestrians walking and traffic on the road grew
by leaps and bounds. Further, the space requirements needed to support automobile transportation
were significantly larger than had previously been required. Parking lots became a staple of the
modern city, offering little return for vast amounts of space occupied. In the city of Los Angeles,
for example, if all of the parking in the central business district were spread over the surface of the
city, 81% of the central business district would be covered [6]. Further estimates have suggested
that the four state region of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconson allocate 1260 km2 of land,
or 4.97% of urban land, to parking spaces [7].
Urban sprawl is another phenomenon that is correlated with the advent of the automobile
[8]. As cars became more dominant, cities responded by improving the roadways upon which they
could travel. This, in combination with the automobile itself, allowed for faster movement and
reduced the cost of tranporting people and goods large distances. As a result, it became more cost
effective to move home and business locations away from the densely populated city centers that
existed and into the relatively cheaper unpopulated areas surrounding cities.
The shift of individuals away from areas of high density together with the use of the automobile to move into city centers has also created large amounts of congestion. Areas that were
never designed to facilitate the level of traffic required from the advent of the automobile have
3

now become amaxophobic nightmares, where a 15 minute car ride becomes a three hour ordeal.
Somewhat ironically, the freedom and individual control that once were the great draw of the automobile has, in many instances, been stripped away by the popularity-induced congestion of its
own creation.
Further, because cities have focused on the construction and improvement of roadways
to support the popular automobile, public transportation networks were often neglected or even
removed. This left several cities with inadequate forms of public transit, leading to inequality in
mobility and job access [9]. This inequality disproportionately affects vulnerable populations and
serves to exascerbate issues of poverty [10].
The automobile is also responsible for a large amount of the pollution that enters the atmosphere every year. The United States Environmental Protection Agency estimates that transpotation sources accounted for 29% of the greenhouse gasses released into the atmosphere in 2017 [11].
These pollutants not only affect global temperatures, but they also have a direct negative impact on
the health of individuals that live or work near to roadways [12, 13].
Despite all of these negative effects, the net result of automobiles on society has been a
positive one. Total individual mobility is at a level that could never have been dreamed of prior to
its introduction. The reduced cost of transportation has allowed industry to grow in ways that were
previously impossible. Additionally, and in opposition to the negative effects and connotations
associated with urban sprawl, the low density areas of suburbia offer its inhabitants a level of
control over their surrounding environment that was not accessible to their antecedents. Further,
the problems introduced by automobiles are only the result of society’s response; they are not
inherent to the automobile.

1.1.2

Long Reaching Effects
Having discussed some of the positive and negative effects related to the introduction of the

automobile, it is important to recognize that these effects and their magnitudes were not the same in
all cities. There are various factors that impacted the way in which the automobile affected diverse
locations. First, the level of development in the city that had happened prior to the introduction
of the automobile determined the level at which the mentality associated with automobiles could
be intertwined in the foundational properties of the city. Second, geographic constraints provided
4

a natural limitation on the human response thus tempering some of the discussed effects. Lastly,
regulations, or the lack thereof, provided artificial impetus that propelled automobile infrastructure
to where it is today.
The level of community development at the introduction of the automobile can in many
ways still be measured by the way that the community is currently structured. This difference
is apparent if one compares two cites, one of which was well established in 1920 and another
which was just beginning to establish itself. Two possble cities for this comparison are Boston,
MA and Phoenix, AZ. In 1920, the population of Boston was 748,060, while the population of
Phoenix was 29,053 [14]. The fact that the majority of the development of Phoenix occured after
the introduction of the automobile is evident in its comparatively low population density, large
parking areas with liberal pricing, and dispersed layout. Contrastingly, Boston has high population
density, relatively sparse and expensive parking infrastructure, and a condensed layout. These
differences reflect a friendliness to vehicles in Phoenix that is not present in Boston. This difference
is reflective of the status of the automobile while the respective cities were growing.
While the fact that Boston was well established in 1920 certainly had an impact on the
amount that automobiles were able to shape the city, there were also other factors at play. Phoenix,
being located in the middle of a desert, is almost entirely unconstrained geographically in the areas
where development can occur. This is not the case with Boston. It is located on the coast [15], and
as such the process of expansion that is caused by the reduced cost to transport goods is severely
limited. This limitation prevents the urban sprawl that is commonly associated with the automobile. This phenomenon is even more apparent if one examines the Los Angeles metropolitan area.
Los Angeles is constrained on the west by the Pacific Ocean, on the north by the Santa Gabriel
Mountains, and on the southeast by the Santa Ana Mountains. These geological constraints have,
similarly to Boston, greatly limited the amount of sprawl that is possible in the area. As a result,
Los Angeles has a much higher population density than one might expect for a city that has had a
majority of its development happen post-automobile.
We see then that both the age of the city and the geographic constraints around the city
affected the ways that the automobile impacted a city. The age of the city determined the extent
with which infrastructure was alreadly in place that would have been cost prohibitive or legislatively impossible to change. In the case of Boston, it would be both a historical travesty and a
5

costly nightmare to tear down historic buildings, making room for wider streets to enable more
parking and roadways. The geographic constraints around a city caused natural limitations to the
reduction in travel cost that the automobile provided. In so doing, the sprawling effects that have
been attributed to the automobile were tempered.
To understand how regulations shaped the way that automobiles affected society, one can
examine the resolutions passed by congress near the end of and immediately after World War II. In
1944, Congress passed the Federal-Aid Highway Act. This legislation authorized the construction
of up to 40,000 miles of roadway “...so located, as to connect by routes, direct as practical, the
principal metropolitan areas, cities, and industrial centers, to serve the National Defense, and to
connect at suitable points, routes of continental importance in the Dominion of Canada and the
Republic of Mexico.” Later, in 1956, this network was expanded by the National Interstate and
Defense Highways Act. Through these acts of legislation, the leadership of America required the
building of highways. These highways created networks where people could move faster than had
previously been possible. They also served to redefine downtown centers and further weaken the
residential function of city centers, as it was ever cheaper and more convenient to live away from
the densely populated urban cores. Clearly, the acts passed by Congress served to expand and
nuture the reach of the automobile in ways that had profound effects.
There are, however, other legislative acts that served to temper and constrain the growth of
the automobile. The most simple of these are gas and road use taxes. Just as geographic constraints
provide a natural limitation to the reduction in travel cost that can be effected by the automobile,
taxes perform much the same purpose. As the cost of travel is reduced by the automobile, taxes
serve to increase this cost to a level where the preferred equilibrium distance of travel meets the
desired level put forth by regional planners. In this way, city officials can use legislative regulations
to shape the way that behaviors and patterns develop in a community.
We have examined several of the negative effects that automobiles had on society. Had we
been able to see the end from the beginning different decisions would have undoubtedly been made
surrounding its adoption. Unfortunately, those who were in a position to make those decisions did
not have the faculties to thoroughly understand and comprehend the effects that the decisions they
were making would have 20, 50, or even 100 years down the proverbial road. The planning that
was performed in the early days of the automobile centered on immediate needs and constraints.
6

One must wonder, however, if an increased level of awareness for the effects of decisions
taken would have changed the outcome of those decisions. Perhaps the eagerness with which
automobiles were adopted into society would have been tempered. However, a one Charles Haines
is quoted, in discussions with the city council “Gentlemen, Pardon the expression but this damn
street car service we are getting these days is something awful and beyond endurance [5].” Clearly,
members of the public were not satisfied with the current options for transportation and were
hungry for something more.

1.2

Advent of Shared Autonomous Vehicle
Speculation as to what could have been with perfect knowledge of where the future would

take society is of little to no use. However, it is of value to recognize and avoid the mistakes of our
past. The author Jane Jacobs stated:
Automobiles are often conveniently tagged as the villains responsible for the ills of
cities and the disappointments and futilities of city planning. But the destructive effect
of automobiles are much less a cause than a symptom of our incompetence at city
building.
Jane Jacobs (The Death and Life of Great American Cities)
The negative effects that we have discussed are not a direct result of the automobile, but rather a
result of our misunderstanding how they would change and shape our behaviours.
While the effects of the automobile appear to be cast, we are on the precipice of a new
age of mobility. The autonomous vehicle (AV), and its extension, the shared autonomous vehicle
(SAV), are poised to again redefine the way that humans view mobility. Current mobility options
can be placed into the grid shown in Figure 1.2. Doing so, it becomes apparent that there are many
modes of transportation that exist in the realm of private systems that provide individual service.
There are also many systems that are shared and provide group service, meaning that everyone
using the service must depart and arrrive together. There are, however, few forms of transportation
that provide a shared system with individual service. This is a space that is shared between SAVs
and taxis. While taxis are not new, they provide a completely different experience than what will
be provided by SAVs. Because SAVs do not have the cost associated with a driver, they will be
able to operate far cheaper than taxis. Other forms of transit also suffer from the cost of having a
dedicated driver/operator, however, because those systems provide group levels of service, the cost
is distributed over the several individuals using the service and it becomes much less significant.
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System Structure

Individual

Private

SAV Network,
Taxi

Group

Service Type

Shared

Bus, Train, Light
Rail, Airplane,
Ferry

Automobile, Motorcycle, Bicycle,
Walk

Figure 1.2: Area of the ownership and service type spectrum that will be occupied by SAV
networks

1.2.1

Benefits of Shared Autonomous Vehicles
In addition to providing cheap individualized service from a shared system, SAVs also

offer many clear and obvious benefits. The computers that operate, and provide the functions
of SAV will never tire, become distracted, or suffer clouded judgement from emotional excitement [16]. This alone provides strong evidence that SAVs will be substantialy safer than traditionally piloted automobiles, as nearly one third of people (31.7%) have admitted to shouting at
other roadway users while driving [17]. Additionally, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) reports that in 2016 there were 24,861 people killed in human-choice-related
accidents [18]. The removal of human frailties in creating these situations where fatalities occur
would be a great stride to improve the safety of roadways.
SAVs also promise increased efficiency and better utilization of resources. Currently, it
is estimated that cars are parked 95% of the time [19], meaning that the utilization of the typical
automobile is a paltry 5%. By possessing the ability to relocate themselves to service numerous individuals throughout the day, SAVs will be able to dramatically increase their utilization in
comparison with their automotive forefathers.
In addition to providing better utilization of the vehicle itself, SAVs will also be able to
provide much better utilization of roadways. Vehicles controlled by human drivers must maintain
large safety buffers between each vehicle and barriers on roadways. These buffers serve to provide
a space for correction in the event that the human pilot makes an error. SAVs, however, will require
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far less buffer space compared to their human counterparts. As a result more vehicles will be able
to operate in less space. Further, as intervehicle operation space is decreased, technologies such as
platooning, where vehicles travel together with highly reduced headway between them, will allow
for increases in both speed and efficiency due to reduced drag.

1.2.2

Uncertain Benefits of Shared Autonomous Vehicles
There are other purported benefits to SAVs that are somewhat questionable in the actual

effect that will be realized. The ability to repurpose commute time for other purposes is one of
these purported benefits. It is obvious that SAVs will remove the need for the commuter to focus
on the task of driving. Proponents of SAV development argue that this will allow for increased
productivity; the worker can now include his commute as part of his workday! However, it has
been shown that some level of commute is desireable [20, 21]. The time spent commuting often
provides positive utility to individuals as it allows them time to mentally relax, think, and shift
gears between origin and destination activities [22]. The loss of this time may be beneficial for
some, but it is also likely that it would have far-reaching negative effects for many.
Total resource utilization is also questionable in context of the SAV. It is clear that each SAV
will have better utilization than a corresponding car would have; however, due to this increased use,
it is also likely that the lifespan of the SAV will be far shorter than the lifespan of the typical automobile. As a result, the total resources per year required to support a fleet of SAVs may be far
higher than what would be required for automobiles to service the same area. Further, as SAVs are
introduced it is predicted that the total vehicle miles traveled (VMT), or vehicle kilometers traveled
(VKT), on roadways will increase [2, 23–26]. Depending on the magnitude of this increase, roadways may require resurfacing and replacement more frequently. Bridges may experience increased
loading due to platooning, thus shortening their lifespan. Infrastructure costs will increase and the
resources required to support infrastructure in the age of SAVs may be substantially higher than
what is currently required to support automotive traffic.
Pollution is another questionable benefit of SAV. The central tenent of pollution is that
regardless of the form of power storage and delivery that is present in SAVs, movement, or VMT,
requires energy. This energy must come from some source. If fossil fuels are that source of energy
there will undoubtedly be an increase in pollution proportional to the increase in VMT. However,
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if the source of energy is principally renewable, as could be enabled by electric vehicles, then there
may be no increase in pollution. Further fleets of electric SAVs may be able to penetrate markets
and convert individuals hesitant to embrace electric vehicles due to range anxiety in ways that
traditional electric vehicles are unable to do. In that scenario, it is possible that the total number of
pollutants released into the atmosphere may actually decrease with the introduction of SAV.

1.2.3

Drawbacks of Shared Autonomous Vehicles
Just as there are some clear advantages to SAV adoption, there are some clear disadvan-

tages. The biggest of these, is the increase in VMT [2, 23–26]. Increasing VMT is undesirable
because it carries with it an additional stress on what is an already frequently overstressed road
network in many parts of the world. There are two principal factors conspiring against SAVs and
the corresponding increase in VMT; induced traffic and diverted travel. Induced traffic is the phenomenon that any road improvement project that provisions extra road capacity seems to carry
with it an increase in the volume of traffic using the road. This effect is well studied, and it has
been shown that on average the typical road improvement project results in a 10% increase in demand in the short term and a 20% increase in the long term [27]. Induced traffic has three principal
causes [28]:
• Individuals choose to drive when they would have normally used another form of transit such
as walking or using public transportation.
• Individuals select farther destinations as the increased road capacity reduces the travel cost
• Individuals choose to reside farther from daily destinations
Diverted travel is a similar, but distinct, phenomenon. It occurs when an individual that had previously diverted their trips, either in time or space, to avoid congestion no longer diverts said trips.
This classically is manifest in the commuter that goes to work early in the morning to avoid traffic,
but after the capacity of the freeway is increased is no longer is compelled to maintain his habit of
rising early.
SAVs, as previously discussed, will allow existing roadways to be better used resulting
in increased carrying capacity similar to what occurs when roadways are expanded. There is no
reason to believe that they will not be accompanied by an increase in induced traffic and diverted
demand. For example, adolescents wishing to go visit a friend across town may no longer be
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required to wait until it is convenient for their parents or caretaker to ferry them to their destination.
Similarly, elderly individuals no longer possessing the faculties to drive will not have to wait for
caregivers to transport them.
The second factor that ensures SAVs will result in increased VMT is the simple fact that
every time an SAV moves while it is unoccupied, it is potentially adding VMT that would not have
occured in the absence of SAVs. The best case scenario is that every unoccupied movement of a
SAV is one that a human would have made to drive someone else, make at delivery, or perform
some other task. The worst-case scenario is that each empty movement made by a SAV is one that
is only occuring because of the shared nature of the vehicle. As it moves from dropping person A
off at work to picking up person B for work, it generates a trip that would not have occured had
person A and B both driven their own automobile. The likely case is somewhere between these
two extrema where some of the unoccupied trips in SAVs are replacing trips that humans would
have to make, while others are induced by the SAVs ability to service various individuals.
Perhaps one of the most concerning possibilities that could occur due to the introduction
of SAVs is that the total roadway capacity actually decreases. Breass’s paradox provides an explanation for the case where an alteration performed on a traffic network with the goal of improving
traffic flow actually reduces traffic flow [29]. This is a well studied occurance that has been shown
to exist on road networks around the world [30]. Braess’s paradox arises because the existence of
an additional roadway in the network shifts the Nash equilibrium of the roads that people use such
that the route taken by all parties is slower than if all parties cooperated. From a game theoretic
standpoint Braess’s paradox is nearly identical to the prisoner’s dilemma, and in both cases the
equilibria is a pareto inefficient solution [31]. It is possible that in introducing SAVs into a road
network, the equilibria is shifted such that the travel time for nearly all members of the network is
reduced. This possibility exists because the introduction of SAVs provides an alternative method
to travel between nodes in the graph representation of a network, which is the same condition that
gives rise to Braess’s paradox.

1.3

Bracing for Impact
With an understanding of how the automobile shaped the city as we know it today and a

knowledge of the positive and negative effects that the SAV stands to impose on society, we must
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now recognize the importance of preparing for the shifts that will inevitability come upon us. As
we prepare for SAVs it is important to remember that, paraphrasing the words of Jane Jacobs, the
negative effects that we feel from SAVs will not be because they are inherently good or bad. The
effects that we feel will be caused by our own response. With careful planning and evaluation,
it will be possible to maximize the good that SAVs can provide to society while minimizing the
negative effects that are felt. This is a challenging act to perform. The acceptable level of benefit
and cost will be different in every community and region. Recognizing the trade-offs between
different benefits and drawbacks will be crucial to the successful adoption of SAV.
We have discussed some of the most important factors that should be examined when considering SAV. Among these are VMT, pollution, roadway usage, and resource utilization. Fortunately, society is far better equiped today to look forward and predict how these values will change
with respect to our actions. This is an ability that our forefathers did not possess when the automobile was introduced. Due to the advances of technology, we can do things today that would have
been unthinkable then.
The advent of the computer is mostly responsible for this shift. Gone are the days of
the Navy building elaborate two acre models to simulate water flow in the San Francisco Bay
area. These absurdly complicated models have been replaced by computer simulations capable of
acheiving the same results in much less time and at a lower cost [32]. Along with computers, we
have developed methods of simulation that allow for exceptionally complex systems to be modeled
and evaluated with relative ease.
Data also plays a huge role in our ability to simulate and understand complex systems.
Some of the data available now is similar to what was available then. Census data, for example,
has changed little over the past 100 years. However, today we benefit from a wealth of data that
was not available 100 years ago. Today we have access to high resolution digital maps that can be
used to understand and model road networks. There are multiple travel surveys that provide high
quality data about when, why, and how people move around cities. Among these is the National
Household Travel Survey that was used extensively in this research. Most importantly, this wealth
of data is available in seconds due to the development of the Internet.
We also have the subtle benefit of having seen the change introduced by automobiles. The
information that we can learn from the past does not enable us to understand how our decisions
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will impact SAVs, but it does provide an impetus that we would not otherwise have. Having seen
how the choices made affected people many years down the road allows us to contextualize and
understand how the reprecussions of our decisions are not isolated to what we see today or in the
next five years. With this knowledge and ability, we have the responsibility to do all in our power
to provide the best future possible to those who will live with the consequences of our decisions.

1.4

Research Objectives
The overarching goal of this field of research is to understand how legislative actions will

affect the choices people make in SAV adoption and ultimately shape the futures of cites. Within
that the research objective of this work is to further the understanding of how location agnostic
SAV simulation can be used and to investigate the use of potential fields in addressing the challenge of SAV relocation. To accomplish this larger, overarching, goal, a long sequence of small
tasks must be undertaken. First, an understanding of how people currently move around cities
must be developed. Second, simulations must be developed that are capable of simulating SAV
behavior in a community. Following the development of individual simulations, there must be a
step of generalization allowing simulations to be applied accross a wide variety of locations and
situations. Just as the automobile did not have uniform effects across the world, the effects of
SAVs will be dependent on local constraints. Concurrent to the development of these simulations,
a further understanding of algorithms that can minimize the additional VMT load created by SAVs,
while providing an accurate level of service, needs to be developed. Once these simulations and algorithms have been established, agent-based simulation of individuals in the region of interest can
be developed allowing for an understanding of diverted and induced demand. These agent-based
simulations can then be explored in the context of legislative regulations to explore endogenous
behaviors that may emerge from different artificial constraints and encouragements.
To address the specific research objective of this work two links in the above chain were
selected for further focus. The first is the generalization of SAV simulations to disparate locations. Specifically, the question of interest is how can the creation of SAV simulations in differing
locations be automated? By contributing to the answer of this question this work is enabling simulations to progress from single location experiments to methodologies that can be applied to any
location and set of parameters. This results in a shift from results that apply to only one situation,
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to results that can be shared across regions and cultures. This step will allow not only large research institutions to develop and tune these simulations, but it will make them more accessible to
any interested parties. My contribution to answer this question is found in Chapter 3.
The second link that this work addresses is which algorithms can provide better utilization
of SAV allowing for improved service to customers without increases in fleet sizes. The central
tenent of this is where should SAVs be moved to when they are unoccupied such that they are
close to the next trip that they will service. The specific question of interest is: how can potential field techniques be used to relocate unoccupied SAVs to provide faster service to patrons. In
contributing to the answer of this question, this work brings together two fields that have traditionally been somewhat distinct: operations research and robotics. By approaching the problem using
techniques from the area of robitics, I am contributing a new and previously unexplored approach
to an issue that has existed for some time, first for taxis and now for SAVs.

1.5

Thesis Organization
Chapter 1 of this thesis introduces the concepts of shared autonomous vehicles, and pro-

vides motivation for the reserach. This includes a brief history of the way that vehicles have
shaped society and several of the pridicted influences that SAV will have. Chapter 2 then provides
background information as to the origins of computer simulations and the various topics that are
necessary to provide an understanding of the core principles presented in this work. The educated
reader may find this section to be review and may wish the skip large sections, or the entire chapter.
Chapters 3 and 4 then present two papers that were completed as part of this work. The first
of these, Chapter 3 is a paper that has been submitted for review to Transportation Research Part C:
Emerging Technologies. In this chapter the formulation of a location agnostic framework for SAV
system simulation is presented and some preliminary evaluations are completed. Following the
discussion of the framework, Chapter 4 presents a novel method for calculating relocation positions
for SAV. This method uses potential field concepts originally developed for robotic navigation. The
chapter describes the method and provides and evaluation of method parameters. Lastly Chapter 5
provides several concluding thoughts and several avenues for future work that could be completed.
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CHAPTER 2.

2.1

BACKGROUND

Computer Simulation
Simulation is a complex art that has existed for many years and predates the electronic

computer by hundreds of years. One early example is throwing needles on the slats of a wooden
floor to determine the value of π. The Buffon needle experiment as introduced by Georges-Louis
Leclerc, Comte de Buffon in the 18th Century provides the mathematical foundation that enables
one such simulation [33]. Later simulations include those performed by William Sealey Gosset,
operating under the pseudonym “student”, in the development of the student’s t-test [34, 35].
While these early simulations provided valuable insights, they were rather limited in scope
as they required time-intensive hand calculations to be performed. With the advent of the computer, simulations became orders of magnitude faster and, as a result, several times more useful.
The forefathers of computer simulation are considered by many to be Stanislaw Ulam, John von
Neumann, and Nicholas Metropolis. These men were some of the first who used computer simulation to help solve problems with neutron diffusion requred to develop the hydrogen bomb. These
problems are analytically intractable and, as a result, the scientists developed the idea of MonteCarlo simulations to obtain the needed solutions [36]. Monte-Carlo simulations consist of repeated
random sampling to obtain result distributions of a system. Ulam stated the following about the
development of the method
The first thoughts and attempts I made to practice [the Monte Carlo Method] were
suggested by a question which occurred to me in 1946 as I was convalescing from an
illness and playing solitaires. The question was what are the chances that a Canfield
solitaire laid out with 52 cards will come out successfully? After spending a lot of
time trying to estimate them by pure combinatorial calculations, I wondered whether
a more practical method than “abstract thinking” might not be to lay it out say one
hundred times and simply observe and count the number of successful plays. This was
already possible to envisage with the beginning of the new era of fast computers, and
I immediately thought of problems of neutron diffusion and other questions of mathematical physics, and more generally how to change processes described by certain
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differential equations into an equivalent form interpretable as a succession of random
operations. Later [in 1946], I described the idea to John von Neumann, and we began
to plan actual calculations.
Stanislaw Ulam (1983)
[37]
Other forms of simulation include system dynamics, discrete event, and agent-based simulation. System dynamics simulation was developed by Jay W. Forrester at MIT to help understand
cyclic employment issues that GE was having with its home appliance factory in Kentucky [38].
Using hand calculations Forrester showed that the cyclic issues were due to internal factors, not the
external business cycle, as GE executives had believed. At its core, system dynamics simulation
consists of levels and flows that effect those levels. The focus is on the internal feedback that occurs within the model. This internal feedback can often cause unstable oscillations as was the case
with the GE factory. The benefit of system dynamic simulation is its ability to, identify, replicate,
and evaluate suggested corrections.
Discrete event simulation (DES) is quite different from system dynamics simulation. Where
system dynamics deals with continuously changing values and uses the rates of change to develop
an idea about the overall system behavior, DES centers around events in the simulation and assumes that the state of the system does not change between these events. Discrete event simulation history can be traced back to the General Purpose Simulation System developed by Geoffrey
Gordon at IBM at the beginning of the 1960’s. Originally known as Gordon’s Programmable Simulation System the name was changed when IBM decided to release the system as a product [39].
Due to its discrete nature DES is especially well suited for simulations involving non-continuous
changes to the system state such as occur in queueing systems. Additionally, because every time
step does not need to be evaluated DES typically requires fewer resources than other methods of
simulation. DES has found use in simulation of various systems including manufacturing [40],
Healthcare [41–43], material handling [44], and Vessel Berthing [45].
Agent-based simulations (ABM) can, much like Monte Carlo simulation, be traced back
to Stanislaw Ulam and John von Neumann. Von Neumann originally proposed a machine that
was capable of replicating itself; in discussion with Ulam the idea was developed to create the
machine on paper with grids were each cell would represent a single agent capable of taking
various states [46]. This idea was then further explored by John Conway in his Game of Life
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where each cell in a grid can either be living or dead and the transistion between those states is
controlled by four simple rules [47]:
• Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbours dies, as if by underpopulation
• Any live cell with two or three live neighbours live on to the next generation
• Any live cell with more than three live neighbours dies, as if by overpopulation
• Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbours becomes a live cell, as if by reproduction
The value in agent-based simulations is that using simple rules that describe the actions of an
individual agent, very complex emergent behavior for the system can develop. In the case of the
Game of Life, it has been shown that self replication is possible and that the game is undecidable,
meaning that it is impossible to know, without simulation, if a given initial state will eventually
result in complete extinction of all agents [48]. The Game of Life has also been used to create
Turing Machines that are capable of performing every possible calculation [49,50]. One of the first
practical applications of ABM was showing that segregation will develop from the simple rule that
agents want a certain percentage of their neighbors to be the same race as themselves [51]. Agentbased simulation has recently grown in popularity as the computational complexity associated
with managing hundreds of thousands of agents has been eased with increases in computational
power. It has recently found use in various fields including financial markets [52], and agricultural
systems [53].

2.1.1

Traffic Simulation
Traffic simulation is a well explored area. There are several open source and commercial

packages that have been developed with the intent to simulate traffic patterns. The majority of these
simulation frameworks rely on a discrete event implementation of agent-based modeling. That is
to say that each individual agent is able to direct the actions that it may wish to take, however, each
agent is not required to be evaluated at every tick of the simulation. This hybrid approach allows
for improved execution time while incorporating the benefits of agent-based simulations. Some
of the most well known simulations include Matsim [54], Sumo [55], and the Oak Ridge Toolbox
for Urban mobility Simulations [56]. All of these simulation systems perform exceptionally well
at providing microscopic level simulation of traditional traffic flows within a region of interest.
However, these simulations are not designed to be specifically applied to the simulation of SAV.
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2.1.2

Shared Autonomous Vehicle Simulation
The area of SAV simulation has had considerably less research performed compared to that

of general traffic simulation, but it is still producing a wide body of work. Early simulations into
effects of SAV involved ficticious gridded cites with randomly generated trips. The origin and
destination locations of these trips depend on some form of density function for the population of
the city, typically a dense center. These studies yielded early insights into the changes in VMT
associated with SAV, early relocation strategies, and changes in parking infrastructure [57]. One of
the key early developments was that a single SAV can replace several personal vehicles. Fagnant
and Kockelman suggest that this number may be as high as 11 vehicles replaced by a single SAV
[2].
Real world simulations soon followed those of the gridded city. Zhang and Guhathakurta
developed a simulation of SAV in the city of Atlanta, Georgia using the actual transportation network and calibrated road speeds to determine how parking might shift with the introduction of
SAV [24]. From their simulations they estimated that if 5% of the city’s trips were made by SAV
the city could remove 4.5% of its parking infrastructure. Kondor and Zhang et al. performed a
similar simulation in the city of Singapore and found that a 50% reduction in parking needs was
obtainable with only a 2% increase in the total system VMT [58]. Fagnant et al. extented their
previous gridded city model to one of Austin, Texas [59]. They found that with a more realistic
model a single SAV was only able to replace 10 personal vehicles, albeit with an exceptionally low
wait time per passenger averaging 1%. They also found an 8% increase in VMT. Studies localized
to several other specific regions including: Lisbon, Portugal [60]; Stockholm, Sweden [61]; and
New York City [62] have also been carried out.
These studies have contributed significantly to the existing body of knowledge regarding
SAV impacts. However, they only provide results specific to the region where the study was
implemented. The contribution they provide is diminished by the fact that it does not easily extend
to various locations around the world.
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2.2
2.2.1

Data Fitting
Distribution Approximation
The act of distribution approximation allows the generation of random data that matches

the form of gathered data. By approximating the probability density function (PDF), and, as a
corollary, the cumulative density function (CDF) one is able to map uniform random values to
values that match the given PDF. This ability is useful in many situations where one may wish to
produce data that is similar, but not identical, to experimental or observational data. There are two
main branches of distribution approximation that can be employed: parametric and non-parametric
methods.
Parametric data fitting methods involve fitting the given data to some known statistical distribution that is defined by one or more paramters. The normal distribution, for example, is defined
by two parameters, the mean and standard deviation. Determining values for these parameters can
be accomplished in a variety of ways. The generalized method of moments is one common way
to accomplish this task [63]. However, the dominant method of fitting a parametric distribution
to existing data is maximum likelihood estimation [64]. This method seeks to maximize the loglikelihood that the distribution discribed by the estimated parameters matches the distribution from
which the data was drawn.
Non-parametric methods are antithetical to parametric methods in that they solely seek
to describe the information at hand. Perhaps the simpliest form of non-parametric distribution
approximation is the histogram. This method is estimated to originate in 1662 with the mortality
studies of John Gruant [65]. Histograms, however, suffer from large amounts of subjectivity that
exist in both choosing correct bin sizes and starting locations of the bins [66]. Work has been done
to standardize formulas and remove this subjectivity [67]. However, histograms inherently provide
a skewed view of data. Further, because the histogram discritizes the output space of the input
data, if it is used to generate samples they will exhibit a stair stepping pattern reflective of this
discretization.
Kernel density estimation (KDE) is another non-parametric method that can be used to
estimate the PDF of a set of data [68, 69]. KDE functions by summing the effect that a given
kernel centered on each data point has on the value in question. The principle benefit to KDE
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is that the resulting function can me made to be continuous such that it does not suffer from the
same issues present in histograms. KDE does, however, still exhibit some subjectivity as there is a
smoothing term that must be tuned.
Another alternative to the histogram and KDE is the average shifted histogram (ASH) [70,
71]. ASH works by creating several histograms each with a different start value for the edge
of the bins. Then, by averaging these histograms it is possible to obtain a continous function
that approximates the distribution density of the data. This further reduces the subjectivity that
is present in the estimation, however, the number a steps over which the average is obtained still
introduces some subjectivity.

2.2.2

Markov Chains
Related to, but separate from, the concept of fitting a distribution is that of a Markov chain.

A Markov chain is a model that defines a series of possible states and the probability of transitioning from one state to any other state. As such the Markov chain does away with the assumption of
independence that is often found in statistical arguments. Rather the Markov chain suggests that the
future state of a system is driven by the current state of the system. This system of thinking was developed by Russian mathematician Andrey Markov, who developed the method to understand the
patterns of letters that were present in the novel Eugene Onegin by Alexander Pushkin [72]. While
Markov was able to gain valuable insights into the probabilities surrounding letter organization in
spoken text he did not create an accurate predictor of the next word in a string of characters. This
if because written text violates the central assumption of the Markov chain, which is the Markov
property. This assumption is that the transition probabilities to the next state are only reliant on the
current state and no previous states. If, however, the current state is considered to be several of the
previous characters, or words, resonably natural text generation can be developed [73].
Modern uses for Markov chains include many different and disparate fields. The Google
pagerank algorithm is based on Markov chains. It functions by modeling the probability that a site
is at the end of a series of steps on a chain [74]. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm used for the
simulations of Stanislaw Ulam, John von Neumann, Nicholas Metropolis, and others as they were
developing the hydrogen bomb was also based on Markov chains [75]. Markov chains have also
been used to generate superficially real-looking text for various purposes [76].
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2.3

City Structure
The structure of cities is highly dependent on various factors, including, the cost of com-

munication and transportation [77]. While the current costs associated with communication and
transportation have an influence on city development the larger factor is the associated costs at the
time of major growth. This is because as development occurs the infrastructure created is locked
into place; as the cost to change infrastructure, once it has already been created, is much larger
than an initial change to plans.
Traditionally, cities were developed as a dense core surrounded by a population density
gradient. However, with the introduction of the automobile, cities have morphed. The reduced
cost of transportation has resulted in multiple centers with varying population density, or multiple
diffuse centers that create population “domes” [78]. These differences in population density create
systems that may respond in very different ways to similar input actions.
There are however other differences in city layout. The roadways in a city may evolve
organically or may be planned. Cities with varying levels of planning present in their design
may result in very different organization of their road networks. Specifically the Shannon entropy
present in the directionality of the streets provides a good measure of the amount of order that is
present in a communities road network [79]. Further, it has been shown that older portions of cities
are typically more organized with higher density [80]. It has also been shown that the landscape
surrounding cities has a strong influence on the resulting length and orientation entropy of the
city [81].

2.4

The Relocation Problem
Regardless of the form of a city all methods of individual shared transportation must cope

with the challenge of relocation, or moving vehicles to where they are needed when they are
needed. SAV relocation can take three forms: static, historical, or exact predictive [82]. Static
relocation consists of vehicles that are only relocated when requested for use. This form of relocation is the simplest and typically results in the lowest VKT added to the system, but also yields
long wait times for system users. Historical relocation sends vehicles to locations of demand based
on historically observed data. Exact predictive relocation provides an exact model of where and
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when requested services will occur and can supply vehicles at the exact moment needed. A perfect
knowledge of where vehicles will be required is, however, impossible to obtain. The best alternative then, is a predictive model that can be used to estimate where and when service will be
requested. This model can then be used in conjunction with a relocation strategy to predictively
place cars such that the time between an individual requesting a car and the vehicle arriving is
minimized. There are two subproblems that exist in the area of SAV relocation. The first is that of
predicting demand, and the second is that of sending vehicles to the right location at the right time.

2.4.1

Predicting Demand
The most prevalent studies with respect to predicting demand in the area of shared vehicles

involves demand prediction for taxi allocation. Particularly in recent years there have been large
strides in using machine learning to create accurate prediction models. Mukai and Yoden used
a neural network to predict taxi demand using a probe system that was capable of storing large
amounts of customer trajectory data [83].
Moreira-Matias et al. explored using time-varying Poisson models, ARIMA models, and
ensemble methods to predict demand at taxi stands in various locations around Portugal [84]. They
show that with these methods they are able to use data streaming from taxis to predict demand
occuring within 30 minutes of the current time. The ensemble method consistently performed the
best with error that never exceeded 26% of the actual demand. Their work was trained on both long
term and short term data showing that, provided sufficient data, it is possible to provide reasonable
prediction accuracy for taxi demand at point locations.
Zhao et al. further examined the capability to predict demand using the New York City
Yellow Taxi data set [85]. They suggest that the maximum predictability of the dataset averages
83% based on the entropy in the data. They then compared the accuracy of Markov predictors
and neural networks. In their experiments Markov predictors performed 11% better than neural
networks with an accuracy of 89% in areas of high demand. However, the neural network predictor
was superior in areas of low demand.
Building on the work of Zhoa, Xu et al. explored the use of Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) recurrent neural networks to predict New York City taxi data [86]. They then compare
these results to a fully connected feed-forward neural network predictor and a statistic average
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predictor. These comparisons show that overall LSTM outperforms other prediction methods.
Additionally, they show that various other factors including weather conditions, day of week, and
previous drop-offs can be used to further improve prediction accuracy.

2.4.2

Relocation
Once demand can be predicted it is necessary to intelligently relocate vehicles to areas

matching the predicted demand. The relocation problem is a substantial challenge in the transportation industry where service providers are only paid when their vehicle is occupied. When a
vehicle is vacated by its passenger(s) it is adventageous to move as short a distance as possible
before the next trip. There is, however, a competing objective to provide service to passengers as
quickly as possible which is accomplished by possibly relocating the vehicle a large distance to an
area of high demand. One possible solution to this challenge it to saturate the system with more
vehicles than are necessary. This, as we will show, will significantly reduce the need for relocation
strategies; however, there are large costs associated with having excess vehicles when a similar
level of service can be obtained by using intelligent relocation strategies.
One of the principal costs associated with operating an oversaturated system is the possible
public rejection that occurs with the excess vehicles. Dockless bike and scooter sharing systems
have provided a possible solution to micro-mobility challenges. However, in cities where these
systems have been introduced they have been met with large amounts of public backlash [87].
This backlash is directly related to excess vehicles that clutter sitewalks and public areas like parks.
A more conservative approach to the distribution of these fleets of shared systems may result in
less clutter and greater public acceptance. Many researchers have proposed ways of addressing the
competing demands of reducing both travel distance and passenger wait time. Despite the different
approaches that have been suggested it is clear that the use of intelligent demand forecasting models
and relocation algorithms is crucial to enabling SAVs to be cost competitive with private vehicles
[88].
One of the most popular methods to address the issue is by formulating an optimization
problem around the competing demands. This is done by identifying a group of stations or zones
where vehicles will wait for passengers. The optimization problem can then be formulated with the
objective to minimize the cost to rebalance the vehicles between stations subject to the constraint
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that all zones have sufficient vehicles to meet the predicted demand [88–92]. A mathematical
formulation of this problem can be found in [93].
In the development of agent-based simulations of SAV many authors have evaluated different approaches that do not require a global optimization step as discussed, but rather reassign
single SAV as they are vacated by passengers. Fagnant and Kockelman developed an agent-based
simulation and explored four different relocation strategies [2]. The first of these was to divide the
region of interest into blocks 3.7 kilometers on each side. SAVs are then relocated with the goal
that the ratio of SAV in the block to total SAV in the system is the same as the ratio of expected
trips from the block to total expect trips in the system. The second explored strategy was very
similar to the first with the only difference being the blocks had a smaller side length of 1.6 kilometers. The third strategy sought to relocate SAV to spaces where no SAV were present. The last
strategy moved SAV into adjacent zones when three or more were predicted to be unused in the
next tick of the simulation. Their results suggest that “relocation methods using global (block to
block) frameworks perform better than methods with more localized (zone to zone) outlooks [2].”
Owing to the results of Fagnant and Kockelman several simulations have been developed
that relied on their block based relocation strategies. Chen et al. used the two mile block based
relocation strategy when exploring the management of a network of electric SAVs [94]. Fagnant
and Kockelman also used their block-based relocation when exploring dynamic ride sharing of
sytems of SAVs in Austin, Texas [95].
Winter et al. analyzed the the impacts of five different relocation strategies on various
metrics including passenger wait time, passenger utility, and the ratio of vehicle driving time [96].
The relocation strategies tested were 1) remaining idle, 2) random shuffling, 3) returning to the
original location, 4) moving based on anticipated demand, and 5) moving to balance vehicle stock.
They found that in terms of passenger wait time remaining idle was the best strategy, however it
performed poorly in terms of parking turnover and link occupancy. In light of this finding they
have extended the study to include parking constraints [97].
There has also been some work to explore methods of intelligent cruising to discover passengers. Zhang et al. developed a method that suggests an efficient cruising route with a minimum
length and at least one arriving passenger [98]. This is accomplished by categorizing the road network as a graph and assigning weights to edges of the graph based on the utility of traversing those
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Figure 2.1: Demonstration of potential field method to move a robot from one corner of an area to
the opposite corner while avoiding an obstacle in the middle of the area

edges. Traditional path planning algorithms can then be used to find an efficient path through the
network.

2.5

Potential Fields
The potential field method introduced by Khatib [99] have been used in a wide variety of

applications, particularly associated with the field of robotics where they have been used extensivly
to generate motion control algorithms [100, 101]. The principle tenet of the potential field method
is to think of obstacles as having some form of a repulsive force and desired locations, or goals, to
have some form of attractive force. These forces can then be used to solve a variety of different
and complex problems. In the case of path planning, a robot that follows the path of highest
gradient will eventually, barring local minima, reach the objective or goal. Potential fields is a
useful method in robotic path planning as it does not require global knowledge of the arena to be
able to plan paths into the near future. Figure 2.1 shows an image of the path a robot may take if
planning a route across an area while avoiding an obstacle placed in what would be the ideal path.
As can be seen the path taken by the robot follows the path of highest gradient downhill around the
obstacle. While the potential field approach typically performs well, it suffers from local minima,
which may cause the robot to be unable to move from an unintended location [102].
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Potential fields have also found applications in a variety of other uses. Butler explored the
use of potential fields created from measurement data of total-field magnetometers to determine
the location of unexploded ordinances at base realignment and closure sites as well as formerly
used defense sites [103]. Liang et al. expanded the traditional two-dimensional potential field
model to three dimensions and used paths inspired by fluid flow for path planning of unmanned
aerial vehicles [104]. Paul, Krogstad, and Gravdahl showed that three-dimensional potential fields
could also be used for collision avoidance and formation flight of unmanned aerial vehicles [105].
Howard, Matarić, and Sukhatme showed that potential fields can also be used to distribute
sensors in an environment [106]. Their work assumes a collection of nodes with the ability to
detect wall and other nodes in the surrouding area. The potential field approach is then used to
control the motion of each node in the collection. Due to the repulsion of other robots and walls
in the area the nodes become evenly distributed throughout the area. They remark that these nodes
can be sensors for a variety of tasks including search and rescue or environment monitoring.
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

Preface
Chapter 3 of this thesis is the contents of a paper entitled “Automated Location-Agnostic

Modeling Framework for Shared Autonomous Vehicle System Simulation” that has been submitted
for review to Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies. Select portions of this paper
were also included in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

3.2

Introduction
As of January 28, 2019, there were 62 different entities licensed to test autonomous vehi-

cles (AVs) on the roads in California [1]. The sheer number of groups working on the problem
of autonomous mobility suggests that a future in which we, as humans, are no longer directly responsible for the individual actions that move us from place to place is now an inevitability rather
than the dream of science fiction writers [2, 3]. Shared autonomous vehicles (SAVs) extend this
possibility. They promise reduced transportation costs and increased mobility by allowing multiple
individuals to share the same vehicle as it can move between each person autonomously as needed.
However, the impacts that these vehicles will have on society is not yet fully understood. Further
the various impacts caused by SAVs will have differing magnitudes depending on local conditions
and regulations. We present a framework that allows for the rapid formulation of SAV simulation
in different locations to enable the examination of local effects.

3.3

Motivation
As AV companies grow and autonomous vehicle sharing gains acceptance, the adoption

of SAVs will provide several benefits including lower trip cost [107], increased safety [108], and
reduced congestion [2]. However, there is reason to believe that SAVs will also cause an increase
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in the total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and associated pollution, increased pressure on already
overtaxed infrastructure, and further pressures on land use due to shifting parking demands [2,
23–26]. A further understanding of the direct impact of SAVs on transportation infrastructure is
required to better understand the rules and regulations that should be placed around AVs. This
understanding is crucial to maximize the benefits that they can provide to society while mitigating
the strain that they may place on current systems. Using this understanding decision makers will
be able to shape future infrastructure development projects and regulations in a way that minimizes
risk while maximizing reward.
There is a wide body of research regarding the effects that SAVs will have on the societies
that adopt this technology [109]. However, the majority of this research has been performed on
hypothetical “gridded” cities [2, 57] or with respect to a singular simulation location [24, 25].
Results from simulations tailored to a specific city topologies have provided valuable insights and
results that are ideal for understanding peculiarities that may exist. However, these results are not
easily extensible to different areas of interest. While a study carried out in Charleston may provide
some general findings that are of use generally, it will not allow for detailed exploration of effects
in Seattle where the organization of the streets is very different [79]. The cities found in each
location are different, and the results expected from simulations should also be unique to those
areas.
To this point, Fossett suggests that while cities from a century ago followed the basic form
of a dense core surrounded by a population density gradient, modern cities often take more complex
forms [78]. Some of these forms may include a spatial distribution coalesced around a single center
of extreme density, multiple centers with varying population density, or multiple diffuse centers
that create population “domes”. There are various factors that determine the population structure
of a city including the cost of communication and transportation [77]. These differences suggest
that the response to SAVs will vary depending on the population structure of the city. Additionally,
there are great differences in street network configurations and Shannon entropy or consistency
with which the streets are laid out [79]. These differences in layout will contribute to additional,
possibly substantial, differences in the way that SAVs impact cities. Further, depending on local
resources, the effects that local governments and societies view as acceptable may differ greatly.
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There is therefore a need for a simulation framework that can quickly be applied to a given region
of interest and used to explore the impacts of regulatory changes on the operation of SAVs.

3.4

Methodology
The desired framework should exhibit the following properties and requirements to be use-

ful across a wide variety of situations. The first requirement is that the framework be agnostic to
the specified location of the simulation. This suggests that the framework should make no assumptions with regard to location. Provided the required input information is provided with respect to
the specified area, a simulation should be created regardless of how complete that information may
be. While the accuracy of a simulation created with minimal information may be suspect, it will
provide a starting point from which conversations and future directions can be developed. Additionally, as more refined and accurate information is provided to the framework, the associated
accuracy of the simulation should increase correspondingly. Second, the time to create an environment in which a simulation can take place should be minimal to allow for rapid iteration and
exploration. In line with the requirement for rapid iteration there should, third, be minimal human
intervention required to correct errors in the simulation environment. Fourth, extensibility is also
of importance in the framework. The time required to extend and change the behaviour of the
framework should be minimized such that it can quickly be customized to the needs of a specific
locality. Fifth, the framework should be capable of accepting various sources for the initial data
that is required to create the simulation environment. The ability to accept inputs from various
sources is critical as it allows different municipalities with differing qualities and resolutions of
available data to make use of the framework despite possible differences. Handling these differences allows the framework to maintain usefulness in situations where there is either an abundance
or a dearth of data. These requirements can be summarized as follows.
• Location agnostic
• Minimal creation time
• Minimal human intervention
• Easily extensible
• Accepting of various input formats
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This work describes a framework which is used to create a simulation environment wherein
simulations can be executed to predict how SAVs may operate within a given environment. The
simulation environment consists of three main components or modules: the road network, the
demand model, and destination selection. The framework has been implemented in the Julia programming language which enables performant computer code without sacrificing human convenience and thereby fulfills the requirement that the framework be easily extensible [110]. The
framework also provides visualization tools in the form of integration with the Julia Plots environment. This integration allows the user to view the created road network for quick and simple
evaluation. The plotting integration also extends to allow visualization of the demand model and
possible locations for destination selection. The following sections describe how the framework
populates each of these components and, in turn, how the simulation is performed once the environment has been created. An overview of this process is shown in Figure 3.1 where the inputs,
outputs, and interconnections of each module are shown.

3.4.1

Road Network
The road network consists of a representation of five separate components

• The area of interest stored as a non-planar directed graph with each roadway stored as a
series of nodes and edges [111]
• A distance matrix storing the edge distance between each node
• A speed matrix storing the estimated speed limit along each edge between the nodes
• A K-D tree used to lookup the nearest road node to a specified location in the simulation
area.
The road network for the simulation is generated from data provided by Open Street Map (OSM),
an editable map database built and maintained by volunteers and distributed under the Open Data
Commons Open Database License [112]. This database was selected because of its liberal license
and availability worldwide. The framework uses the associated Overpass API to query the features
of a selected circular area defined by a centerpoint (using coordinates in the World Geodetic System
1984 (WGS84) [113]) and a radius in meters.
After the query, data is returned from the server and then parsed, storing the WGS84 location of each node, and all “ways”, tags, and relations. Once this data has been stored, it can then be
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Figure 3.1: Overview of information flow and processes in the framework

used for the creation of the directed graph which represents the roadways of the community, region,
or area of interest. The creation of the graph is performed by selecting the ways that correspond to
roads, iterating over the selected “ways”, and storing the distance between each connected node in
the way to a sparse matrix. Because OSM data includes information regarding the directionality
of the roadway it is possible to determine if the edge between the nodes is single or bi-directional
meaning that the graph preserves the directionality of the road network stored in OSM. The created
distance matrix is then used to generate the non-planar directed graph upon which the simulation
occurs using the LightGraphs.jl library [114].
Other research has explored removing nodes in road ways that do not correspond to intersections or dead-end roads [111], thereby simplifying the graph. This research, however, leaves
those nodes in place as it allows for increased resolution of the car location during the simulation of
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Figure 3.2: Detailed view of street network showing road nodes connected by edges between
nodes. Although some nodes could be removed without affecting the topology of the graph they
are retained as they allow for more accurate localization of the SAVs during simulation

the framework. An example of a portion of the graph is visible in Figure 3.2; specifically the road
located at the bottom of the figure has several nodes that do not represent an intersection with other
roadways but allow for a finer resolution when recording the location of vehicles in the simulation.
In addition to storing the location of the nodes on the road the tag data provided by OSM
classifies each roadway into one of 25 categories including: motorway, primary, secondary, tertiary,
and residential These classifiers are used for two purposes within the framework. The first is in the
selection of relevant roadways; if a user prefers to only include primary roadways in the roadway
graph this can be specified within framework. Downselecting roadways may be beneficial in the
case that the area of interest is exceptionally large and the additional resolution gained by including
minor roadways is negligible. The second use for these classifications is in the definition of the
speed limit on each roadway. While it is certain that the speed limit of every roadway does not
exactly correspond with the OSM classification, it does serve to provide a sensible estimate of the
speed limits on the roadways in the selected areas. This method has been used previously in similar
simulations [115].
Beyond the graph creation, two data structures are created from the OSM data. First, the
nodal locations along each roadway are stored in a K-D tree [116] which allows for fast nearest
neighbor lookup of road nodes which is subsequently used in the selection of destinations discussed in Section 3.4.3. Second, a corresponding speed matrix is created in the same way as the
distance matrix using the speed limits discussed previously. This matrix, when combined with the
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distance matrix, allows for calculations of the time for a SAV to traverse a given edge. These four
components combine to define where SAVs are allowed to travel and the time that will be required
of the SAV to move from one location to another, a crucial component of the simulation.

3.4.2

Demand Model
While the road network section of the simulation environment defines where and the rate

at which SAVs are allowed to travel, the demand model defines the sequence of trips that should
be taken within the simulation environment. These trips should be reflective of the actual trips
that individuals in the area of interest would be expected to take. The demand model relies on
one principle data source: a trip survey consisting of several thousand trips including start times,
origins, destinations, and time spent at each destination. This input may take many forms, but
for the purposes of this paper we consider the results of the 2009 National Household Travel
Survey (NHTS) where only the trips taken in personal vehicles are included for the purposes of the
framework. The selected data-source is convenient as it provides generality to the entirety of the
United States of America. However, if data exists that is more precise, complete, or accurate for
the area of interest it can easily be substituted in place of the NHTS data.
There are minimal constraints placed on the input data. First, the data should be representative of the population of interest. Second, it is required that the categories of the origins and
destinations be the same. There must be at least two possible values of these categories one of
which is “home.” In the case of the NHTS data there are 19 different categories. Data sets that
contains more possible values for the origin/destination locations will serve to increase the accuracy of the model providing more realistic results. The NHTS consists of 19 possible categories
for origins and destinations as seen in Figure 3.3, however “DriveSomeone” is excluded from the
possible destinations as the need to drive someone else is supplanted by the service provided by
SAVs. The complete set of transition probabilities for each hour of the day can be seen in Appendix A. Lastly, there must be sufficient data from which approximations about the habits of the
population may be determined. The definition of sufficient depends greatly on the resolution of the
desired demand model. For example, significantly less data will be required to represent a single
average day than to model each day of the week separately. The NHTS consists of 680,065 trips
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Figure 3.3: Transition probabilities of Markov chain from 9am to 10am. The origin locations are
found on the left side of the figure, the destination locations are those on the bottom of the figure.
Note that most trip are either have a destination of home or groceries, but trips originating from
home also have a relatively high probability of going to work

taken in personal vehicles which has shown to be more than sufficient for approximating the trips
of a single day.
The output of the demand model is a collection of “trip sets”. A trip set is defined as the
set of trips that an individual takes from leaving his/her house to returning home again. A trip is
defined as a single relocation event consisting of a single origin-destination pair. Accompanying
each trip is a time that the individual spends at each location of the trip. As an example, an
individual leaving home to visit a family member, then going to lunch at a restaurant, followed by
shopping at the grocery store before finally returning home would be a single trip set consisting
of four trips. The first of these trips has the origin of home and the destination of the residence of
his/her family member.
The process of generating a trip set is explained graphically in Figure 3.4. Each trip set
must start with a desired departure time which is considered the time at origin for the first location
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home. This time is randomly sampled from an estimated probability density function (PDF) of all
trips in the supplied data set that have the origin specified as home. The specific method of PDF
estimation is less important provided the estimation yields a reasonable approximation and can be
used in the generation of random samples following the PDF. Possible methods include Kernel
Density Estimation [117], Histograms, and distribution fitting.
The destination of each trip is selected using a discrete-time Markov chain whose states
correspond to the possible destinations that exist in the data and whose transition probabilities
have been determined by fitting the input data for each hour of the day [118] [119]. The transition
probabilities are calculated as follows
Pr(Di = home|Di−1 = work) =

Nwork,home
Nwork

where
Di =ith destination of the trip set
Na,b =Number of trips from origin a to destination b
Na =Number of trips originating at a

An example of the transition probabilities that exist from the NHTS from 9am to 10am is
shown in figure 3.3.
Each subsequent leg of the trip set is determined by first adjusting the probabilities of the
Markov chain as a result of the time spent at the destination, determining the next destination based
on the current state, and selecting a new time at the specified location. This process is then repeated
until the trip set returns home. Note that it is possible that there is a non-zero transition probability
in the Markov chain for the same origin and destination. This eventuality does not cause issues,
however it is not permitted that a trip set contain only one trip whose origin and destination are
both “home”; therefore, the transition probability of home to home is set to zero for all times in
the Markov chain.
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Figure 3.4: Tripset flowchart

3.4.3

Destination Selection
The purpose of destination selection is to accurately determine the locations of each of the

destinations in a trip set such that the collection of trip sets accurately reflects the trips that would
be taken in a given time span. To do this, the population of homes in the area of interest must
be accurately sampled and destinations that do not correspond with residential locations must be
assigned to locations on the map that accurately reflect locations in the real world. This element
of the framework requires three inputs. The first is a data file defining the outline of blocks that
overlay the area of interest and the relative populations of those blocks. Second a mapping of
destination categories to possible locations in the area of interest. Each of the specified locations
should also include a weight corresponding to the likelihood that the given location will be a
destination relative to the other possible destinations. Third, the trip set information generated
by the demand model. Once again this input data can take many forms depending upon what is
available to the interested parties. For generality we discuss using census data and tags from OSM
for the necessary inputs as this provides the ability to set up simulations within the entirety of the
United States. OSM data is also available around the world and most countries where simulations
of this type are valuable have similar census data. As a result, a minimum viable dataset for
destination selection should be reasonable to obtain in many locations around the world. The
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Figure 3.5: Triangulation process for random house location selection

output of this module is the input trip set with each location defined to a specific location in the
graph of the road network.
In the context of trip sets that have been generated from the NHTS, census data is used
for three types of destinations: home locations, residential visit locations, and childcare locations.
To enable the random selection of a home location in the area of interest, the census data is first
processed by excluding any census blocks that are not in the area of interest. All blocks that are
partially within the area of interest are trimmed by excluding any points outside of the selected
region such that they only include the area of interest. The population of these blocks is then
scaled in proportion to the change in area incurred by the trimming of the block.

POPi = popi
where
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Ai
,
ai

POPi =Scaled population of block i
popi =Original population of block i
Ai =Post trimming area of block i
ai =Original area of block i.

Once the census data has been trimmed to only include the area of interest each block is
triangulated using the earcut.jl library which implements a modified ear slicing algorithm, based
on the work of Held [120] and Eberly [121], optimized by z-order curve hashing and extended to
handle holes, twisted polygons, degeneracies, and self-intersections. Figure 3.5 shows the results
of the triangulation that occurs for the census map of St. George Utah (37.10192 N, 113.57658
W).
With the census data trimmed and triangulated it is then possible to generate random home
locations, the density of which will match the density of the provided data. The process is presented in Figure 3.6. First, a block is selected by a random draw that is weighted by the adjusted
population of the block. Second, one of the triangles inside of the block is selected by a random
draw weighted by the area of each triangle in the block. Lastly, a random point inside of the
selected triangle is generated using the formula presented by Osada [122]:
√
√
√
P = (1 − r1 )A + r1 (1 − r2 )B + r1 r2C,
where
P=Randomly generated point
A, B,C=Vertices of triangle
r1 , r2 =Randomly generated values.

Selecting locations for other destinations is accomplished using the second input into the
destination selection module; that is, the mapping of destination categories to possible locations
with associated weights. While this information can be provided by the user it is convenient to
use the information that is retrieved and stored as part of the road network described in Section
3.4.1. To use the data contained in the road network a mapping from the OSM key-value pairs
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Figure 3.6: Process for generation of random home location using triangulated census data

to the possible destinations in the NHTS is required. As an example, Table 3.1 shows the OSM
key-value pairs that correspond to the NHTS destination “meals”.
The required weighting for each destination is then determined by using the associated
area of the specified building in OSM. These areas are then clipped to the values between the first
and third quartile (25th and 75th percentile). The clipping of values is performed to prevent the
location selection being dominated a single large entity. In the case that OSM only provides a
point location for the destination, the area is assumed to be the mean area of the other possible
destinations. While the area of a destination is not perfectly correlated to the probability that a
destination will be visited, it serves as a proxy as it has been used, for better or worse, as a metric
to define the amount of off-street parking required at a given location which is directly related to
patronage demand [123, 124].
In the event that only point locations are available in the OSM data, the weights on the
destinations are assumed to be equal. The destination selection then defaults to randomly selecting
one of the locations. If there are no locations in the area of interest that correspond to the desired
destination then a random location is selected within the bounds of the region of interest.
The user may also wish to modify the weighting of the destinations based on the distance to
each. To accomplish this we use a weighting based on a user-defined distance metric that defaults
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to Euclidean distance. The equation for the weighting modification is


dmin − di
Wi = wi α(di ) +
,
dmax − dmin
where
Wi =Modified weighting of destination candidate i
wi =Original weighting of destination candidate i
α=Taper value defining the rate at which falloff occurs
di =Distance to destination candidate i
dmin =Distance to the nearest of the destination candidates
dmax =Distance to the furthest of the destination candidates.

Having developed the method to determine destination locations for both residential and
non-residential destination types it is then possible to assign locations for each destination category
in a trip set. First, a random residential location is selected as the home for the given trip set. Each
destination in the trip set is then iterated through and the location is selected using the provided
weightings. The last location, home, is set to the same location as the starting home location.
The destination locations will at this point be a list of latitude and longitude coordinates in the
WGS84 coordinate system. To convert these coordinates into nodal locations that can be used in
the simulation the K-D tree described in Section 3.4.1 is used for quick lookup of the nearest node
to the given coordinate.
Table 3.1: OSM key-value pairs that corresponds to
the destination value of “meals”.
key
amenity
amenity
amenity
amenity
amenity
amenity
amenity
amenity
amenity

value
bar
bbq
biergarten
cafe
fast food
food court
ice cream
pub
restaurant
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3.4.4

Simulation
Once the steps of creating the road network, generating the demand model, and assigning

locations to the trips have been completed it is now possible to create a simulation of the specified
area of interest. The simulation developed to work with the framework consists of a discrete event
simulation in the Julia programming language [110]. The discrete event aspect of the simulation is
provided by the SimJulia.jl package which provides a discrete-event process-oriented simulation
framework. Discrete event simulation (DES) has been used in similar location focused projects
and provides several advantages over traditional methodologies [24]. DES models the system as a
series of discrete events that take place in sequence while steps in time are not necessarily evenly
spaced [125].

Simulation Formulation
The principle entity in the simulation is the individual SAV. Each SAV is modeled as a
resource that must be requested by any process that wishes to use it. This allows for the inclusion of
a queue that records the requested trips for each vehicle. The state of the vehicles in the simulation
at any given moment is also recorded as one of the following:
1. Dispatch: En route to pickup a passenger
2. Occupied: In the process of transporting a passenger
3. Relocation: Moving to a waiting position
4. Waiting: Not moving, ready to be dispatched
Each state represents a specific mode of operation for the vehicle. In typical operation each state
will be traversed in sequence. However, it is possible to have out-of-order transitions when SAV
demand is high. The possible transitions between the states are shown in Figure 4.1.
The starting positions of the vehicles in the simulation are also controllable. The simplest
option is to have a single location where all vehicles are initially placed. This option could be
used in the situation where a municipality would like to explore the option of only allowing SAV
operations during certain hours of the day, and all vehicles must return to the same location outside
of those hours. Another option is to randomly place the SAVs throughout the map. While this is
not reflective of real-world situations, it can be used as a low-fidelity replacement for a simulation
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Figure 3.7: State diagram for vehicles in simulation

warm-up period. A warm-up period is the third option for vehicle placement. The framework
supports this functionality through creating a separate simulation in which the warm-up occurs,
or by simply excluding the first several hours of the simulation from analyses that are performed.
Once the vehicles have been placed on the road network the simulation can begin.
An overview of the simulation flow is shown in Figure 3.8 where Figure 3.8a describes the
process for simulating a single trip set. This process is run concurrently for every trip set in the
demand model. Figure 3.8b describes the process that every car executes continuously throughout
the simulation. To simulate a trip set the simulation first sets current trip to the first trip in the set.
The simulation then waits the specified time at origin before the first trip occurs. At the start time
of the first trip a vehicle is requested to service the trip. When a vehicle is requested, the nearest
available vehicle, by the amount of time required to finish trips in its queue and arrive at the origin
of the trip, has both the dispatch and occupied trips added to its trip queue. The selected SAV to
dispatch is calculated as follows

SAVd = min
j∈J




T j + ∑n j t j,k , S j = SD , SO
k=1

T j ,

S j = SR , SW

where
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SAVd =SAV to dispatch for trip
T j =Estimated time for vehicle j to reach origin location of trip
j=index of vehicle
J=Set of indicies for vehicles in the simulation
k=Index for trip in vehicle queue
n j =Number of trips in queue for vehicle j
S j =State of vehicle j
t j,k =Estimated time to complete trip k in trip queue for vehicle j.

Once the SAV to be dispatched has been selected, it first completes any trips that exist in its
queue then locks its resource so that no other processes can interact with the vehicle. It then moves
to the origin location of the requesting trip at which point it unlocks its resource. The trip process
then acquires the vehicle’s resource and moves the vehicle to the destination location. Once the trip
has been completed the trip process releases the vehicle’s resource allowing the vehicle to serve
other requested trips in its queue or be relocated as necessary. The specified time at the location is
then waited before the next trip starts and the process is repeated with a new request for the nearest
vehicle to service the trip. This sequence of events is repeated for each trip in the trip set.
Vehicle movement occurs on a defined trip path calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm [126]
with the time to traverse each edge used as the cost to traverse said edge. The goal of the algorithm
is then to find the minimum cost to traverse the graph from the origin to the destination location.
Dijkstra’s algorithm was selected as it provides a computationally efficient lookup for one to one
paths [127]. Paths and associated times are computed for each type of movement. Paths are also
computed for each vehicle to evaluate the TimetoOrigin value of each vehicle.
When relocation occurs with a vehicle there are several simple built in methods that can
be used to determine where the relocation destination should be placed. The first is to place the
relocation destination at the current vehicle location. This is akin to the vehicle staying and waiting
at the destination location of the last trip served. The second is to move to the nearest parking lot.
The parking lot locations are determined from the OSM data in the same way that other nonresidential locations are determined. The last built in method is that all vehicles relocate to a
central hub location.
Throughout the entirety of the simulation all events and other key information is stored in
a SQLite database for the purpose of enabling analysis and visualization to be performed upon the
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Figure 3.8: Flowcharts describing the simulation methodology

completion of the simulation. This information is stored in four tables within the database. These
tables and associated info are as follows:
• Nodes: The node id and corresponding WGS84 coordinate for every node in the road network
• States: The timestamp, node id, old state, new state, time spend in the old state, and vehicle
id for every state change that occurs within the simulation.
• Carstep: The timestamp, node id, vehicle id, and vehicle state for every node that each
vehicle visits in the simulation. If a vehicle visits the same node multiple times each visit is
recorded as a separate entry into the database.
• Trips: The vehicle id, origin node id, destination node id, state of the vehicle during the trip,
request timestamp, start timestamp, time duration, length in km, and path in terms of nodal
ids.
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Adding additional information to the database can be accomplished quite simply as it involves
simple commands to create a new table, store information in the table, and add locations in the
simulation where information is recorded.
Extending the simulation is also quite simple for a variety of cases that may be of interest to
municipalities. For example, if a community were interested in understanding how only allowing
SAVs to use public parking during specified hours would impact wait times and roadway usage,
the function to determine best relocation position could be modified to reflect this condition. The
simulation could then be run with and without this condition and the results compared using the
metrics of interest to the engaged parties. In this way the simulation provides a flexible scaffold
onto which interested individuals can graft ideas and tests of various circumstances.

3.5

Framework Evaluation/Results
The discussed framework is used to create the inputs for and simulate the effects of SAVs

on a specified area of interest. To demonstrate the framework and its ability to adapt to differing
locations we have selected three demonstration areas that exibit the adaptability and flexibility
discussed. These locations are the Salt Lake Valley (SLC), Provo-Orem metropolitan area, and St.
George Utah. The locations were chosen because they exhibit the frameworks ability to adapt to
cities of various size (large, medium, and small), are locations of interest to the area where this
research has been developed, and are locations with which the authors are familiar allowing for a
more intuitive validation process.

3.5.1

Time to Create Simulation Envrionment
The time required to create the simulation envrionment is variable and highly dependent

on the bandwidth of the connection to the server hosting the overpass API, the size of the region
of interest, the number of features that exist in the OSM data, as well as the size, detail, and
complexity of the trip and population data supplied to the framework. Due to the variability that
may exist in these sources rigorous benchmarking is not possible. However, times for the data and
regions of interest described above are shown for each of the regions of interest in Figure 3.9. The
reported time is the average of five trials for each section. As can be seen in the figure larger more
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Figure 3.9: Baseline times to perform each stage of the framework

complicated road networks require significantly more time than simplier road networks. However,
even for the largest region of interest the time to completely develop the framework averaged 200
seconds. This short time allows for rapid iteration on the model as any portion of framework can
be regenerated in less than 3 minutes using the data described.

3.5.2

Road Network Evaluation
Using the framework, it is possible to very quickly identify, request, create, and visualize

the road networks for each of the areas of interest. Figure 3.10 presents the road network that is
created in each case. For each network the layout of the city is clearly visible with the different
classes of roadway shown in different colors defined in Figure 3.10d. While the reliance on OSM
data may lead to situations where the resulting model is not complete, OSM has in various circumstance been examined and shown to be an accurate data set especially in areas of relatively high
population [128]. We can also see in Figure 3.11 that the generated topology captures intersections
as well as separated highways.
There are, however, some difficulties that arise with the approach described with regard to
the road network. An example of this limitation is shown in Figure 3.11. In this situation a divided
roadway is shown leaving the area of interest to the north east. Because the highway is divided,
with each side of the highway being a directed edge in the graph, any SAV in the simulation that
ventures onto this roadway will never be able to return to the rest of the simulation. This is due to
the fact that there is no possibility for it to transfer to the lane traveling in the opposite direction.
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(a) St. George road network with radius of 5 km

(b) Provo road network with radius of 10 km
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(c) Salt Lake Valley road network with radius of
25 km

(d) Legend for road network coloring

Figure 3.10: Road networks for three selected locations of interest
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Figure 3.11: Trimmed divided roadways as shown in the upper right corner of this figure create a
situation where some vehicles may not be able to return to the road network, before adjustment.

To overcome this issue the described situation is automatically detected and, temporarily, for the
single return trip of the SAV, the directionality of the graph is ignored and edges are considered to
be bi-directional. There is some loss of accuracy that is incurred because of this method. However,
the error introduced because of this method is minimal. The increase in the number of edges in
the graph for this single calculation is relatively small; 8.9% for SLC, 7.6% for Provo, and 12%
for St. George. Further, testing has shown that less than 1% of trip paths are calculated on these
bi-directional edges. Although it is possible that there is some nominal change in the path that an
SAV would take on the bi-directional vs. directed graphs, because the change in number of edges
is small and the calculation infrequent the error does not introduce substantial inaccuracy in the
model. This small limitation occurs due to the goals of generality and minimal human interaction
that were specified for the framework. If however this error is unacceptable to the user the graph
can be curated to remove these situations and the limitation will no longer be present.

3.5.3

Demand Model Evaluation
Using the NHTS as the input data for the demand model suggests that the created simulation

will have a similar distribution of trips as the country as a whole. This is not ideal if the localized
trip profile is drastically different than what the country as a whole experiences. For example, in
some highly religious locations in the country, the portion of trips that have religious destinations
may be significantly higher than reflected in the NHTS with the effect that another category of trips
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in the area may be significantly lower than would otherwise be expected. For this purpose, using
localized trip data is ideal. However, for the situation where localized trip data is not available, the
NHTS does an appropriate job of approximating trips and is still useful for general analysis.
Using the method described in Section 3.4.2 we are able to provide a reasonably accurate
approximation of the NHTS data. Comparing the time density of the departure time from various
destinations allows an evaluation of the accuracy with which the model replicates the available
data. Figure 3.12 shows some of these comparisons. Appendix C contains the set of all comparisons. In 10 of the 16 cases the comparison appears to fit the data quite well as shown in Figure
3.12a. In four of the 16 cases the data fits well, but fails to capture some peculiarities. This is
shown in Figure 3.12b where it is notable that a nontrivial amount of trips start in the early hours
of the morning that are not captured by the generated trip sets. This weakness is caused by the
assumption that every trip in the simulation begins from the home location. As such the demand
model does not include any trip sets that may have begun on the previous day as is likely the case
with the identified trips.
For the categories of “change transportation” and “work” the model does not perform ideally. Trips attributed to change transportation account for <1% of the trips in the data set and are
not a significant factor in the accuracy of the simulation. “Work” trips however account for a larger
portion of the data. Although the generated data does not perform well in calculating the relative
density of the distribution it does perform adequately to identify locations of higher and lower
demand in trips. The exhibited error is likely due to the fact that the travel patterns of individuals
are not solely reliant on their current position or state, but also their previous several states. In this
case the assumptions of a Markov chain begin to fail and using a higher order Markov chain would
correct this error.

3.5.4

Destination Selection Evaluation
There are two main components of destination selection: residential location and non-

residential business location. It is possible to evaluate the accuracy of the residential location by
generating random house locations and comparing the density of those random houses with the
density found in the input census data. Figure 3.13 shows the 2D histogram of 10,000 random
home locations generated in the St. George area compared with the trimmed census data for the
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Figure 3.12: Comparisons of NHTS departure times from specified destination with generated
random departure times







(a) Trimmed census data for St. George area
colored by population density

(b) 2D histogram of 10,000 random points
generated in the St. George area

Figure 3.13: Comparison of trimmed census data with randomly generated home locations

same area. The figure and other comparisons show that the simulated data closely approximates
the census data.
To evaluate the mapping of locations to the various destination categories, the possible locations defined by OpenStreetMap are shown overlaid onto the road network. Figure 3.14 shows
the possible location categories of “exercise” and “groceries” for the St. George area road network. In the context of the NHTS, the designation of “groceries” applies to any destination where
the individual expects to purchase some form of goods excluding a prepared meal. The destination
areas in Figure 3.14 are colored according to the base weighting of the locations. As only relative weights of the individual points are relevant in the location selection the actual values of the
weights associated with the set of points is unimportant. In the location category of “groceries” in
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Figure 3.14: Destination Locations in the St. George area
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Figure 3.15: Density plot for the distance in meters to the nearest node on the road network for
10,000 randomly generated home locations. Note the distance is shown on a log scale

Figure 3.14b there was no information about size or relative importance collected from OSM, thus
all points are weighted equally. Although the possible destinations do not perfectly capture all of
the places that an individual may travel for exercise or to make a purchase, it does accurately reflect
the general regions of the area where these destinations tend to be located which is sufficient for
high-level simulations. To view the possible destinations for all categories for each of the reference
cities please see Appendix B.
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Figure 3.16: Distribution plot of wait time in minutes for all trips

It is also of interest to examine the distribution of distances that a random home location is
from the nearest node. Due to the discrete-event nature of the simulation, vehicles only move from
node to node. A randomly generated home location may then be some distance from a node on the
roadway and as a result introduce some measurable amount of error into the simulation.
Figure 3.15 shows the distance to the nearest node for 10,000 random locations throughout
the area of interest for each of the selected areas. The median distance to the nearest node is 48.3 m
for the Salt Lake Valley, 45.7 m for Provo, and 48.3 m for St. George. The mean block distance for
these locations is 240 m, 150 m, and 190 m respectively. Therefore median distance to the nearest
node is less than 1/3 of an average block for each location. Similarly, for both the Salt Lake Valley
and St. George areas 97% of random locations were less than 330 m from the nearest node and for
Provo 97% of trips were less than 510m from the nearest node.
Comparing the nearest node distance to typical trip distances in the set of trips for a location
allows an evaluation of the amount of error introduced. In the case of Provo, simulated trips have a
mean distance of 7.6 km (standard deviation 4.73 km) meaning that the average distance from the
home location to the nearest road node is 1.3% of the average trip distance. This is an acceptable
value for high level simulations.

3.5.5

Simulation
To examine the simulation results, we compare the wait times associated with 20 SAVs

serving 100 trip sets in each of the areas of interest. Figure 3.16 shows the probability density
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function of the wait times for each simulation locations. A comparison of the mean wait times for
trips in each simulation suggests that there is a statistically significant difference in the wait times
between all three areas after correcting for multiple comparisons using a nonparametric SteelDwass each pair test (p-value <0.0001 for all comparisons). In this small-scale test it is estimated
that the wait time in SLC would be 3.6 minutes longer (95% CI 2.9 min - 4.3 min) than in Provo.
The wait time in Provo is estimated to be 1.1 minutes longer (95% CI 0.9 min - 1.4 min) than
in St. George, and the wait time in SLC is estimated to be 4.9 minutes longer (95% CI 4.2 min
- 5.5 min) than in St. George. This comparison is not provided as an exhaustive comparison of
the differences between the environments, rather an illustration of the differences that exist when
simulating areas of differing complexities.
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CHAPTER 4.
VEHICLES

4.1

POTENTIAL FIELDS BASED RELOCATION FOR SHARED AUTONOMOUS

Preface
Chapter 4 contains excerpts from paper that has been submitted for review to IEEE Trans-

actions on Intelligent Transportation Systems. A large portion of this paper was included in the
background section of this thesis as well.

4.2

Introduction
Autonomous vehicles are poised to bring about a drastic shift in the way that we as humans

move from one location to another. As of January 28, 2019, there were 62 different entities licensed
to test autonomous vehicles (AVs) on the roads in California [1]. The interest of such a large
number of entities on solving the problem of autonomous mobility suggests that the introduction
of fully autonomous vehicles is transitioning from a likely probability to an inevitability [3]. Shared
autonomous vehicles (SAVs) build upon the benefits of AVs by providing a group of AVs that are
shared by numerous people throughout the day. Each vehicle can autonomously move itself to
service the next requested trip without the need for human intervention.
The ability brings several benefits such as: reducing the number of vehicles required to
service a community’s needs, reducing parking need, eliminating human error in driving, and
better resource utilization. However, the ability of autonomous vehicles to service multiple users
brings with it the several less than ideal costs such as: increased vehicle kilometers traveled (VKT),
additional pollution, and a loss of independence, as individuals that are part of the sharing system
will be required to wait for an available car to arrive to service their request. While some of these
costs may be mitigated by new technologies, such as electric vehicles, there are certainly some
costs that cannot be mitigated. Balancing these costs and benefits then, will be critical to ensure
the adoption and successfull development of systems of SAV.
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One of the crucial ways that both wait time and VKT for systems of SAV can be reduced
is through intelligent reloction of unoccupied vehicles. An SAV system can reactively wait until a
trip is requested before moving any unoccupied SAV, or the system can seek to relocate vehicles
to near to where trips are expected to be requested. An intelligent relocation process will reduce
the waiting time associated with the use of SAV without significantly effecting the total VKT
incurred by the system. A potential-field-based approach to the relocation of SAV allows for
intelligent SAV placement without global knowledge of the system state or costly optimization
algorithms. This work examines the use of potential fields, a common technique used in robotic
navigation, to suggest locations where empty vehicles might park to have a high likelihood of
securing passengers. The principle benefit to this method, as opposed to other demand matching
methods that have been proposed is that it does not rely on discretized portions of the area in which
supply and demand are balanced, but rather uses a continously differentiable function to describe
the balance of supply and demand.
It is upon the work of Howard et. al. [106] that this work is based. Howard, Matarić, and
Sukhatme showed that potential fields can also be used to distribute sensors in an environment.
The problem of vehicle relocation is similar to that of sensor distribution in that evenly distributed
vehicles is ideal. There is, however, one crucial difference in that the desired density of vehicles
varies with the predicted demand in an area. Our contribution then is the application of potential
field methods to the distribution of vehicles in a service area with differing demand profiles in both
space and time. These demand profiles correspond to regions where a higher density of vehicles is
desireable meaning that the intervehicle distance should be lower.

4.3

Methodology
The problem of intelligent vehicle relocation can effectively be broken down into two sub-

tasks. The first of these is the challenge of predicting where and when new passengers will request
service. Numerous researchers have previously sought to address the challenge of demand forcasting, and have shown that it is possible to obtain high rates of accuracy [83–86]. For the purposes of
this work we assume that an accurate and reliable forcasting model is available for the region [129].
The second subtask is to determine which cars to send, to which locations, and at what time. This
second task is where we focus our efforts.
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An ideal strategy for the relocation of vehicles would minimize the wait time (tw ) that passengers experience between requesting a vehicle and its arrival while concurrently not increasing
the total VKT of the system. Therefore, these two metrics (VKT and tw ) are the criteria by which
we will measure the quality of a relocation strategy. Specifically we compare δt the percent change
in average wait time for each strategy and δd the percent change in total distance traveled, or VKT,
for all vehicles in the network. For the purposes of this work we define VKT as the sum total of
the distance of every route covered by every SAV in the system.
n

V KTtot = ∑

mi

∑ di j

i=1 j=1

where n is the number of vehicles in the system, m is the number of trips traveled for the ith vehicle
in the system, and di j is the distance of the jth trip for the ith vehicle.
To compare the different relocation strategies we use a baseline set of 14714 trips based on
activity data from the 2009 National Household Travel Survey. These trips are generated to reflect
5000 tripsets leaving from a home location specific to that set of trips, visiting some number of
destinations, and returning to the same home location. These trips are simulated on the roadway
for Utah Valley in Utah containing the Provo, Orem, and Springville municipalities.

4.3.1

Simulation Environment
The simulation used to evaluate the strategies is described in detail in [129]. It is a discrete-

event simulation of SAV with a demand model based on activity patterns observed in the 2009
National Household Travel Survey. The simulation occurs on a non-planar directed graph that is
created from data provided by the OpenStreetMap project [112]. Trip dispatch occurs via a rulebased system where the vehicle that can arrive to service the trip in the shortest amount of time is
assigned. Each vehicle in the simulation is in one of four states at any given time: Dispatch (SD ):
en route to service a requested trip; Occupied (SO ): currently transporting a passenger; Relocation
(SR ): moving to a waiting postion while unoccupied; and Waiting (SW ): parked and ready to be
dispatched for a trip. The state diagram presenting the possible transitions between the given states
is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: State diagram for vehicles in the simulation

4.3.2

Relocation Strategies
To understand some relative performance of the proposed algorithm we compare three main

relocation strategies: 1) remain idle, 2) nearest parking, and 3) potential field.

Remain Idle
The remain rdle (RI) relocation strategy is the simplest of the three strategies evaluated.
Once a vehicle drops off a passenger it remains at the same location until it is requested for a new
trip. This strategy is a direct implementation of static relocation discussed above. While RI does
not typically perform well with respect to the average wait time of customers it does provide a
convenient estimate for the lower bound on the total VKT of the system. As a result we use it as
the baseline scenario against which other strategies are compared.

Nearest Parking Lot
The nearest parking lot (NPL) strategy makes the assumption that most trip demand will
occur near parking lots. As such, when a SAV becomes unoccupied it is relocated to the nearest
parking lot to its current location. To determine the nearest parking lot the strategy uses a Euclidean distance heuristic. While the assumption that demand will emanate from parking lots is
unvalidated, it is intuitively sensible. Communities commonly require that buisiness locations contain some amount of parking in relation to the predicted patronage the business will experience.
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As such, one may reasonably assume that parking lots would be a sensible location to expect demand to occur. Further this strategy provides a comparison to what a naive taxi driver may employ.
Additionally when the destination of a trip is a commercial location NPL is very similar to the RI
strategy It is neither ideal in terms of VKT or wait time.

Potential Field
The potential field (PF) strategy develops a three-dimensional continous representation of
demand in the service area through time. This representation is based on the predictive model that
suggests where trips will be requested. Projected requests are modeled as a point attractor in R3
such that the attractive potential E felt at any point x by the trip request at point a in the space can
be calculated as follows:
γ

2

E(x, a) = αe− 2 kx−ak

(4.1)

Each vehicle with a possibility to impact a requested trip is modeled as a repulsor, while
vehicles in SD or SO are ignored. Cars in SW and SR are modeled as path repulsors where PtW
⊃
c
 W W
P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn W is the set of paths of vehicles in SW at the current time (tc ) and PtRc ⊃
 R R
P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn R is the set of paths of vehicles in SR at the tc . Where the path for vehiR
cle iv is defined PW
i = [p1 , p2 , · · · , pn ] and Pi = [p1 , p2 , · · · , pn ]. Each point is then defined

p = [Lon, Lat, t]| The specific pattern of each path type is then defined to be
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where the location and projected time of visit for the ith node in the path is represented by the
ith entry in the vector PR . The repulsive potential E(x, P) around these paths is then found by
determining the distance from the nearest location q on the path to the point x and using the
distance between q and x to calculate the potential that should be felt at x.
γ

E(x, P) = −αe− 2 Q(x,P)

(4.2)

where
Q (x, P) = min kx − pn k2
n

In both equations 4.1 and 4.2, α serves to control the magnitude of the attraction zone, and
γ serves to control the radius of attraction or repulsion. The total potential E tot at any point can
then be calculated as the sum of all expected attractors, relocation path repulsors, and wait path
repulsors in the simulation.
E tot (x) =

∑ E(x, a) + ∑ R E(x, PR) + ∑ W E(x, pW)

a∈A

PR ∈Ptc

PW ∈Ptc

It is important to note that when a vehicle leaves SR or SW and enters SD or SO , the effect of that
vehicle is no longer counted in the calculation for E tot .
The result of the formulation above is that if a vehicle is in the same location as a predicted
demand request the net repulsive and attractive forces will be perfectly balanced and the net force
will be zero. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the two dimensional interaction of the attractive potential
of demand, and the repulsive potential of vehicles. As can be seen, when the vehicles are closely
aligned to the locations of the vehicles the attractive and repulsive potential are canceled and the
resulting field has little attractive or repulsive force. Figure 4.3 shows the alternative situation,
when the vehicles are not closely aligned with the demand. In this case the resulting potential field
has large swings in value and is unbalanced.
As the units of the different dimensions of the potential field are different it is desireable
that the radius of attraction for both the path and point attractors/repulsors be different in the three
dimensions. Specifically, because the time dimension of the field covers a much larger range
(typically 24 units) than the latitude/longitude range (typically <1 unit) it is desireable to scale
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(a) Attractive potential of demand

(b) Repulsive potential of current vehicles

(c) combined potential of demand and vehicles

Figure 4.2: The net attractive and repulsive forces of predicted demand and vehicle will be near
zero if the location of the vehicles is close to that of the demand.

the time dimension such that the radius of effect is modified. To accomplish this we introduce a
scaling factor S = [xs , ys ,ts ]| . The calculation for a point attractor then becomes
γ

E(x) = −αe− 2 kx
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S−a Sk2

(a) Attractive potential of demand

(b) Repulsive potential of current vehicles

(c) combined potential of demand and vehicles

Figure 4.3: The net attractive and repulsive forces of predicted demand and vehicle will be
unbalanced if the location of the vehicles is not close to that of the demand.

and Q(x, P) becomes
Q (x, P) = min kx
n

where

S − pn

Sk2

is the Hadamard division operator. This scaling allows for an affine transformation of the

sphere of influence introduced by an attractor/repulsor producing an ellipsoid. Figure 4.4 illustrates
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how this scaling effects the one-dimensional cross section of an attractor in the time dimension. As
can be seen the effect of the scaling factor is only to extend or contract the width of the attraction.
This effect can also be seen in Figure 4.5 which shows how increasing the xs and ys parameters
serves to increase the radius of the attractive force that is exerted on a point. Additionally, when the
radius is larger, more of the attractive fields are able to sum together and the maximum attractive
force is increased.
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Figure 4.4: One-dimensional effect of the scaling factor on the width of attraction with respect to
the given dimension

(a) Resulting potential field with
xs = ys = 1

(b) Resulting potential field with
xs = ys = 2

(c) Resulting potential field with
xs = ys = 3

Figure 4.5: Changing xs and ys serve to expand the area of influence of each individual demand.
As more demand locations are able to interact, due to larger radii the total attractive potential is
increased.
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To relocate unoccupied vehicles this strategy looks a distance L into the predicted future
of both requested service and the movement of other vehicles and evaluates all possible locations
reachable within the time L. For nodes that are reachable in a time L, The score, or utility, is:
Z tc +L

ui =

tc

E ([Loni , Lati ,t]| ) dt

where tc is the current time of the simulation. The destination node for vehicle k is then selected
gk = max (scorei )
i

This approach relocates the vehicle to the location with the highest average potential to produce
a requested trip in the time between when the vehicle looks for a relocation position and the look
time L of the vehicle.
The potential field strategy described here is similar to the grid based approach of balancing
the percent of vehicles in a region with the expected demand in a region originally proposed by
Fagnant and Kockelman [2]. However, this approach differs in that the balancing of supply and
demand does not occur on a descritized grid of points, rather the balancing occurs over a continous
surface. This distinction allows for the location of the vehicles to form a density gradient that
closely matches that of the demand gradient allowing for superior levels of service.

4.3.3

Simulation Parameters
The developed simulation consists of a circular region of interest with a radius of 10 km

centered around Provo, Utah. This region is a rapidly growing area of the nation that has high
potential to invest in autonomous vehicle technology in the next several years. This area is also
constrained by both mountains to the east and a lake to the west. These constraints provide an
atmosphere where SAV are likely to have a large impact.
To determine the number of vehicles used in the simulation a 24-hour warm-up period
consisting of 5000 training tripsets was carried out. During the warm-up period, a vehicle was
added to the simulation to service any trip that was waiting for a period longer than 25 minutes.
This method generated 285 cars and an average wait time of 5.5 minutes for each trip in the
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simulation. The location of all vehicles at the end of the simulation was then recorded and used
as the initial locations for vehicles in future simulations where vehicle generation is not permitted.
This warm-up strategy is similar to what other simulations have used [2]. This strategy also results
in a total number of vehicles that is consistant with a relatively high utilization of the SAV system.

4.3.4

Potential Field Parameter Evaluation
There are several parameters for the PF strategy that can be tuned to vary the performance

of the strategy. To determine the best values for these parameters we developed and carried out
a design of experiments (DOE) that evaluates the interplay between parameter value and system
response. There are four principle factors that may effect the performance of the model:
• Attractor/repulsor strength (α)
• Spatial semi-axis of an attractor/repulsor (xs , ys , γ)
• Temporal semi-axis of an attractor/repulsor (ts , γ)
• Look distance (L)
The relative strength of the attractors and repulsors is controlled by the α term in equations 4.1 and
4.2. The effect of this parameter is an affine transformation of the field for any attractor or repulsor.
As such any changes to this parameter will only serve to scale to magnitude of the potential field
values, and will have no effect on the relative contours of the field. Figure 4.6 demonstrates this
effect. The three feilds shown are calculated with α = 1, α = 2, and α = 3 respectively. As can
be seen the only difference in the subfigures lies in the colorbar of each respective field. Therefore
this parameter will not have an effect on the performance of the strategy and can be held constant
at a value of α = 1 for the DOE.
Look time L determines the time, or temporal distance, that a relocating SAV is willing to
travel as part of the relocation process. Setting L = 0 has the effect of transforming the PF strategy
into the RI strategy as the only reachable node in a time of 0 is the current position. For the DOE
this value was varied between 1 and 11 minutes.
Both the spatial and temporal principle semi-axis of the ellipsoid of influence around an
attractor/repulsor point are effected by the γ term in equations 4.1 and 4.2 as well as by the scaling
vector S. However, the scaling vector S provides the ability to scale each of the axis independently
while any change in γ effects all three dimensions simultaniously. The effect of S can be seen in
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α=2

α=1
(a) Resulting potential field with
α =1

(b) Resulting potential field with
α =2

α=3
(c) Resulting potential field with
α =3

Figure 4.6: Changing α results in an affine transformation of the field. Note that the only
differences between the three subfigures is the limits on the colorbar.
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Figure 4.7: Effect of gamma on the one dimensional potential field

Figure 4.4 and the effect of γ can be seen in Figure 4.7. As can be seen both values distort the field
in an identical manner. Because these values provide the same function and the S vector allows
for independent control of the axis, γ was held constant at a value of 55,000 while the values of
S were varied. Further, we consider the longitudinal and latitudinal attraction axis to be of the
same importance therefore we constrain xs = ys which constrains the ellipsoid of influence to be a
spheroid.
For the DOE we then varied xs from 1 to 8 and ts from 6 to 14. The ranges for the DOE
values were selected from a preliminary evaluation of the design space and capture the range of
values that have the largest impact on VKT and wait time. Table 4.1 shows the ranges selected for
each of the variables of interest. The specific values for the DOE were then selected using a sphere
packing based space filling design with 74 trials.
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Table 4.1: Parameter ranges
for variables explored
in DOE
DOE
Lower Upper
Parameter Value
Value
L
1 min 11 min
xs
1
8
ts
6
14

4.3.5

Vehicle Count Effect
To further understand the interplay between the number of vehicles in a system and the

wait times and vehicle miles traveled in those systems, we carried out a parameter sweep varying
from 250 to 400 vehicles. For both the RI and PF strategies simulations were carried out at each
multiple of 10 vehicles. These simulations did not have a warm-up simulation as described above,
but rather the vehicles were randomly distributed around the city at the start of the simulation. To
account for the stochasticity associated with this method three simulations were recorded at each
level. While larger numbers of replicates would be ideal for this comparison, the computational
complexity of large numbers of simulations at each level was prohibitive.

4.4

Results
The methodology of the potential field strategy, as described above, was evaluated through

simulation to determine its effectiveness. With properly tuned parameters the strategy provides
a significant decrease in tw . Further by changing the parameters we show that it is possible to
exchange decreases in tw for increases in VKT.

4.4.1

DOE
To determine the effect of the various parameters of interest described in Table 4.1, stepwise

regression was used to fit a linear model to both δt , (the percent change in average wait time from
the RI strategy) and δd (the percent change in the total VKT of all vehicles in the network.) The
model selection used a full factorial of the design parameters including all quadratic terms. Addi-
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Table 4.2: Parameter estimates for fit on δt
Term
Intercept
Ln(xs )
Ln(L)
Ln2 (xs )
Ln2 (L)

Estimate
0.049
-0.12
-0.21
0.038
0.049

Std Error
0.0069
0.013
0.010
0.0070
0.0042

t Ratio
7.2
-9.2
-20.7
5.4
11.62

Prob>|t| Lower 95%
<.0001
0.036
<.0001
-0.14
<.0001
-0.23
<.0001
0.024
<.0001
0.040

Upper 95%
0.063
-0.093
-0.19
0.051
0.057

tionally, because the relationship between δt and the xs and L terms was expected to be exponential
a log transformation was applied to both xs and L.
This resulted in a model for δt that included ln(xs ), ln(L), ln2 (xs ), and ln2 (L) with an observed R2 = 0.96. The parameter estimates for the fit is shown in Table 4.2. From the model we can
observe that both ln2 (xs ) and ln2 (L) have positive coefficients, suggesting that there is an optimal
value for both xs and L that will minimize δt . The model further suggests that ts does not have a
statistically significant effect on the average wait time of passengers. As such it was not included
in the final model.
The same procedure was used to fit a model for δd . However, as the relationship between
δd and xs ,tx , and L was expected to be linear no transformations were performed on the variables.
This resulted in a model that included xs , L and the interaction term xs L with an observed R2 = 1.0.
As above, ts did not have a statistically significant effect over the range that was tested and was
excluded from the model. The parameter estimates for the fit on δd are shown in Table 4.3.
Unlike the fit for δt the fit for δd does not contain any quadratic terms. As a result the
predicted optimal values for reducing δd likely lie outside of the values of the DOE. Specifically
the strategy with the minimal increase in VKT is one when L = 0. This is not an unexpected result.
As L → 0 the PF strategy begins to approximate the RI strategy. This behavior can be understood
by considering how the strategy would respond to L = 0.
When L = 0 the potential field strategy will only consider relocating to nodes that can be
reached in t < 0. As there are no edges in the system which can be traversed in negative time,
the only node under consideration is the current postion of the vehicle. Therefore the vehicle will
remain idle at its current position. When L > 0 there is some collection of nodes that are considered
for relocation, however as L → 0 that collection also approaches the collection of nodes that result
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Table 4.3: Parameter estimates for fit on δd
Term
Intercept
xs
L
xs L

Estimate
-0.0083
-0.0033
0.032
0.0016

Std Error
0.0035
0.00080
0.00053
0.00013

t Ratio Prob>|t|
-2.4
0.0206
-4.1
0.0001
60.6
<.0001
12.2
<.0001

Lower 95% Upper 95%
-0.015
0.0013
-0.0049
-0.0017
0.031
0.033
0.0014
0.0019

in a RI strategy. Further, it is understood that the RI strategy will have the lowest total VKT as only
trips to service requests are undertaken. Therefore to minimize δd selecting L = 0 will produce
δd = 0 the conjectured lowest possible value. The fit model echos this logic suggesting that L = 1
(the lowest value explored in the DOE) will minimize δd .
Using this knowledge of system behavior we are able to predict values that will minimize
wait times of xs = 5 and L = 8.25. This is estimated to produce an estimated 27% reduction in
average wait time (95% Confidence interval 23% to 31%) with an estimated increase in total VKT
of 9.5% (95% confidence interval 8.0% to 11%). Because the scenario that minimizes VKT is
the same as the RI strategy, it is not of interest to examine; however, it is of interest to determine
a strategy that balances the gains of δt with the costs of δd . To accomplish this an optimization
problem can be formulated
minimize
xs , L

ψt δtp (xs , L) + ψd δdp (xs , L)

(4.3a)

subject to

1 ≤ xs ≤ 8,

(4.3b)

1 ≤ L ≤ 11

(4.3c)

where δtp and δdp are the prediction expressions for δt and δd and ψ is a weighting factor that
defines the relative importance of the output parameter. By changing relative magnitudes of ψt and
ψd one obtains the optimal set of parameters that reflects those priorities.
For example, assuming that the utility of a 1% decrease in wait time is the same as a 1%
decrease in total VKT, one may set ψt = ψd = 1. Solving this problem then we determine that the
optimal predicted strategy that balances a reduction in tw with a increase in VKT is xs = 4.5 and
L = 3. The estimated δt for this strategy is -21% (95% confidence interval -25% to -18%) with an
increase in VKT of 9.4% (95% confidence interval 8.0% to 11%). We will refer to these strategies
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Figure 4.8: Relative tradeoff in δt and δd between the various strategies

respectively as aggressive (APF), seeks to minimize wait time at all costs, and moderate (MPF),
seeks to balance decreases in wait time with increases in VKT. Simulating these parameters we
find that the APF strategy results in a 25% decrease in wait time with a 31% increase in VKT. The
MPF strategy resulted in a 23% decrease in wait time and an associated 8.1% increase in VKT.
It is, of course, possible to have differing utilities for changes in VKT and tw and the balance
between these priorities exists on a Pareto frontier as shown in Figure 4.8. To demostrate this three
additional points, labeled A, B, and C, have been simulated that reflect differing balances of the
utility between VKT and tw . Case A represents the case where ψt = 3ψd , B is the case where
ψt = 2ψd , and C is the optimum represented by ψt = 1/2ψd .

4.4.2

Strategy Comparison
A comparison between the four examined strategies; RI, NPL, APF, MPF, is shown in Table

4.4. The RI strategy is considered the baseline against which the other strategies are compared for
the δt and δd values. All three alternative strategies to RI (NPL, APF, MPF) showed a reduction
in wait time, with the APF stategy showing the largest reduction at 25%. Additionally all three
strategies increased the total VKT of the system, again the APF strategy showed the largest increase
at 31%. It is interesting to note that all three strategies also reduced the total VKT in the dispatch
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Table 4.4: Comparison of measured outputs for the four relocation strategies.
Avg. Wait VKT
VKT
Total % change % change
Stragegy
(min)
(SD )
(SR )
VKT
wait (δt ) VKT (δd )
RI
5.52 34860
0 142609
0
0
NPL
5.16 33250 8076.7 149063
-6.6
4.5
Moderate Pot. Field
4.24 28944 17384.1 154132
-23
8.1
Aggressive Pot. Field
4.14 29774 49588.8 187080
-25
31

state; however the increase in the VKT while in the relocation state accounts for more than the
reduction experienced while in dispatch. This suggests that for all three comparison strategies
vehicles are moving closer to their eventual dispatch location, but they are not moving there in an
optimal fashion.
To gain a further understanding of the differences between different strategies we examine
the plot of average wait time by hour of day for the different strategies. This comparison is shown
in Figure 4.9. As can be seen the RI strategy results in the longest wait times for nearly all times
of day. The NPL strategy closely follows the RI in wait time, but tends to have slightly shorter
peak wait times when the system experiences heavy load. The APF strategy typically results in
the shortest wait times; however, at times of low demand the strategy actually performs poorly
compared to other strategies resulting in excess VKT that is not rewarded with a corresponding
decrease in wait time. This is especially apparent between the hours of 5 and 7 as well as between
the hours of 20 and 23. The MPF strategy performs slightly worse than the aggressive strategy in
terms of peak wait time, but does not suffer from increased wait times during the same periods of
low activity. This explains why the moderate strategy is able to have a similar decrease in wait
time with a much lower increase in total VKT.

4.4.3

Effect of Vehicle Count
The number of vehicles in the system greatly effects the efficacy of any relocation strategy.

If the system is oversaturated with vehicles there is little point in relocating as there will typically
already be a nearby vehicle available to service any demand. If the opposite is true and the system
is severely constrained with respect to the number of vehicles, rarely will any vehicle enter the
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Figure 4.9: Average wait time as a function of hour of day in simulation for four different
strategies: RI, NPL, MPF, and APF.

relocation state and the strategy used becomes of little importance. Figure 4.10 shows the average
wait time for the RI strategy with numbers of vehicles ranging from 100 to 1000 for 5000 tripsets.
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Figure 4.10: Average wait time vs. the number of cars in the system for the RI strategy

As can be seen the decrease in wait time is approximately linear from 100 to 240 cars.
In this range additional vehicles added to the system are able to be highly utilized and reduce
wait time by a consistent amount. Above 240 cars additional vehicles added to the system are
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less utilized and spend additional time in the waiting state. As such the magnitude of the rate of
decrease in the wait time with respect to the number of cars decreases. Eventually at approximately
350 cars, for the system specified, the effect of adding additional cars to the system serves to
decrease the average wait time very little. Beyond this point the system is effectively oversaturated
with vehicles and the RI strategy begins to perform well, as no relocation is typically necessary
to service demand. The result is that relocation strategies are relevant only when the demand of
vehicles is closely matched with the supply of vehicles.
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Figure 4.11: Average wait time vs. the number of cars in the system for the RI and MPF strategies
showing the region where relocation strategies provide a difference in average wait times.

Figure 4.11 shows the wait times for the RI and MPF strategies. Here it can be seen that
there is a noticable difference between the two strategies at numbers of cars less than approximately 320. Beyond this number the wait times associated with the two strategies show very little
difference and eventually the MPF strategy becomes less effective than the RI strategy. This behavior is shown in Figure 4.12 which shows the percent change in average wait time between the
two strategies. As can be seen at 340 cars, the difference in the average wait time become positive,
signifying that the RI strategy provides more effective service.
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Figure 4.12: Percent change in wait time from RI to MPF strategy. Note that with high numbers of
vehicles the benefit of the strategy is diminished and eventually (>340 cars) is no longer present.

4.5

Limitations
There are some limitations with the provided results. Principally the simulation environ-

ment does not account for the effects of congestion in the simulation. As such the wait times
associated with travel at peak times of the day may be incorrect. However, it is expected that accounting for congestion would serve to strengthen the results associated with the PF strategy as the
ability to reduce dispatch distance will become more valuable as the cost to travel a fixed distance
increases.
Additionally the presented values are likely not generalizable to a wide variety of communities and portions of demand. While the dscribed strategy will provide benefits in a wide variety
of situations the exact values used and the results of those values are not guaranteed to do so. It is
therefore, important to tune these parameters to the specific ratio of vehicles to expected trips as
well as the local configuration of the road network.
Further we have not accounted for parking or space requirements in our analysis. We have
assumed that there is sufficient space that vehicles may be located at any node in the network
which is sometimes not feasible. The constraints of parking may serve to decrease the efficiency
of the algorithm to some degree. However, as shown in the comparison between the RI and NPL
strategies this difference is not expected to be substantial.
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Lastly this work has assumed that a model that can predict the location of demand with
good accuracy exists. Recent development with neural networks has shown that, provided sufficient data, this model is obtainable. However, implementation of the PF strategy would require a
robust library of previous trips in the area of interest to train these models. An exploration of how
the proposed strategy performs under various amounts of uncertainty in the demand model should
also be explored.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

CONCLUSION

Location Agnostic System Simulation
Chapter 3 presented a simulation framework that can quickly be applied to a given region of

interest and used to explore the impacts of regulatory changes on the operations of SAVs. Given the
disparate structures that exist within cities, this framework allows for policy makers to simulate and
identify local changes in response to the direct challenges faced. This is in contrast to the several
studies that have previously been carried out that seek to extend the results from one location to
various other situations. This chapter is in direct response to the question posed in Section 1.4:
how can the creation of SAV simulations in differing locations be automated?
The response to this question has resulted in the identification of several key facets of
the simulation that must be generalizable to allow for automated generation of location agnostic
simulations. First is the road network. This facet of the simulation requires a mapping of actual roadways to a non-planar directed graph where edges represent roadways in a network. This
work demonstrates the feasibility to automate the extraction of the required data from the OpenStreetMap project through the provided Overpass API. Once the required data has been retrieved,
the generation of the graph representation of roadways is automatically completed in preparation
for simulation. The universality of the OpenStreetMap project and the automation of the framework results in a solution to the problem of road network generation that is useful around the
world.
The second facet that must be generalized for location agnostic simulation is the demand
model. Different locations of simulation will have differing patterns of activities and travel that
define their respective transportation needs. As such each different simulation area should have
a unique demand profile that is specific to the region of interst. The framework presented in
chapter 3 fulfills the need in that it does not rely on a singular source for its generation of a demand
model. Rather it presents automated methods that can be used to generate an activity-based demand
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model from any source that satisfies the lenient requirements of containing trip start times, origin
categories, destination categories, and the time spent at each destination. In the situation where
this data is not available this work has identified that 2009 National Household Travel Survey as a
source that provides a pattern that is general to the nation as a whole. This allows the generation
of simulations even in situations where detailed location specific information is not available.
The last facet of simulation generalization addressed in this work is that of activity to
location mapping. Specifically once a series of trips has been generated it is necessary to map
the origin and destination categories to specific locations in the real world. This work has shown
how it is possible to use mapped locations in the OpenStreetMap project to perform this mapping.
Additionally this work has presented algorithms capable of using census data to randomly generate
residential locations with a density reflective of real world conditions. Using these locations it is
then possible to map any trip with categorical origin and destination locations to physical addresses
in the real world. These physical locations are then identified in the graph representation of the
community of interest and the simulation can proceed.
These generalizations have been brought together into the framework presented in chapter
3. This framework has been shown to work in various locations including large, medium, and
small communities. A comparison of the level of service provided in these different communities
was then provided that illustrates how communities of differing sizes will receive different levels
of service with the same fleet size of SAVs.

5.2

Potential Field Based Relocation
Chapter 4 introduced a new and novel method of using potential fields to calculate the

predicted unmet demand in a service area of SAV using a continous function rather than the current
state of discrete region of demand. This method relies on principles and equations that have long
been used in the robotics world for navigation purposes. These equations are applied to model
predicted demand as an attractive force and other SAVs as repulsive forces. Unoccupied SAVs are
then drawn to areas of highest demand that is predicted to be unmet. As a result this system can
be tuned such that it reduces wait time experienced by customers without undue increase in VKT.
Chapter 4 is, then, a direct response to the question: how can potential-field techniques be used to
relocate unoccupied SAVs to provide faster service to patrons?
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Through experimental simulation this work has shown that the method described in chapter
4 is able to relocate vehicles in an effective manner to reduce waiting times of passengers compared to a remain idle vehicle relocation strategy which his been shown to, in some circumstances,
outperform other demand matching methods [96]. We have then shown the influence of scaling
parameters and the look distance used in the algorithm. Using statistical analysis we have determined the optimal values for these parameters to reduce customer wait time without large increases
in VKT.
Lastly we have shown how the presented algorithm behaves under different supply availability of vehicles. Specifically the potential field algorithm performs well when the supply of
vehicles is well matched to demand. As the ratio of supply to demand increases the utility of this
method is reduced and other methods such as remain idle perform equally well or better. The converse is also true, that as the demand outpaces the supply of vehicles the relocation strategy used
results in little change in the resulting wait time. This finding suggests that there may be utility in
developing a hybrid method of vehicle relocation methodology that transistions between different
strategies as the level of demand varies throughout the day or seasonally.

5.3

Future Work
The work described in this thesis represents a step forward in the way that SAV simulations

are carried out. There are, however, several future steps that need to be taken before a complete
idea of the impacts that SAV will have on society can be fully understood.

5.3.1

Simulation Framework
There are two main limitations that currently exist with respect to the framework laid out

in chapter 3. First, the framework does not account for traffic effects. This includes congestion
that may occur during peak hours, as well as traffic signals that may effect the rate of progress
over a given edge (ie. road segment). Implementing these features would allow for higher fidelity
models in the simulation. The implementation of congestion effects could be performed ralatively
naively by changing the link speeds along each roadway, as described in section 3.4.1, in relation
to the time of day. A fuller implementation would require evaluating the number of vehicles on
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a given edge and adjusting speeds based on the current activity on each edge. Accounting for the
effects of traffic signals in the simulation would be more complicated. OpenStreetMap does contain
labels that describe a majority of traffic control devices that exist in a region, however, correctly
simulating the behaviour of these devices in a way that can be universally applied to any region of
interest is an open research question. The challenge that exists with traffic control devices is that
they frequently operate with different behaviour at different times of day and often have specific
control algorithms that are unique to a single intersection. Further the differences in the control
algorithms, even in a relatively small area, can be exceptionally large. Correctly estimating the
control algorithms that are employed in a city based on publicly available data would be required
to incorporate the effects of traffic control devices into the simulation framework.
The second main limitation of the described framework is the computational complexity
associated with a large number of edges, nodes, and vehicles that exist in a simulation. While the
framework was adaquate for simulating the networks described in this thesis, significant challenges
will be encountered in simulating environments that are significantly larger than what has been
presented. As it stands, this work relied heavily on the supercomputing resources available at BYU
with multiple sections of code that were multi-threaded. However, the scalability of the simulation
to a large number of resources was limited by the number of cores available on a single processor.
Work to implement critical sections of code in a distributed processing environment would allow
for greater scalability with respect to computer resources. As a result larger, more computationally
complex simulations could be carried out without unsustainable increases in compute times.

5.3.2

Potential Field Relocation
There are several avenues of future research that should be explored with respect to this

method of potential field vehicle relocation. The presented work only uses a potential field to
determine the point to which a vehicle should relocate; once the location decision is made the
potential field information is ignored and the fastest route to the destination is traversed. It is
however possible to use the potential field information to plan a path to the destination location
that travels along a region of maximal potential. This could be done by weighting each edge by the
likelihood that a request is made on that edge. Where the likelihood is calculated by evaluating the
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line integral of traversing that edge through the three dimensional potential field representation of
demand.
In addition to this method it may be possible to use fully observable Markov decision
processes in the development of an optimal path that is able to alternate between waiting and
traveling depending on which provides the optimal probability of passenger aquisition. Lastly, the
methods described above could be used to plan passenger occupied routes that pass through areas
of maximal potential based on metrics other than predicted demand. For example an SAV provider
may plan routes based on the potential of a passenger to view billboards of partner companies.
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APPENDIX A.

TRANSISTION PROBABILITIES FOR DEMAND MODEL
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Figure A.1: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 0 to 1
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Figure A.2: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 1 to 2
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Figure A.3: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 2 to 3
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Figure A.4: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 3 to 4
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Figure A.5: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 4 to 5
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Figure A.6: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 5 to 6
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Figure A.7: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 6 to 7
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Figure A.8: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 7 to 8
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Figure A.9: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 8 to 9
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Figure A.10: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 9 to 10
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Figure A.11: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 10 to 11
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Figure A.12: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 11 to 12
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Figure A.13: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 12 to 13
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Figure A.14: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 13 to 14
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Figure A.15: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 14 to 15
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Figure A.16: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 15 to 16
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Figure A.17: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 16 to 17
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Figure A.18: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 17 to 18
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Figure A.19: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 18 to 19
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Figure A.20: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 19 to 20
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Figure A.21: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 20 to 21
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Figure A.22: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 21 to 22
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Figure A.23: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 22 to 23
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Figure A.24: Transistion probabilities for NHTS data from 23 to 24
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APPENDIX B.

DESTINATION VALIDATION
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Figure B.1: Destination locations in Provo for the category change transportation
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Figure B.2: Destination locations in Provo for the category errands
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Figure B.3: Destination locations in Provo for the category exercise
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Figure B.4: Destination locations in Provo for the category groceries
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Figure B.5: Destination locations in Provo for the category health care
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Figure B.6: Destination locations in Provo for the category meals
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Figure B.7: Destination locations in Provo for the category recreation
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Figure B.8: Destination locations in Provo for the category religious or community
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Figure B.9: Destination locations in Provo for the category school
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Figure B.10: Destination locations in Provo for the category services
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Figure B.11: Destination locations in Provo for the category volunteer activities
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Figure B.12: Destination locations in Provo for the category work
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Figure B.13: Destination locations in Provo for the category work trip
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Figure B.14: Destination locations in St. George for the category change transportation
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Figure B.15: Destination locations in St. George for the category errands
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Figure B.16: Destination locations in St. George for the category exercise
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Figure B.17: Destination locations in St. George for the category groceries
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Figure B.18: Destination locations in St. George for the category health care
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Figure B.19: Destination locations in St. George for the category meals
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Figure B.20: Destination locations in St. George for the category recreation
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Figure B.21: Destination locations in St. George for the category religious or community
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Figure B.22: Destination locations in St. George for the category school
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Figure B.23: Destination locations in St. George for the category services
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Figure B.24: Destination locations in St. George for the category volunteer activities
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Figure B.25: Destination locations in St. George for the category work
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Figure B.26: Destination locations in St. George for the category work trip
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Figure B.27: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category change transportation
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Figure B.28: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category errands
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Figure B.29: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category exercise
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Figure B.30: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category groceries
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Figure B.31: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category health care
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Figure B.32: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category meals
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Figure B.33: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category recreation
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Figure B.34: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category religious or community
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Figure B.35: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category school
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Figure B.36: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category services
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Figure B.37: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category volunteer activities
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Figure B.38: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category work
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Figure B.39: Destination locations in Salt Lake Valley for the category work trip
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APPENDIX C.

DEPARTURE TIME VALIDATION
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Figure C.1: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category change transportation
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Figure C.2: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category child care
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Figure C.3: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category errands
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Figure C.4: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category exercise
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Figure C.5: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category groceries
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Figure C.6: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category health care
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Figure C.7: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category home
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Figure C.8: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category meals
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Figure C.9: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category recreation
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Figure C.10: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category religious orcommunity
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Figure C.11: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category residential visit
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Figure C.12: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category school
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Figure C.13: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category services
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Figure C.14: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category volunteer activities
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Figure C.15: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category work
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Figure C.16: Comparison of NHTS departure time distribution with generated departure times
from simulation for the category work trip
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APPENDIX D.

OSM KEY VALUE PAIRS

Table D.1: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
change transportation
Key

Value

amenity

bicycle parking

amenity

boat sharing

amenity

bus station

amenity

car rental

amenity

car sharing

amenity

charging station

amenity

parking

aeroway

aerodrome

railway

station

Table D.2: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
errands
Key

Value

amenity

post box

amenity

post office

amenity

library

amenity

townhall
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Table D.3: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
exercise
Key

Value

leisure

sports centre

leisure

fitness centre

leisure

park

Table D.4: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
the category of groceries
Key

Value

shop

alcohol

shop

bakery

shop

butcher

shop

convenience

shop

deli

shop

frozen food

shop

greengrocer

shop

health food

shop

department store

shop

general

shop

mall

shop

supermarket

shop

wholesale

shop

baby goods

shop

bag

shop

boutique

shop

clothes

shop

fabric

shop

fashion
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Table D.4 continued
Key

Value

shop

jewelry

shop

leather

shop

sewing

shop

shoes

shop

watches

shop

second hand

shop

cosmetics

shop

erotic

shop

hairdresser supply

shop

hearing aids

shop

herbalist

shop

medical supply

shop

nutrition supplements

shop

optician

shop

perfumery

shop

appliance

shop

garden centre

shop

garden furniture

shop

gas

shop

hardware

shop

bed

shop

doityourself

shop

trade

shop

computer

shop

electronics

shop

mobile phone

shop

atv

shop

bicycle
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Table D.4 continued
Key

Value

shop

boat

shop

car

shop

car parts

shop

outdoor

shop

gift

shop

cannabis

shop

pawnbroker

shop

toys

shop

weapons

Table D.5: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
health care
Key

Value

amenity

baby hatch

amenity

clinic

amenity

dentist

amenity

doctors

amenity

hospital

amenity

nursing home

amenity

pharmacy

amenity

social facility

amenity

blood donation
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Table D.6: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
meals
Key

Value

amenity

bar

amenity

bbq

amenity

biergarten

amenity

cafe

amenity

fast food

amenity

food court

amenity

ice cream

amenity

pub

amenity

restaurant

Table D.7: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
the category of recreation
Key

Value

amenity

bar

amenity

biergarten

amenity

pub

amenity

boat sharing

amenity

arts center

amenity

brothel

amenity

casino

amenity

cinema

amenity

community centre

amenity

fountain

amenity

gambling

amenity

music venue

amenity

nightclub
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Table D.7 continued
Key

Value

amenity

planetarium

amenity

social centre

amenity

stripclub

amenity

swingerclub

amenity

theatre

leisure

adult gaming centre

leisure

amusement arcade

leisure

bandstand

leisure

beach resort

leisure

bird hide

leisure

bowling alley

leisure

common

leisure

dance

leisure

disc golf course

leisure

dog park

leisure

escape game

leisure

firepit

leisure

fishing

leisure

garden

leisure

golf course

leisure

hackerspace

leisure

horse riding

leisure

ice rink

leisure

marina

leisure

miniature golf

leisure

nature reserve

leisure

park

leisure

playground
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Table D.7 continued
Key

Value

leisure

sauna

leisure

slibway

leisure

sports centre

leisure

stadium

leisure

summer camp

leisure

swimming area

leisure

swimming pool

leisure

track

leisure

water park

leisure

wildlife hide

Table D.8: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
religious or community
Key

Value

amenity

community centre

amenity

townhall

amenity

social centre

amenity

place of worship

building

church

Table D.9: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
school
Key

Value

amenity

school

amenity

college

amenity

kindergarten
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Table D.9 continued
Key

Value

amenity

music school

amenity

driving school

amenity

language school

amenity

university

Table D.10: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
services
Key

Value

amenity

animal boarding

amenity

internet cafe

amenity

atm

amenity

bank

amenity

veterinary

shop

car

shop

car repair

shop

message

shop

tattoo

shop

dry cleaning

shop

funeral directors

shop

laundry

shop

money lender

shop

pet grooming

shop

storage rental
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Table D.11: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
volunteer activities
Key

Value

amenity

community centre

amenity

townhall

amenity

social centre

amenity

place of worship

Table D.12: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
work
Key

Value

landuse

commercial

landuse

retail

shop

alcohol

shop

bakery

shop

butcher

shop

convenience

shop

deli

shop

frozen food

shop

greengrocer

shop

health food

shop

department store

shop

general

shop

mall

shop

supermarket

shop

wholesale

shop

baby goods

shop

bag

shop

boutique
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Table D.12 continued
Key

Value

shop

clothes

shop

fabric

shop

fashion

shop

jewelry

shop

leather

shop

sewing

shop

shoes

shop

watches

shop

second hand

shop

cosmetics

shop

erotic

shop

hairdresser supply

shop

hearing aids

shop

herbalist

shop

medical supply

shop

nutrition supplements

shop

optician

shop

perfumery

shop

appliance

shop

garden centre

shop

garden furniture

shop

gas

shop

hardware

shop

bed

shop

doityourself

shop

trade

shop

computer

shop

electronics
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Table D.12 continued
Key

Value

shop

mobile phone

shop

atv

shop

bicycle

shop

boat

shop

car

shop

car parts

shop

outdoor

shop

gift

shop

cannabis

shop

pawnbroker

shop

toys

shop

weapons

amenity

animal boarding

amenity

internet cafe

amenity

atm

amenity

bank

amenity

veterinary

shop

car

shop

car repair

shop

message

shop

tattoo

shop

dry cleaning

shop

funeral directors

shop

laundry

shop

money lender

shop

pet grooming

shop

storage rental

amenity

post box
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Table D.12 continued
Key

Value

amenity

post office

amenity

library

amenity

townhall

amenity

clinic

amenity

dentist

amenity

doctors

amenity

hospital

amenity

nursing home

amenity

pharmacy

amenity

social facility

amenity

blood donation

amenity

school

amenity

college

amenity

kindergarten

amenity

music school

amenity

driving school

amenity

language school

amenity

university

Table D.13: OpenStreetMap key
value pairs corresponding to
work trip
Key

Value

amenity

bus station

amenity

car rental

aeroway

aerodrome

railway

station
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APPENDIX E.

E.1

IMPLEMENTED JULIA CODE

OpenStreetMap2
Code for the road network portion of the framework. This is a standalone package for Julia.

It is based heavily on the work of Yeesian Ng from MIT. The OpenStreetMapX package provides
very similar functionality and it better developed, but was not available at the time I developed
this.

E.1.1

OpenStreetMap2.jl
Module header file

__precompile__()

module OpenStreetMap2
import ProtoBuf,
EzXML,
CodecZlib,
HTTP,
LightGraphs,
DataStructures,
Compat,
SparseArrays,
LinearAlgebra,
NearestNeighbors,
RecipesBase,
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Statistics

include("types.jl")
include("io.jl")
include("access.jl")
include("network.jl")
include("routing.jl")
include("viewer.jl")
include("helper.jl")

end

E.1.2

types.jl
Defines the osmnode and osmdata types.

include("protobuf/OSMPBF.jl")

const OSMPBFFileBlock = Union{OSMPBF.HeaderBlock, OSMPBF.PrimitiveBlock}

struct OSMNodes
id::Vector{Int}
lon::Vector{Float64}
lat::Vector{Float64}

OSMNodes() = new([],[],[])
end

struct OSMData
header::OSMPBF.HeaderBlock
nodes::Dict{Int, Tuple{Float64, Float64}}
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ways::Dict{Int,Vector{Int}} # osm_id -> way_refs
nodeparent::Dict{Int, Int} # node_id -> way osm_id
relations::Dict{Int,Dict{String,Any}} # osm_id -> relations
tags::Dict{Int,Dict{String,String}} # osm_id -> tags
destinations::Dict{Tuple{String, String}, Array{Float64, 2}} # hold
,→ destinations for a given key

OSMData() = new(
OSMPBF.HeaderBlock(), Dict(), Dict(), Dict(), Dict(), Dict(), Dict()
)
end

E.1.3

io.jl
Handles the interaction between Julia and the OpenStreetMap server.

function readnext!(f, blobheader::OSMPBF.BlobHeader, blob::OSMPBF.Blob)
n = ntoh(read(f, UInt32))
ProtoBuf.readproto(PipeBuffer(read(f,n)),blobheader)
ProtoBuf.readproto(PipeBuffer(read(f,blobheader.datasize)),blob)
end

function readblock!(blob::OSMPBF.Blob, block::OSMPBFFileBlock)
@assert xor(isempty(blob.raw), isempty(blob.zlib_data))
if !isempty(blob.raw)
ProtoBuf.readproto(PipeBuffer(blob.raw), block)
elseif !isempty(blob.zlib_data)
ProtoBuf.readproto(
CodecZlib.ZlibDecompressorStream(IOBuffer(blob.zlib_data)),
block
)
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end
end

function processblock!(osmdata::OSMData, pb::OSMPBF.PrimitiveBlock)
getstr(i) = transcode(String,pb.stringtable.s[i+1])
membertype(i) = if i == 0; :node elseif i == 1; :way else; :relation end
for pg in pb.primitivegroup
# process dense
if isdefined(pg, :dense)
osmids = cumsum(pg.dense.id)
append!(osmdata.nodes.id, osmids)
append!(osmdata.nodes.lon,
1e-9 * (pb.lon_offset .+ (pb.granularity .* cumsum(pg.dense.
,→ lon)))
)
append!(osmdata.nodes.lat,
1e-9 * (pb.lat_offset .+ (pb.granularity .* cumsum(pg.dense.
,→ lat)))
)
let i = 1, j = 1
@assert pg.dense.keys_vals[end] == 0
while j <= length(pg.dense.keys_vals)
k = pg.dense.keys_vals[j]
if k == 0 # end of current node
i += 1; j += 1
else
@assert j < length(pg.dense.keys_vals)
v = pg.dense.keys_vals[j+1]
id = osmids[i]
osmdata.tags[id] = get(osmdata.tags, id, Dict())
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osmdata.tags[id][getstr(k)] = getstr(v)
j += 2
end
end
end
end
# process nodes
for n in pg.nodes
push!(osmdata.nodes.id, n.id)
push!(osmdata.nodes.lon, n.lon)
push!(osmdata.nodes.lat, n.lat)
@assert length(n.keys) == length(n.vals)
osmdata.tags[n.id] = get(osmdata.tags, n.id, Dict())
for (k,v) in zip(n.keys, n.vals)
osmdata.tags[n.id][getstr(k)] = getstr(v)
end
end
# process ways
for w in pg.ways
osmdata.ways[w.id] = cumsum(w.refs)
osmdata.tags[w.id] = get(osmdata.tags, w.id, Dict())
for (k,v) in zip(w.keys, w.vals)
osmdata.tags[w.id][getstr(k)] = getstr(v)
end
end
# process relations
for r in pg.relations
osmdata.relations[r.id] = Dict(
"id" => cumsum(r.memids),
"type" => membertype.(r.types),
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"role" => getstr.(r.roles_sid)
)
osmdata.tags[r.id] = get(osmdata.tags, r.id, Dict())
for (k,v) in zip(r.keys, r.vals)
osmdata.tags[r.id][getstr(k)] = getstr(v)
end
end
end
end

function readpbf(
filename::String,
osmdata::OSMData = OSMData();
blobheader::OSMPBF.BlobHeader = OSMPBF.BlobHeader(),
blob::OSMPBF.Blob = OSMPBF.Blob()
)
open(filename, "r") do f
readnext!(f, blobheader, blob)
@assert blobheader._type == "OSMHeader"
readblock!(blob, osmdata.header)
while !eof(f)
readnext!(f, blobheader, blob)
@assert blobheader._type == "OSMData"
processblock!(osmdata, readblock!(blob,OSMPBF.PrimitiveBlock()))
end
end
osmdata
end

function readxmlstream(
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xmlstream::IO,
osmdata::OSMData = OSMData()
)
currentelement = ""
currentid = 0
reader = EzXML.StreamReader(xmlstream)
for typ in reader
if typ == EzXML.READER_ELEMENT
elname = EzXML.nodename(reader)
if elname == "bounds"
@warn "we currently do not handle element: $elname"
elseif elname == "member"
@assert currentelement == "relation"
push!(osmdata.relations[currentid]["role"], reader["role"])
push!(osmdata.relations[currentid]["id"], parse(Int,reader["
,→ ref"]))
push!(osmdata.relations[currentid]["type"], Symbol(reader["
,→ type"]))
elseif elname == "nd"
@assert currentelement == "way"
ndid = parse(Int, reader["ref"])
push!(osmdata.ways[currentid], ndid)
osmdata.nodeparent[ndid] = currentid
# println("helloworld")
# push!(osmdata.ways[currentid], parse(Int, reader["ref"]))
elseif elname == "node"
currentelement = "node"
currentid = parse(Int,reader["id"])
id = parse(Int, reader["id"])
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osmdata.nodes[id] = (parse(Float64, reader["lat"]), parse(
,→ Float64, reader["lon"]))
elseif elname == "osm"
@warn "we currently do not handle element: $elname"
elseif elname == "relation"
currentelement = "relation"
currentid = parse(Int,reader["id"])
osmdata.relations[currentid] = Dict{String,Any}(
"role" => Any[],
"id" => Int[],
"type" => Symbol[]
)
elseif elname == "tag"
osmdata.tags[currentid] = get(osmdata.tags,currentid,Dict())
osmdata.tags[currentid][reader["k"]] = reader["v"]
elseif elname == "way"
currentelement = "way"
currentid = parse(Int,reader["id"])
osmdata.ways[currentid] = Int[]
else
@warn "unrecognized element: $elname"
end
end
end
close(reader)
osmdata
end

readxmlfile(filename::String, osmdata::OSMData = OSMData()) =
readxmlstream(open(filename, "r"), osmdata)
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"Returns the overpass query within ‘bounds‘"
function overpassquery(bounds::String; timeout::Int = 75)
result = HTTP.get(
"https://overpass-api.de/api/interpreter",
query = Dict("data" => """
[out:xml][timeout:$timeout];
(
node($bounds);
way($bounds);
relation($bounds);
);
out body;
>;
out skel qt;
""")
)
readxmlstream(IOBuffer(result.body))
end

"Returns the overpass query with ‘bbox = (minlon, minlat, maxlon, maxlat)‘"
overpassquery(bbox::NTuple{4,Float64}; kwargs...) =
overpassquery("$(bbox[1]),$(bbox[2]),$(bbox[3]),$(bbox[4])", kwargs...)

"Returns the overpass query within a ‘radius‘ (in meters) around ‘lonlat‘"
overpassquery(lonlat::Tuple{Float64,Float64}, radius::Real; kwargs...) =
overpassquery("around:$radius,$(lonlat[1]),$(lonlat[2])", kwargs...)

"""get some data now!!!"""
getmedata(radius=1000) = overpassquery((40.234982, -111.676414), radius)
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E.1.4

network.jl
Functions to take the OSMdata object and create an OSMnetwork object.

mutable struct OSMNetwork
g::LightGraphs.DiGraph
data::OSMData
distmx::SparseArrays.SparseMatrixCSC{Float64, Int}
nodeid::Dict{Int,Int} # LGnode_id -> osm_id
nodesource::Dict{Int, Int} # osm_id -> LGnode_id
connectednodes::Vector{Int}
wayids::Vector{Int} # [osm_id, ... osm_id]
nntree::NearestNeighbors.KDTree
access::Dict{String,Symbol}
speedmatrix::SparseArrays.SparseMatrixCSC{Float64, Int}
# edgeid::Dict{Tuple{Int,Int},Int}
end

function osmnetwork(osmdata::OSMData, access::Dict{String,Symbol}=ACCESS["
,→ all"])
tags(w::Int) = get(osmdata.tags, w, Dict{String,String}())
lookup(tags::Dict{String,String}, k::String) = get(tags, k, "")
hasaccess(w::Int) = get(access, lookup(tags(w),"highway"), :no) != :no
ishighway(w::Int) = haskey(tags(w), "highway")
isreverse(w::Int) = lookup(tags(w),"oneway") == "-1"
function isoneway(w::Int)
v = lookup(tags(w),"oneway")
if v == "false" || v == "no" || v == "0"
return false
elseif v == "-1" || v == "true" || v == "yes" || v == "1"
return true
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end
highway = lookup(tags(w),"highway")
junction = lookup(tags(w),"junction")
return (highway == "motorway" ||
highway == "motorway_link" ||
junction == "roundabout")
end
"distance between the two points in kilometres"
function distance(n1::Int, n2::Int)
toradians(degree::Float64) = degree *

/ 180.0

(lat1, lon1) = osmdata.nodes[n1]
(lat2, lon2) = osmdata.nodes[n2]
dlat = toradians(lat2 - lat1); dlon = toradians(lon2 - lon1)
a = sin(dlat/2)^2+sin(dlon/2)^2*cos(toradians(lat1))*cos(toradians(
,→ lat2))
2.0 * atan(sqrt(a), sqrt(1-a)) * 6373.0
end

wayids = filter(hasaccess, filter(ishighway, collect(keys(osmdata.ways))
,→ ))
numnodes = length(osmdata.nodes)

edgeset = Set{Tuple{Int,Int}}()
nodeset = Set{Int}()
latlon = Set{Array{Float64, 1}}()
for w in wayids
way = osmdata.ways[w]
rev, nrev = isreverse(w), !isreverse(w)
for n in 2:length(osmdata.ways[w])
n0 = way[n-1] # map osm_id -> node_id
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n1 = way[n]
startnode = n0*nrev + n1*rev # reverse the direction if need be
endnode = n0*rev + n1*nrev

push!(nodeset, n0); push!(nodeset, n1)
push!(edgeset, (startnode, endnode))
push!(latlon, [osmdata.nodes[n0][1], osmdata.nodes[n0][2]])
push!(latlon, [osmdata.nodes[n1][1], osmdata.nodes[n1][2]])
isoneway(w) || push!(edgeset, (endnode, startnode))
end
end
connectednodes = collect(nodeset)
edges = reinterpret(Int,collect(edgeset))
roadnodes = unique(edges)
I = edges[1:2:end] # collect all start nodes
J = edges[2:2:end] # collect all end nodes
# [println(i) for i in I]
Iids = [findfirst(!iszero, roadnodes.==node) for node in I]
Jids = [findfirst(!iszero, roadnodes.==node) for node in J]
distances = [distance(i,j) for (i,j) in zip(I,J)]
distmx = SparseArrays.sparse(Iids,Jids,distances,numnodes,numnodes)
distmxSym = SparseArrays.sparse([Iids;Jids], [Jids;Iids], [distances;
,→ distances], length(roadnodes), length(roadnodes), max)
mapgraphtoosmid = Dict(zip(1:length(roadnodes), roadnodes))
maposmidtograph = Dict(zip(roadnodes, 1:length(roadnodes)))
latlonarray = Array{Float64, 2}(undef, 2, length(roadnodes))
for i in 1:length(roadnodes)
(lat, lon) = osmdata.nodes[roadnodes[i]]
latlonarray[1, i] = lat
latlonarray[2, i] = lon
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end
tree = NearestNeighbors.KDTree(latlonarray; leafsize=30000)

OSMNetwork(LightGraphs.SimpleDiGraph(distmx), osmdata, distmxSym,
,→ mapgraphtoosmid,
maposmidtograph, roadnodes, wayids, tree, access,
,→ SparseArrays.sparse([]))
end

osmnetwork(osmdata::OSMData, access::String) = osmnetwork(osmdata, ACCESS[
,→ access])

E.1.5

routing.jl
Handles the route planning for moving from A to B

struct DijkstraState
parents::Vector{Int}
dists::Vector{Float64}
end

function testthings(a=SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
return a
end

"""
Find the shortest path between a source and destination
"""
function shortestpath(network::OSMNetwork, source::Int64, destination::Int64
,→ , distmx=network.distmx; warn=true)
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path = LightGraphs.enumerate_paths(LightGraphs.dijkstra_shortest_paths(
,→ network.g, source, distmx), destination)
if (length(path) < 1) && (source != destination)
if warn
@warn "No path found from $source to $destination, attempting on
,→ undirected graph"
end
path = LightGraphs.enumerate_paths(LightGraphs.
,→ dijkstra_shortest_paths(LightGraphs.SimpleGraph(network.g),
,→ source, distmx), destination)
end
return path
end

function shortestpath(network::OSMNetwork, source::Tuple{Float64, Float64},
,→ destination::Tuple{Float64, Float64}; warn=true)
src = network.nodesource[treenearestnode(network, source)]
dst = network.nodesource[treenearestnode(network, destination)]
return shortestpath(network, src, dst, warn=warn)
end

function pathtimedist(path::Array{Int, 1}, speedmx::SparseArrays.
,→ SparseMatrixCSC{Float64, Int64}, distmx::SparseArrays.SparseMatrixCSC
,→ {Float64, Int64})
time = Array{Float64, 1}(undef, length(path)-1)
dist = Array{Float64, 1}(undef, length(path)-1)
for i=1:length(path)-1
time[i] = speedmx[path[i], path[i+1]]
dist[i] = distmx[path[i], path[i+1]]
end
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return time, dist
end

function recalcSpeedMatrix(network::OSMNetwork, speeddict::Union{Dict{String
,→ , Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
network.speedmatrix = constructspeedmatrix(network, speeddict)
end

function quickestpath(network::OSMNetwork, source::Int64, destination::Int64
,→ ,
speeddict::Union{Dict{String, Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=
,→ SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN; warn=true)
if size(network.speedmatrix)[1] < 1
recalcSpeedMatrix(network, speeddict)
end
speedmatrix = network.distmx .* network.speedmatrix
if source == destination
return [], [0], [0]
end
path = shortestpath(network, source, destination, speedmatrix, warn=warn
,→ )
if length(path) < 1
return [], [0], [0]
end

time, dist = pathtimedist(path, speedmatrix, network.distmx)
if sum(time) == sum(dist) == 0 && length(path) > 0 && source !=
,→ destination
return [], [Inf], [Inf]
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end
return path, time, dist
end

function quickestpath(network::OSMNetwork, source::Tuple{Float64, Float64},
,→ destination::Tuple{Float64, Float64}; warn=true)
src = network.nodesource[treenearestnode(network, source)]
dst = network.nodesource[treenearestnode(network, destination)]
return quickestpath(network, src, dst, warn=warn)
end

"""
find the nearest osm node that is on a roadway to the specified lat lon
,→ tuple
"""
function nearestnode(network::OSMNetwork, coords::Tuple{Float64, Float64})
lat = coords[1]
lon = coords[2]
roadnodes = collect(values(network.nodeid))
latlons = [get(network.data.nodes, x, 99999) for x in roadnodes]
nodelats = [a[1] for a in latlons]
nodelons = [a[2] for a in latlons]
distances = [LinearAlgebra.norm(collect(coords) - [a, b]) for (a,b) in
,→ zip(nodelats, nodelons)]
# println(minimum(distances))
nearest = roadnodes[findfirst(distances .== minimum(distances))]
return nearest
end
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function treenearestnode(network::OSMNetwork, coords::Tuple{Float64, Float64
,→ })
lat = coords[1]
lon = coords[2]
idx, dist = NearestNeighbors.knn(network.nntree, [lat, lon], 1)
# println(dist)
return network.connectednodes[idx[1]]
end

"""
Creates the speed matrix that can be used to determine time to travel to a
,→ given location
note that because julia’s sparse arrays don’t currently support broacasted
,→ division very well
the matrix actually stores the inverse speed.
"""
function constructspeedmatrix(network::OSMNetwork,
speeddict::Union{Dict{String, Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=
,→ SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
access = network.access
tags(w::Int) = get(network.data.tags, w, Dict{String,String}())
lookup(tags::Dict{String,String}, k::String) = get(tags, k, "")
hasaccess(w::Int) = get(access, lookup(tags(w),"highway"), :no) != :no
ishighway(w::Int) = haskey(tags(w), "highway")
isreverse(w::Int) = lookup(tags(w),"oneway") == "-1"
wayids = filter(hasaccess, filter(ishighway, collect(keys(network.data.
,→ ways))))

edgestart = Vector{Int64}()
edgeend = Vector{Int64}()
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edgespeed = Vector{Float64}()
for w in wayids
way = network.data.ways[w]
waytype = network.data.tags[w]["highway"]
if keytype(speeddict) == Symbol
wayclass = get(ROADCLASSES, waytype, :service)
speed = get(speeddict, wayclass, 5)
elseif keytype(speeddict) == String
speed = get(speeddict, waytype, 5)
else
throw("Invalid speed dictionary in constructspeedmatrix")
end
for n in 2:length(way)
push!(edgestart, way[n-1])
push!(edgeend, way[n])
push!(edgespeed, speed)
end
end
# return edgestart, edgeend, edgespeed
es = get.(Ref(network.nodesource), edgestart, 0)
ee = get.(Ref(network.nodesource), edgeend, 0)
println(size(es),size(ee),size(edgespeed))
println(maximum([ee;es]))
# println(findall(ee.>1317))
speedmx = SparseArrays.sparse([es;ee], [ee;es], 1.0./[edgespeed;
,→ edgespeed], maximum([es;ee]), maximum([es;ee]), max)
end
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E.1.6

access.jl
Defines the road categories available for different types of transportation, colors for viewing

plots, and some options for defined speeds on the roads.
# taken from http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OSM_tags_for_routing/Access,→ Restrictions
#
# Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify Wikipedia’s text
# under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
,→ Unported
# License and, unless otherwise noted, the GNU Free Documentation License.
# unversioned, with no invariant sections, front-cover texts, or back-cover
,→ texts.
#
# https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Copyrights

"""
Default-Access-Restriction for all countries

with "street", "track", and "service" introduced as ‘:yes‘ for all modes.
Individual regions can provide their own access restriction dictionaries.

### Interpretation
* ‘yes‘ - this kind of vehicle is allowed to drive on this kind of road
,→ unless
tagged otherwise on the individual way (e.g. "motorcar=no").
* ‘designated‘ - same as yes but this road can optionally be preferred by
,→ some
of your metrics.
* ‘no‘ - this kind of vehicle is not allowed to drive on this kind of road
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unless tagged otherwise on the individual way (e.g. "motorcar=yes").
"""
const ACCESS = Dict(
"all" => Dict(
"motorway" => :yes,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :yes,
"path" => :yes,
"bridleway" => :yes,
"cycleway" => :yes,
"footway" => :yes
),
"access" => Dict(
"motorway" => :yes,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
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"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"motorcar" => Dict(
"motorway" => :designated,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
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"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"motorcycle" => Dict(
"motorway" => :designated,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
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"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"goods" => Dict(
"motorway" => :designated,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
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"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"hgv" => Dict(
"motorway" => :designated,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"psv" => Dict(
"motorway" => :designated,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
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"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"moped" => Dict(
"motorway" => :no,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
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"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"horse" => Dict(
"motorway" => :no,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
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"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :yes,
"bridleway" => :designated,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"bicycle" => Dict(
"motorway" => :no,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :yes,
"bridleway" => :no,
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"cycleway" => :designated,
"footway" => :no
),
"foot" => Dict(
"motorway" => :no,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :yes,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :yes,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :yes,
"path" => :yes,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :designated
),
"transportationRoadways" => Dict(
"motorway" => :yes,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
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"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :no,
"residential" => :yes,
"living_street" => :yes,
"street" => :yes,
"track" => :no,
"service" => :no,
"road" => :yes,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"primaryTransportationRoadways" => Dict(
"motorway" => :yes,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
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"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :no,
"residential" => :no,
"living_street" => :no,
"street" => :no,
"track" => :no,
"service" => :no,
"road" => :no,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
),
"primaryroads" => Dict(
"motorway" => :yes,
"motorway_link" => :yes,
"trunk" => :yes,
"trunk_link" => :yes,
"primary" => :yes,
"primary_link" => :yes,
"secondary" => :yes,
"secondary_link" => :yes,
"tertiary" => :yes,
"tertiary_link" => :yes,
"unclassified" => :no,
"residential" => :no,
"living_street" => :no,
"street" => :no,
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"track" => :no,
"service" => :yes,
"road" => :no,
"pedestrian" => :no,
"path" => :no,
"bridleway" => :no,
"cycleway" => :no,
"footway" => :no
)
)

### Julia OpenStreetMap Package ###
### MIT License ###
### Copyright 2014 ###

### Default Speed Limits in Kilometers Per Hour ###
# these values were taken from OpenStreetMap.jl v0.8.2
# (https://github.com/tedsteiner/OpenStreetMap.jl/blob/9102
,→ e36e4f8304ce2238f2d315589976c83d3d66/src/speeds.jl)
# tedsteiner said he hand-adjusted the values until they seem reasonable

# in practice these values are country-dependent, and the user might want to
# consult e.g. https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OSM_tags_for_routing/
,→ Maxspeed
# and http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Speed_limits for guidance

const SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN = Dict(
:motorway => 95.,
:trunk => 72.,
:primary => 48.,
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:secondary => 32.,
:tertiary => 22.,
:residential => 12.,
:service => 8.,
:pedestrian => 5.
)

const SPEEDLIMIT_RURAL = Dict(
:motorway => 110.,
:trunk => 90.,
:primary => 80.,
:secondary => 72.,
:tertiary => 55.,
:residential => 40.,
:service => 15.,
:pedestrian => 15.
)

const ROADCLASSES = Dict(
"motorway" => :motorway,
"motorway_link" => :motorway,
"trunk" => :trunk,
"trunk_link" => :trunk,
"primary" => :primary,
"primary_link" => :primary,
"secondary" => :secondary,
"secondary_link" => :secondary,
"tertiary" => :tertiary,
"tertiary_link" => :tertiary,
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"unclassified" => :residential,
"residential" => :residential,
"road" => :residential,
"service" => :service,
"living_street" => :livingstreet,
"pedestrian" => :livingstreet
)

# Level 1: Cycleways, walking paths, and pedestrian streets
# Level 2: Sidewalks
# Level 3: Pedestrians typically allowed but unspecified
# Level 4: Agricultural or horse paths, etc.
const PEDCLASSES = Dict(
"cycleway" => 1,
"pedestrian" => 1,
"living_street" => 1,
"footway" => 1,
"sidewalk" => 2,
"sidewalk:yes" => 2,
"sidewalk:both" => 2,
"sidewalk:left" => 2,
"sidewalk:right" => 2,
"steps" => 2,
"path" => 3,
"residential" => 3,
"service" => 3,
"secondary" => 4,
"tertiary" => 4,
"primary" => 4,
"track" => 4,
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"bridleway" => 4,
"unclassified" => 4
)

# Level 1: Bike paths
# Level 2: Separated bike lanes (tracks)
# Level 3: Bike lanes
# Level 4: Bikes typically allowed but not specified
const CYCLECLASSES = Dict(
"cycleway" => 1,
"cycleway:track" => 2,
"cycleway:opposite_track" => 2,
"bicycle:use_sidepath" => 2,
"bicycle:designated" => 2,
"cycleway:lane" => 3,
"cycleway:opposite" => 3,
"cycleway:opposite_lane" => 3,
"cycleway:shared" => 3,
"cycleway:share_busway" => 3,
"cycleway:shared_lane" => 3,
"bicycle:permissive" => 3,
"bicycle:yes" => 3,
"bicycle:dismount" => 4,
"residential" => 4,
"pedestrian" => 4,
"living_street" => 4,
"service" => 4,
"unclassified" => 4
)
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# Class 1: Residential/Accomodation
# Class 2: Commercial
# Class 3: Civic/Amenity
# Class 4: Other
# Class 5: Unclassified
const BUILDING_CLASSES = Dict(
"accomodation" => 1,
"apartments" => 1,
"bungalow" => 1,
"detached" => 1,
"dormitory" => 1,
"dwelling_house" => 1,
"farm" => 1,
"ger" => 1,
"hotel" => 1,
"house" => 1,
"houseboat" => 1,
"residential" => 1,
"Residential" => 1,
"semidetached_house"=> 1,
"static_caravan" => 1,
"terrace" => 1,

"commercial" => 2,
"factory" => 2,
"industrial" => 2,
"manufacture" => 2,
"office" => 2,
"retail" => 2,
"supermarket" => 2,
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"warehouse" => 2,

"administrative" => 3,
"cathedral" => 3,
"chapel" => 3,
"church" => 3,
"civic" => 3,
"kindergarten" => 3,
"hospital" => 3,
"mosque" => 3,
"pavilion" => 3,
"public" => 3,
"school" => 3,
"shrine" => 3,
"stadium" => 3,
"synagogue" => 3,
"temple" => 3,
"train_station" => 3,
"transportation" => 3,
"university" => 3,

"barn" => 4,
"bridge" => 4,
"bunker" => 4,
"cabin" => 4,
"collapsed" => 4,
"construction" => 4,
"cowshed" => 4,
"damaged" => 4,
"farm_auxiliary" => 4,
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"garage" => 4,
"garages" => 4,
"greenhouse" => 4,
"hangar" => 4,
"hut" => 4,
"kiosk" => 4,
"roof" => 4,
"semi" => 4,
"service" => 4,
"shed" => 4,
"stable" => 4,
"storage_tank" => 4,
"sty" => 4,
"tank" => 4,
"transformer_tower" => 4,
"ruins" => 4,

"yes" => 5,
"Yes" => 5
)

const FEATURE_CLASSES = Dict(
"aerialway" => 1,
"aeroway" => 2,
"amenity" => 3,
"barrier" => 4,
"boundary" => 5,
"building" => 6,
"craft" => 7,
"emergency" => 8,
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"geological" => 9,
"highway" => 10,
"historic" => 11,
"landuse" => 12,
"leisure" => 13,
"man_made" => 14,
"military" => 15,
"natural" => 16,
"office" => 17,
"place" => 18,
"power" => 19,
"public_transport" => 20,
"railway" => 21,
"route" => 22,
"shop" => 23,
"sport" => 24,
"tourism" => 25,
"waterway" => 26
)

MAP_COLORS = Dict(
"motorway" => :red,
"motorway_link" => :salmon,
"trunk" => :orange,
"trunk_link" => :orange2,
"primary" => :deeppink,
"primary_link" => :khaki1,
"secondary" => :green,
"secondary_link" => :palegreen,
"tertiary" => :cyan,
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"tertiary_link" => :cyan3,
"unclassified" => :black,
"residential" => :blue,
"living_street" => :blue,
"street" => :mediumslateblue,
"track" => :black,
"service" => :gold,
"road" => :green,
"pedestrian" => :black,
"path" => :black,
"bridleway" => :black,
"cycleway" => :black,
"footway" => :black
)

E.1.7

helper.jl
Defines some convenience functions that make life a bit nicer.

function nodelatlon(data::OSMData, node::Int)
return(data.nodes.lat[data.nodes.id .==node][1], data.nodes.lon[data.
,→ nodes.id .==node][1])
end

function getways(data::OSMData, key::String, value::String)
tags(w::Int) = get(data.tags, w, Dict{String,String}())
isfeature(w::Int) = get(tags(w), key, "") == value
wayids = filter(isfeature, collect(keys(data.tags)))
end
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function wayidtopoints(osmdata::OSMData, wayid::Int)
lat = Array{Float64, 1}()
lon = Array{Float64, 1}()
nodeids = get(osmdata.ways, wayid, [wayid])
for node in nodeids
if haskey(osmdata.nodes, node)
nodelat, nodelon = osmdata.nodes[node]
push!(lat, nodelat)
push!(lon, nodelon)
end
end
lat, lon
end

function getwaypoints(osmdata::OSMData, key::String, value::String)
ways = getways(osmdata, key, value)
points = [wayidtopoints(osmdata, way) for way in ways]
points2 = Array{Array{Float64, 2}, 1}()
for (lat, lon) in points
push!(points2, hcat(lat, lon))
end
return points2
# return [collect(zip(wayidtopoints(osmdata, way))) for way in getways(
,→ osmdata, key, value)]
end

function collectpoints(osmdata::OSMData, key::String, value::String)
wayids = findways(osmdata, key, value)
lats = Array{Float64, 1}()
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lons = Array{Float64, 1}()
for way in wayids
lat, lon = wayidtopoints(osmdata, way)
for (t,n) in zip(lat, lon)
push!(lats, t)
push!(lons, n)
end
end
lats, lons
end

shoelacearea(x, y) =
abs(sum(i * j for (i, j) in zip(x, append!(y[2:end], y[1]))) sum(i * j for (i, j) in zip(append!(x[2:end], x[1]), y))) / 2

"""get points for a given key, value pair. Returns an array of [lat lon size
,→ ]
where size is area of the polygon and lat lon is the average area of the
,→ points
for a given way. If the way has less than 3 points the area is zero"""
function getdestinations(osmdata::OSMData, key::String, value::String)

if !((key, value) in keys(osmdata.destinations))
pointset = getwaypoints(osmdata, key, value)
ret = Array{Float64, 2}(undef, 0, 3)
for set in pointset
if length(set) > 0
latlon = Statistics.mean(set, dims=1)
area = shoelacearea(set[:,1], set[:,2])
ret = vcat(ret, [latlon[1] latlon[2] area])
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end
end
osmdata.destinations[(key, value)] = ret
else
ret = osmdata.destinations[(key, value)]
end
return ret
end

function max(a::Real, b::Real)
return maximum([a,b])
end

E.1.8

viewer.jl
Creates plotting recipies that interface with Plots.jl, making ploting of the network simple

and easy.
using RecipesBase

function findways(osmdata::OSMData, key::String, value::String)
tags(w::Int) = get(osmdata.tags, w, Dict{String,String}())
isfeature(w::Int) = get(tags(w), key, "") == value
wayids = filter(isfeature, collect(keys(osmdata.tags)))
end

@recipe function f(osmdata::OSMData, access::Dict{String, Symbol}=ACCESS["
,→ motorcar"]; usecolors=true)
hasaccess(ty::String) = !(access[ty] == :no)
hasaccess(pair::Pair{String, Symbol}) = pair.second != :no
accessable = filter(hasaccess, access)
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for pathtype in collect(keys(accessable))
tags(w::Int) = get(osmdata.tags, w, Dict{String,String}())
isfeature(w::Int) = get(tags(w), "highway", "") == pathtype
wayids = filter(isfeature, collect(keys(osmdata.tags)))
numnodes = length(keys(osmdata.nodes))

lats = []
lons = []
for wayid in wayids
lat, lon = wayidtopoints(osmdata, wayid)
lats = vcat(lats, lat)
lons = vcat(lons, lon)
push!(lats, NaN)
push!(lons, NaN)
end
@series begin
if usecolors
color := MAP_COLORS[pathtype]
else
color := :gray
end
label := ""
lons, lats
end

# for wayid in wayids

# lat, lon = wayidtopoints(osmdata, wayid)
# @series begin
# color := MAP_COLORS[pathtype]
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# label := ""
# lon, lat
# end
# end
end

end

@recipe f(network::OSMNetwork) = network.data, network.access

@userplot drawfeature

@recipe function f(h::drawfeature)
count = 0
if length(h.args) != 3
error("incorrect number of inputs")
end
osmdata, key, value = h.args
wayids = findways(osmdata, key, value)

numnodes = length(keys(osmdata.nodes))
cid = rand(1:15)
# color --> rand(1:15)
for wayid in wayids
lat, lon = wayidtopoints(osmdata, wayid)
@series begin
if length(lon) > 2
seriestype --> :shape
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else
seriestype --> :scatter
end
if count < 1
label --> "$key: $value"
else
label := ""
end
color --> cid
lon, lat
end
count += 1
end
end

E.1.9

protobuf folder
Following are the contents of a folder “protobuf” within the src folder of the OpenStreetMap2

module. They are neccessary to enable parsing of the OpenStreetMap format returned from the api
calls.

fileformat pb.jl
# syntax: proto2
using Compat
using ProtoBuf
import ProtoBuf.meta
import Base: hash, isequal, ==

mutable struct Blob
raw::Array{UInt8,1}
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raw_size::Int32
zlib_data::Array{UInt8,1}
lzma_data::Array{UInt8,1}
OBSOLETE_bzip2_data::Array{UInt8,1}
Blob(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) || ProtoBuf.
,→ _protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type Blob
hash(v::Blob) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::Blob, v2::Blob) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::Blob, v2::Blob) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct BlobHeader
_type::AbstractString
indexdata::Array{UInt8,1}
datasize::Int32
BlobHeader(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type BlobHeader
const __req_BlobHeader = Symbol[:_type,:datasize]
meta(t::Type{BlobHeader}) = meta(t, __req_BlobHeader, ProtoBuf.DEF_FNUM,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL, true, ProtoBuf.DEF_PACK, ProtoBuf.DEF_WTYPES,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::BlobHeader) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::BlobHeader, v2::BlobHeader) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::BlobHeader, v2::BlobHeader) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

export Blob, BlobHeader
fileformat.proto
/** Copyright (c) 2010 Scott A. Crosby. <scott@sacrosby.com>
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This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the
License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

syntax = "proto2";

option optimize_for = LITE_RUNTIME;
option java_package = "org.openstreetmap.osmosis.osmbinary";
package OSMPBF;

//protoc --java_out=../.. fileformat.proto

//
// STORAGE LAYER: Storing primitives.
//

message Blob {
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optional bytes raw = 1; // No compression
optional int32 raw_size = 2; // When compressed, the uncompressed size

// Possible compressed versions of the data.
optional bytes zlib_data = 3;

// PROPOSED feature for LZMA compressed data. SUPPORT IS NOT REQUIRED.
optional bytes lzma_data = 4;

// Formerly used for bzip2 compressed data. Depreciated in 2010.
optional bytes OBSOLETE_bzip2_data = 5 [deprecated=true]; // Don’t reuse
,→ this tag number.
}

/* A file contains an sequence of fileblock headers, each prefixed by
their length in network byte order, followed by a data block
containing the actual data. types staring with a "_" are reserved.
*/

message BlobHeader {
required string type = 1;
optional bytes indexdata = 2;
required int32 datasize = 3;
}
osmformat pb.jl
# syntax: proto2
using Compat
using ProtoBuf
import ProtoBuf.meta
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import Base: hash, isequal, ==

mutable struct HeaderBBox
left::Int64
right::Int64
top::Int64
bottom::Int64
HeaderBBox(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type HeaderBBox
const __req_HeaderBBox = Symbol[:left,:right,:top,:bottom]
const __wtype_HeaderBBox = Dict(:left => :sint64, :right => :sint64, :top =>
,→ :sint64, :bottom => :sint64)
meta(t::Type{HeaderBBox}) = meta(t, __req_HeaderBBox, ProtoBuf.DEF_FNUM,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL, true, ProtoBuf.DEF_PACK, __wtype_HeaderBBox,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::HeaderBBox) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::HeaderBBox, v2::HeaderBBox) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::HeaderBBox, v2::HeaderBBox) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct HeaderBlock
bbox::HeaderBBox
required_features::Array{AbstractString,1}
optional_features::Array{AbstractString,1}
writingprogram::AbstractString
source::AbstractString
osmosis_replication_timestamp::Int64
osmosis_replication_sequence_number::Int64
osmosis_replication_base_url::AbstractString
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HeaderBlock(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type HeaderBlock
const __fnum_HeaderBlock = Int[1,4,5,16,17,32,33,34]
meta(t::Type{HeaderBlock}) = meta(t, ProtoBuf.DEF_REQ, __fnum_HeaderBlock,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL, true, ProtoBuf.DEF_PACK, ProtoBuf.DEF_WTYPES,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::HeaderBlock) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::HeaderBlock, v2::HeaderBlock) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::HeaderBlock, v2::HeaderBlock) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct StringTable
s::Array{Array{UInt8,1},1}
StringTable(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type StringTable
hash(v::StringTable) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::StringTable, v2::StringTable) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::StringTable, v2::StringTable) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct Info
version::Int32
timestamp::Int64
changeset::Int64
uid::Int32
user_sid::UInt32
visible::Bool
Info(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) || ProtoBuf.
,→ _protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type Info
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const __val_Info = Dict(:version => -1)
meta(t::Type{Info}) = meta(t, ProtoBuf.DEF_REQ, ProtoBuf.DEF_FNUM,
,→ __val_Info, true, ProtoBuf.DEF_PACK, ProtoBuf.DEF_WTYPES, ProtoBuf.
,→ DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::Info) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::Info, v2::Info) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::Info, v2::Info) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct DenseInfo
version::Array{Int32,1}
timestamp::Array{Int64,1}
changeset::Array{Int64,1}
uid::Array{Int32,1}
user_sid::Array{Int32,1}
visible::Array{Bool,1}
DenseInfo(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type DenseInfo
const __pack_DenseInfo = Symbol[:version,:timestamp,:changeset,:uid,:
,→ user_sid,:visible]
const __wtype_DenseInfo = Dict(:timestamp => :sint64, :changeset => :sint64,
,→ :uid => :sint32, :user_sid => :sint32)
meta(t::Type{DenseInfo}) = meta(t, ProtoBuf.DEF_REQ, ProtoBuf.DEF_FNUM,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL, true, __pack_DenseInfo, __wtype_DenseInfo, ProtoBuf
,→ .DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::DenseInfo) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::DenseInfo, v2::DenseInfo) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::DenseInfo, v2::DenseInfo) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct ChangeSet
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id::Int64
ChangeSet(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type ChangeSet
const __req_ChangeSet = Symbol[:id]
meta(t::Type{ChangeSet}) = meta(t, __req_ChangeSet, ProtoBuf.DEF_FNUM,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL, true, ProtoBuf.DEF_PACK, ProtoBuf.DEF_WTYPES,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::ChangeSet) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::ChangeSet, v2::ChangeSet) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::ChangeSet, v2::ChangeSet) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct Node
id::Int64
keys::Array{UInt32,1}
vals::Array{UInt32,1}
info::Info
lat::Int64
lon::Int64
Node(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) || ProtoBuf.
,→ _protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type Node
const __req_Node = Symbol[:id,:lat,:lon]
const __fnum_Node = Int[1,2,3,4,8,9]
const __pack_Node = Symbol[:keys,:vals]
const __wtype_Node = Dict(:id => :sint64, :lat => :sint64, :lon => :sint64)
meta(t::Type{Node}) = meta(t, __req_Node, __fnum_Node, ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL,
,→ true, __pack_Node, __wtype_Node, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.
,→ DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::Node) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
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isequal(v1::Node, v2::Node) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::Node, v2::Node) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct DenseNodes
id::Array{Int64,1}
denseinfo::DenseInfo
lat::Array{Int64,1}
lon::Array{Int64,1}
keys_vals::Array{Int32,1}
DenseNodes(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type DenseNodes
const __fnum_DenseNodes = Int[1,5,8,9,10]
const __pack_DenseNodes = Symbol[:id,:lat,:lon,:keys_vals]
const __wtype_DenseNodes = Dict(:id => :sint64, :lat => :sint64, :lon => :
,→ sint64)
meta(t::Type{DenseNodes}) = meta(t, ProtoBuf.DEF_REQ, __fnum_DenseNodes,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL, true, __pack_DenseNodes, __wtype_DenseNodes,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::DenseNodes) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::DenseNodes, v2::DenseNodes) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::DenseNodes, v2::DenseNodes) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct Way
id::Int64
keys::Array{UInt32,1}
vals::Array{UInt32,1}
info::Info
refs::Array{Int64,1}
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Way(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) || ProtoBuf.
,→ _protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type Way
const __req_Way = Symbol[:id]
const __fnum_Way = Int[1,2,3,4,8]
const __pack_Way = Symbol[:keys,:vals,:refs]
const __wtype_Way = Dict(:refs => :sint64)
meta(t::Type{Way}) = meta(t, __req_Way, __fnum_Way, ProtoBuf.DEF_VAL, true,
,→ __pack_Way, __wtype_Way, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.
,→ DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::Way) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::Way, v2::Way) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::Way, v2::Way) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct __enum_Relation_MemberType <: ProtoEnum
NODE::Int32
WAY::Int32
RELATION::Int32
__enum_Relation_MemberType() = new(0,1,2)
end #type __enum_Relation_MemberType
const Relation_MemberType = __enum_Relation_MemberType()

mutable struct Relation
id::Int64
keys::Array{UInt32,1}
vals::Array{UInt32,1}
info::Info
roles_sid::Array{Int32,1}
memids::Array{Int64,1}
types::Array{Int32,1}
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Relation(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type Relation
const __req_Relation = Symbol[:id]
const __fnum_Relation = Int[1,2,3,4,8,9,10]
const __pack_Relation = Symbol[:keys,:vals,:roles_sid,:memids,:types]
const __wtype_Relation = Dict(:memids => :sint64)
meta(t::Type{Relation}) = meta(t, __req_Relation, __fnum_Relation, ProtoBuf.
,→ DEF_VAL, true, __pack_Relation, __wtype_Relation, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS
,→ , ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::Relation) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::Relation, v2::Relation) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1, v2)
==(v1::Relation, v2::Relation) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct PrimitiveGroup
nodes::Array{Node,1}
dense::DenseNodes
ways::Array{Way,1}
relations::Array{Relation,1}
changesets::Array{ChangeSet,1}
PrimitiveGroup(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type PrimitiveGroup
hash(v::PrimitiveGroup) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::PrimitiveGroup, v2::PrimitiveGroup) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1,
,→ v2)
==(v1::PrimitiveGroup, v2::PrimitiveGroup) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

mutable struct PrimitiveBlock
stringtable::StringTable
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primitivegroup::Array{PrimitiveGroup,1}
granularity::Int32
lat_offset::Int64
lon_offset::Int64
date_granularity::Int32
PrimitiveBlock(; kwargs...) = (o=new(); fillunset(o); isempty(kwargs) ||
,→ ProtoBuf._protobuild(o, kwargs); o)
end #type PrimitiveBlock
const __req_PrimitiveBlock = Symbol[:stringtable]
const __val_PrimitiveBlock = Dict(:granularity => 100, :lat_offset => 0, :
,→ lon_offset => 0, :date_granularity => 1000)
const __fnum_PrimitiveBlock = Int[1,2,17,19,20,18]
meta(t::Type{PrimitiveBlock}) = meta(t, __req_PrimitiveBlock,
,→ __fnum_PrimitiveBlock, __val_PrimitiveBlock, true, ProtoBuf.DEF_PACK,
,→ ProtoBuf.DEF_WTYPES, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOFS, ProtoBuf.DEF_ONEOF_NAMES)
hash(v::PrimitiveBlock) = ProtoBuf.protohash(v)
isequal(v1::PrimitiveBlock, v2::PrimitiveBlock) = ProtoBuf.protoisequal(v1,
,→ v2)
==(v1::PrimitiveBlock, v2::PrimitiveBlock) = ProtoBuf.protoeq(v1, v2)

export HeaderBlock, HeaderBBox, PrimitiveBlock, PrimitiveGroup, StringTable,
,→ Info, DenseInfo, ChangeSet, Node, DenseNodes, Way,
,→ Relation_MemberType, Relation
osmformat.proto
/** Copyright (c) 2010 Scott A. Crosby. <scott@sacrosby.com>

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as
published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the
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License, or (at your option) any later version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License
along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

syntax = "proto2";

option optimize_for = LITE_RUNTIME;
option java_package = "org.openstreetmap.osmosis.osmbinary";
package OSMPBF;

/* OSM Binary file format

This is the master schema file of the OSM binary file format. This
file is designed to support limited random-access and future
extendability.

A binary OSM file consists of a sequence of FileBlocks (please see
fileformat.proto). The first fileblock contains a serialized instance
of HeaderBlock, followed by a sequence of PrimitiveBlock blocks that
contain the primitives.

Each primitiveblock is designed to be independently parsable. It
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contains a string table storing all strings in that block (keys and
values in tags, roles in relations, usernames, etc.) as well as
metadata containing the precision of coordinates or timestamps in that
block.

A primitiveblock contains a sequence of primitive groups, each
containing primitives of the same type (nodes, densenodes, ways,
relations). Coordinates are stored in signed 64-bit integers. Lat&lon
are measured in units <granularity> nanodegrees. The default of
granularity of 100 nanodegrees corresponds to about 1cm on the ground,
and a full lat or lon fits into 32 bits.

Converting an integer to a lattitude or longitude uses the formula:

$OUT = IN * granularity / 10**9$. Many encoding schemes use delta
coding when representing nodes and relations.

*/

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/* Contains the file header. */

message HeaderBlock {
optional HeaderBBox bbox = 1;
/* Additional tags to aid in parsing this dataset */
repeated string required_features = 4;
repeated string optional_features = 5;

optional string writingprogram = 16;
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optional string source = 17; // From the bbox field.

/* Tags that allow continuing an Osmosis replication */

// replication timestamp, expressed in seconds since the epoch,
// otherwise the same value as in the "timestamp=..." field
// in the state.txt file used by Osmosis
optional int64 osmosis_replication_timestamp = 32;

// replication sequence number (sequenceNumber in state.txt)
optional int64 osmosis_replication_sequence_number = 33;

// replication base URL (from Osmosis’ configuration.txt file)
optional string osmosis_replication_base_url = 34;
}

/** The bounding box field in the OSM header. BBOX, as used in the OSM
header. Units are always in nanodegrees -- they do not obey
granularity rules. */

message HeaderBBox {
required sint64 left = 1;
required sint64 right = 2;
required sint64 top = 3;
required sint64 bottom = 4;
}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

message PrimitiveBlock {
required StringTable stringtable = 1;
repeated PrimitiveGroup primitivegroup = 2;

// Granularity, units of nanodegrees, used to store coordinates in this
,→ block
optional int32 granularity = 17 [default=100];
// Offset value between the output coordinates coordinates and the
,→ granularity grid in unites of nanodegrees.
optional int64 lat_offset = 19 [default=0];
optional int64 lon_offset = 20 [default=0];

// Granularity of dates, normally represented in units of milliseconds since
,→ the 1970 epoch.
optional int32 date_granularity = 18 [default=1000];

// Proposed extension:
//optional BBox bbox = XX;
}

// Group of OSMPrimitives. All primitives in a group must be the same type.
message PrimitiveGroup {
repeated Node nodes = 1;
optional DenseNodes dense = 2;
repeated Way ways = 3;
repeated Relation relations = 4;
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repeated ChangeSet changesets = 5;
}

/** String table, contains the common strings in each block.

Note that we reserve index ’0’ as a delimiter, so the entry at that
index in the table is ALWAYS blank and unused.

*/
message StringTable {
repeated bytes s = 1;
}

/* Optional metadata that may be included into each primitive. */
message Info {
optional int32 version = 1 [default = -1];
optional int64 timestamp = 2;
optional int64 changeset = 3;
optional int32 uid = 4;
optional uint32 user_sid = 5; // String IDs

// The visible flag is used to store history information. It indicates
,→ that
// the current object version has been created by a delete operation on
,→ the
// OSM API.
// When a writer sets this flag, it MUST add a required_features tag with
// value "HistoricalInformation" to the HeaderBlock.
// If this flag is not available for some object it MUST be assumed to be
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// true if the file has the required_features tag "HistoricalInformation"
// set.
optional bool visible = 6;
}

/** Optional metadata that may be included into each primitive. Special
,→ dense format used in DenseNodes. */
message DenseInfo {
repeated int32 version = 1 [packed = true];
repeated sint64 timestamp = 2 [packed = true]; // DELTA coded
repeated sint64 changeset = 3 [packed = true]; // DELTA coded
repeated sint32 uid = 4 [packed = true]; // DELTA coded
repeated sint32 user_sid = 5 [packed = true]; // String IDs for usernames
,→ . DELTA coded

// The visible flag is used to store history information. It indicates
,→ that
// the current object version has been created by a delete operation on
,→ the
// OSM API.
// When a writer sets this flag, it MUST add a required_features tag with
// value "HistoricalInformation" to the HeaderBlock.
// If this flag is not available for some object it MUST be assumed to be
// true if the file has the required_features tag "HistoricalInformation"
// set.
repeated bool visible = 6 [packed = true];
}

// THIS IS STUB DESIGN FOR CHANGESETS. NOT USED RIGHT NOW.
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// TODO: REMOVE THIS?
message ChangeSet {
required int64 id = 1;
//
// // Parallel arrays.
// repeated uint32 keys = 2 [packed = true]; // String IDs.
// repeated uint32 vals = 3 [packed = true]; // String IDs.
//
// optional Info info = 4;

// optional int64 created_at = 8;
// optional int64 closetime_delta = 9;
// optional bool open = 10;
// optional HeaderBBox bbox = 11;
}

message Node {
required sint64 id = 1;
// Parallel arrays.
repeated uint32 keys = 2 [packed = true]; // String IDs.
repeated uint32 vals = 3 [packed = true]; // String IDs.

optional Info info = 4; // May be omitted in omitmeta

required sint64 lat = 8;
required sint64 lon = 9;
}

/* Used to densly represent a sequence of nodes that do not have any tags.
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We represent these nodes columnwise as five columns: ID’s, lats, and
lons, all delta coded. When metadata is not omitted,

We encode keys & vals for all nodes as a single array of integers
containing key-stringid and val-stringid, using a stringid of 0 as a
delimiter between nodes.

( (<keyid> <valid>)* ’0’ )*
*/

message DenseNodes {
repeated sint64 id = 1 [packed = true]; // DELTA coded

//repeated Info info = 4;
optional DenseInfo denseinfo = 5;

repeated sint64 lat = 8 [packed = true]; // DELTA coded
repeated sint64 lon = 9 [packed = true]; // DELTA coded

// Special packing of keys and vals into one array. May be empty if all
,→ nodes in this block are tagless.
repeated int32 keys_vals = 10 [packed = true];
}

message Way {
required int64 id = 1;
// Parallel arrays.
repeated uint32 keys = 2 [packed = true];
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repeated uint32 vals = 3 [packed = true];

optional Info info = 4;

repeated sint64 refs = 8 [packed = true]; // DELTA coded
}

message Relation {
enum MemberType {
NODE = 0;
WAY = 1;
RELATION = 2;
}
required int64 id = 1;

// Parallel arrays.
repeated uint32 keys = 2 [packed = true];
repeated uint32 vals = 3 [packed = true];

optional Info info = 4;

// Parallel arrays
repeated int32 roles_sid = 8 [packed = true];
repeated sint64 memids = 9 [packed = true]; // DELTA encoded
repeated MemberType types = 10 [packed = true];
}
OSMPBF.jl
module OSMPBF
include("fileformat_pb.jl")
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include("osmformat_pb.jl")
end
E.2

Simulation Files
These files are responsible for the development and creation of the demand model and

simulation.

E.2.1

traffic.jl
Imports the required Julia packages as well as loading the relavant files.

using Random #needed for trip generation
using Revise
using CSV #for reading in OSM names for destinations
using DataFrames #ditto
using OpenStreetMap2 #handle the OSM data
using LightGraphs #network stuff
using ResumableFunctions #makes simjulia work
using SimJulia #The backend for simulation
using DataStructures #time to free queue for vehicles
using SQLite #store things in a convenient format
using GeoJSON #read in demographics data
using GeoInterface #extract points from demographic data
using RecipesBase #let plotting happen in a nice way
using EarCut #triangulate the crap out of wierd shapes
using GeometryTypes #Give earcut the datatype it is expecting
using Geodesy #Calculate distances between lat/lon points without making me
,→ think...
using JLD
using HDF5
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using ProgressMeter
using Printf
import Distributions.Normal
import SimJulia.request
import SimJulia.release

include("CensusTools.jl")
include("tripGeneration/demandmodel.jl")
include("tripGeneration/MarkovTools.jl")
include("tripGeneration/TimeDistributions.jl")
include("tripGeneration/tripset.jl")
include("tripGeneration/tripMarkovChain.jl")
include("tripGeneration/plottrips.jl")
include("vehicle.jl")
include("vehiclenetwork.jl")
include("dbmanagement.jl")
include("tools/potentialFieldsFunctions.jl")
include("tools/serializationhelpers.jl")
include("sim.jl")

E.2.2

CensusTools.jl
Reads the census data and performs the neccessary operations for home location generation

using GeoJSON
using GeoInterface
using RecipesBase
using Plots
using EarCut
using GeometryTypes
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using Geodesy
using StatsBase

mutable struct CensusData
features::FeatureCollection{Feature}
tractsx::Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}
tractsy::Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}
tractsdensity::Array{Float64, 1}
tractspopulation::Array{Float64, 1} # number of people that live in the
,→ tract
tractsarea::Array{Float64, 1} # Area of each tract
trianglesx::Array{Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}, 1} #tract -> triangle ->
,→ points
trianglesy::Array{Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}, 1} #tract -> triangle ->
,→ points
triangleareas::Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}
end

function CensusData(f::FeatureCollection{Feature}, tx::Array{Array{Float64,
,→ 1}, 1}, ty::Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1},
tpop::Array{Float64, 1}, tarea::Array{Float64, 1}, trx::Array{Array{
,→ Array{Float64, 1}, 1}, 1},
tryy::Array{Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}, 1}, tra::Array{Array{Float64,
,→ 1}, 1})
dens = tpop./tarea
dens[dens .<= 0] .= 1e-12
return CensusData(f, tx, ty, dens, tpop, tarea, trx, tryy, tra)
end

function CensusData(filename::String)
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features = readCensus(filename)
tractsx, tractsy = getPoints(features)
trix, triy = trianglepoints(tractsx, tractsy)
population = getFeature(features, "POP100")
area = getFeature(features, "SHAPE_Area")
println("Dens")
triareas = triangleareas(trix, triy)
return CensusData(features, tractsx, tractsy, population, area, trix,
,→ triy, triareas)
end

function trianglepoints(tractsx, tractsy)
trix = Array{Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}, 1}()
triy = Array{Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}, 1}()
for (x, y) in zip(tractsx, tractsy)
tx, ty = triangulatepoints(x, y)
push!(trix, tx)
push!(triy, ty)
end
return trix, triy
end

function triangleareas(trix, triy)
triareas = Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}(undef, 0)
println(length(trix))
for i in 1:length(trix)
tarea = Array{Float64,1}()
for (xps, yps) in zip(trix[i], triy[i])
# println(xps, " ", yps)
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a = (xps[1]*(yps[3]-yps[2]) + xps[2]*(yps[1]-yps[3]) + xps[3]*(
,→ yps[2]-yps[1]))/2.0
# println("loop")
push!(tarea, abs(a))
end
push!(triareas, tarea)
end
return triareas
end

function triangulatepoints(x, y)
poly = [Point2(xx, yy) for (xx, yy) in zip(x,y)]

tf = triangulate([poly])
tx = Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}()
ty = Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}()
for idx in tf
xs = [x[idx[1]][1], x[idx[2]][1], x[idx[3]][1]]
ys = [y[idx[1]][1], y[idx[2]][1], y[idx[3]][1]]
push!(tx, xs)
push!(ty, ys)
end
return tx,ty
end

function readCensus(filename::String)
GeoJSON.parsefile(filename)
end

function getPoints(a::FeatureCollection)
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X = Array{Array{Float64,1},1}()
Y = Array{Array{Float64,1},1}()
for b in a.features
x,y = getPoints(b)
push!(X, x)
push!(Y, y)
end
return X,Y
end

getProperties(a::FeatureCollection) = [b.properties for b in a.features]
getFeature(a::FeatureCollection, featurename::String) = [b.properties[
,→ featurename] for b in a.features]

function getPoints(b::Feature)
return getPoints(b.geometry)
end

function getPoints(c::MultiPolygon)
points = collect(Iterators.flatten(c.coordinates[1][1]))
x = points[1:2:end]
y = points[1:2:end]
return x,y
end

function getPoints(c::GeoInterface.Polygon)
points = collect(Iterators.flatten(c.coordinates[1]))
x = points[1:2:end]
y = points[2:2:end]
return x,y
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end

function trimdata(a::CensusData, center::Tuple{Float64, Float64}, radius::
,→ Real)
center = LLA(center[1], center[2], 0.0)
newtractsx=Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}()
newtractsy=Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 1}()
newtractspop = Array{Float64, 1}()
newtractsarea = Array{Float64, 1}()
oldtriarea = Array{Float64, 1}()
for (i, (lats, lons)) in enumerate(zip(a.tractsy, a.tractsx))
inboundary = false
inx = Array{Float64,1}()
iny = Array{Float64,1}()
for (lat, lon) in zip(lats, lons)
check = LLA(lat, lon, 0.0)
if distance(center, check)<radius
inboundary = true
push!(inx, lon)
push!(iny, lat)
end
end
if length(inx) < 3
continue
end
if inboundary
push!(newtractsx, inx)
push!(newtractsy, iny)
push!(newtractspop, a.tractspopulation[i])
push!(newtractsarea, a.tractsarea[i])
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push!(oldtriarea, sum(a.triangleareas[i]))
end
end
trix, triy = trianglepoints(newtractsx, newtractsy)
triareas = triangleareas(trix, triy)
acttractareas = sum.(triareas)
arearatio = acttractareas ./ oldtriarea
println("Area ratio: $arearatio")
newtractspop .= newtractspop .* arearatio
newtractsarea .= newtractsarea .* arearatio
return CensusData(a.features, newtractsx, newtractsy, newtractspop,
,→ newtractsarea, trix, triy, triareas)
end

function trimdata!(a::CensusData, center::Tuple{Float64, Float64}, radius::
,→ Real)
a = trimdata(a, center, radius)
end

selectweightedtract(a::CensusData) = StatsBase.sample(1:length(a.tractsx),
,→ StatsBase.weights(a.tractspopulation))
selectweightedtriangle(a::CensusData, tract::Int64) = StatsBase.sample(1:
,→ length(a.triangleareas[tract]), StatsBase.weights(a.triangleareas[
,→ tract]))

"""
from:
@article{osada2002shape,
title={Shape distributions},
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author={Osada, Robert and Funkhouser, Thomas and Chazelle, Bernard and
,→ Dobkin, David},
journal={ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG)},
volume={21},
number={4},
pages={807--832},
year={2002},
publisher={Acm}
} section 4.2
"""
function selectrandompoint(a::CensusData, tract::Int64, triangle::Int64)
p1 = [a.trianglesx[tract][triangle][1], a.trianglesy[tract][triangle
,→ ][1]]
p2 = [a.trianglesx[tract][triangle][2], a.trianglesy[tract][triangle
,→ ][2]]
p3 = [a.trianglesx[tract][triangle][3], a.trianglesy[tract][triangle
,→ ][3]]
r1 = rand()
r2 = rand()
return (1- sqrt(r1)) .* p1 + sqrt(r1)*(1-r2).*p2 + (sqrt(r1)*r2) .* p3
end

function selectweightedhouselocation(a::CensusData)
tract = selectweightedtract(a)
tri = selectweightedtriangle(a, tract)
return selectrandompoint(a, tract, tri)
end
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@userplot PlotDens
@recipe function f(h::PlotDens)
a = h.args[1]
# println(a)
color = a.tractsdensity
color = reshape(color, 1, length(color))
@series begin
title --> "Density for Census Tracts"
seriestype --> :shape
fill_z --> color
label --> ""
lw --> 0
a.tractsx, a.tractsy
end
end

@userplot PlotPop
@recipe function f(h::PlotPop)
a = h.args[1]
color = a.tractspopulation
color = reshape(color, 1, length(color))
@series begin
title --> "Population for Census Tracts"
seriestype --> :shape
fill_z --> color
label --> ""
lw --> 0
a.tractsx, a.tractsy
end
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end

E.2.3

vehicle.jl
Defines the vehicle object and methods that operate on the vehicle object

@enum vehiclestate dispatch=1 occupied=2 relocation=3 waiting=4 interrupted
,→ =5

mutable struct Vehicle
id::Int64
position::Int64
timetofree::Queue{Float64}
endofqueueposition::Int64
tripqueue::Vector{Vector{Float64}}
resource::Container
state::vehiclestate
statechangetime::Float64
moveprocess::Union{Process, Nothing}
stopmoving::Bool
end

function Vehicle(env::Environment, g::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, id::Int64)
position = rand(collect(keys(g.nodeid)))
# position = g.nodesource[OpenStreetMap2.treenearestnode(g, (40.233805,
,→ -111.713005))]
Vehicle(id, position, Queue{Float64}(), position, [], Resource(env, 1),
,→ waiting, 0, nothing, false)
end
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function Vehicle(env::Environment, g::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, id::Int64,
,→ position::Int64)
Vehicle(id, position, Queue{Float64}(), position, [], Resource(env, 1),
,→ waiting, 0, nothing, false)
end

id(car::Vehicle) = car.id
state(car::Vehicle) = car.state
position(car::Vehicle) = car.position
halted(car::Vehicle) = car.stopmoving
unhalt(car::Vehicle) = car.stopmoving = false
updatelocation(vehicle::Vehicle, pos::Int64) = vehicle.position = pos
endcurrtrip(car::Vehicle) = dequeue!(car.timetofree)
numtripsinqueue(car::Vehicle) = length(car.timetofree)
hastripsqueued(car::Vehicle) = numtripsinqueue(car) > 0
timetofree(car::Vehicle) = length(car.timetofree)>0 ? sum(car.timetofree) :
,→ 0
changeresource(car::Vehicle, newresource) = car.resource = newresource

# reset the vehicle state to have nothing in the queue
function killexisting(car::Vehicle)
car.timetofree = Queue{Float64}()
car.tripqueue = []
car.state = waiting
end

# return the location where the vehicle will be available to service a trip
function availableposition(car::Vehicle)
if state(car)==relocation || state(car)==waiting
return position(car)
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else
return car.endofqueueposition
end
end

function hastrips(vehicle::Vehicle)
return isempty(vehicle.tripqueue)
end

function releasevehicle(vehicle::Vehicle)
if !hasdestination(vehicle)
vehicle.occupied = false
end
end

# calculate the time for a vehicle to arrive at the destination node
function delayto(vehicle::Vehicle, dest::Int64,
osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
delay = 0
if state(vehicle)==dispatch || state(vehicle)==occupied || state(vehicle
,→ ) == interrupted
delay += timetofree(vehicle)
end
path, time, dist = OpenStreetMap2.quickestpath(osmnetwork,
,→ availableposition(vehicle), dest)
delay += sum(time)
return delay
end
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@resumable function request(vehicle::Vehicle, timeest::Float64)
@yield request(vehicle.resource)
end

@resumable function releasecar(vehicle::Vehicle)
@yield release(vehicle.resource)
end

# add a trip to the vehicle queue
function queuetrip(car::Vehicle, trip::Trip)
enqueue!(car.timetofree, triptime(trip))
car.endofqueueposition = trip.endloc
end

#end a trip that the vehicle is on
function killtrip(env::Environment, car::Vehicle)
println("killing at $(now(env)) car is at $(position(car))")
car.state=interrupted
car.stopmoving = true
end

@resumable function driveRoad(env::Environment, waittime::Float64)
@yield timeout(env, waittime)
end

#change the state of the vehicle
function updatestate!(car::Vehicle, newstate::vehiclestate, db::SQLite.DB,
,→ time::Float64)
addstatechange!(db, car.id, car.position, Int(car.state), Int(newstate),
,→ time, time-car.statechangetime)
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if car.state == waiting
endwaitstate!(db, car.id, car.position, car.statechangetime, time)
end
car.state = newstate
car.statechangetime = time
end

E.2.4

vehiclenetwork.jl
Defines the vehicle network object, this manages the behaviour between all of the vehicles.

Most of the key functions in the simulation occur in this file.
@enum relocationstrategy donothing=1 nearestparking=2 potentialfield=3 grid
,→ =4

mutable struct Vehiclenetwork
vehicles::Vector{Vehicle}
nodalpositions::Dict{Int64, Set{Vehicle}}
strategy::relocationstrategy
xgrid::Array{Float64, 3}
ygrid::Array{Float64, 3}
tgrid::Array{Float64, 3}
field::Array{Float64, 3}
pffunction::Function
pfscale::Vector{T} where T<:Real
roi::Tuple{Int64, Int64, Int64}
newcardelay::Float64
# TODO: Allow selectable positioning of cars, Are they random, single
,→ location etc.
function Vehiclenetwork(env::Environment, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.
,→ OSMNetwork, strat::relocationstrategy=donothing;
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nvehicles=10, blocksizekm=2, func::Function=ee,
,→ scale::Vector{T} where T<:Real=[1,1,10],
reftripsets::Union{Missing,Vector{TripSet}}=[],
,→ carpositions=missing, newcardelay=Inf)
vehics = Vector{Vehicle}()
positions = Dict{Int64, Set{Vehicle}}()
roi = (0,0,0)
if !ismissing(reftripsets)
settrips!(reftripsets, osmnetwork)
end
if ismissing(carpositions)
for i=1:nvehicles
newvehic = Vehicle(env, osmnetwork, i)
addcarposition(positions, newvehic.position, newvehic)
push!(vehics, newvehic)
end
else
for (i, carpos) in enumerate(carpositions)
newvehic = Vehicle(env, osmnetwork, i, carpos)
addcarposition(positions, position(newvehic), newvehic)
push!(vehics, newvehic)
end
end
xminmax, yminmax = areabounds(osmnetwork)
if strat==donothing || strat==nearestparking
X, Y, T = zeros(1,1,1), zeros(1,1,1), zeros(1,1,1)
elseif strat == grid
dxkm = distance(LLA(mean(yminmax), xminmax[1], 0), LLA(mean(
,→ yminmax), xminmax[2], 0))/1000
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dykm = distance(LLA(yminmax[1], mean(xminmax), 0), LLA(yminmax
,→ [2], mean(xminmax), 0))/1000
nblockx = Int(ceil(dxkm/blocksizekm))
nblocky = Int(ceil(dykm/blocksizekm))
X, Y, T = XYT(xminmax, yminmax, (0,24), nblockx, nblocky, 1441)
else
X, Y, T = XYT(xminmax, yminmax, (0,24), 100, 100, 1441)
roi = findroisizeNS(X,Y,T,func)
println("roisize:\t$roi")
if ismissing(reftripsets)
@error "reference tripsets must be provided to train previous
,→ demand model"
elseif length(reftripsets) < 0
@error "reference tripsets must be provided to train previous
,→ demand model"
else
field = demandfieldNS(reftripsets, func, (X,Y,T), roi,
,→ osmnetwork)
end

end

if strat != potentialfield
field = zeros(size(X))
end
new(vehics, positions, strat, X, Y, T, field, func, scale, roi,
,→ newcardelay)
end
end
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cars(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.vehicles
strategy(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.strategy
XYT(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.xgrid, network.ygrid, network.tgrid
field(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.field
e(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.pffunction
roi(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.roi
scaling(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.pfscale
newcardelay(network::Vehiclenetwork) = network.newcardelay

function makenewcar(env::Environment, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
,→ network::Vehiclenetwork, location::Int)
newcar = Vehicle(env, osmnetwork, length(cars(network))+1, location)
push!(network.vehicles, newcar)
addcarposition(network.nodalpositions, location, newcar)
return cars(network)[end]
end

function cleancars(network::Vehiclenetwork, env::Environment)
for car in cars(network)
changeresource(car, Resource(env, 1))
killexisting(car)
end
end

function carsinstate(network::Vehiclenetwork, desiredstate::vehiclestate)
carsinstate = Set{Vehicle}()
locations = Set{Int}()
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for car in cars(network)
if (state(car) == desiredstate) && !(position(car) in locations)
push!(carsinstate, car)
push!(locations, position(car))
end
end
return carsinstate
end

function endtrips(osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, network::
,→ Vehiclenetwork, db::SQLite.DB, time::Float64)
for car in network.vehicles
changecarstate!(osmnetwork, network, car, waiting, db, time)
end
end

function addcarposition(dict, position, car)
if !(position in keys(dict))
dict[position] = Set{Vehicle}()
end
push!(dict[position], car)
end

function changecarposition(dict, newposition, car)
#delete car from current position
@assert car in dict[position(car)]
setdiff!(dict[position(car)], [car])
# delete!(dict[position(car)], car)
#move car to new position
if !(newposition in keys(dict))
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dict[newposition] = Set{Vehicle}()
end
push!(dict[newposition], car)
#update the cars idea of where it should be
updatelocation(car, newposition)
end

function needsrelocation(car::Vehicle)
return !hastripsqueued(car) && car.state == relocation
end

@resumable function movevehicle(env::Environment, vehicles::Vehiclenetwork,
vehicletomove::Vehicle, trip::Trip,
osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, triptype::vehiclestate, db::
,→ SQLite.DB)
println("Moving! with $(id(vehicletomove))\t", triptype, " at $(now(env)
,→ )")
#ensure the car is where it should be
@assert position(vehicletomove) == startloc(trip) "Car $(id(
,→ vehicletomove)) at $(position(vehicletomove)) should be at $(
,→ startloc(trip)) for $triptype trip"
if triptype == relocation && strategy(vehicles)==potentialfield
addpathrepulsor!(field(vehicles), e(vehicles), roi(vehicles), XYT(
,→ vehicles), trip, osmnetwork, scaling(vehicles), 1)
end
#change state of car
addcarstep!(db, osmnetwork, vehicletomove.id, vehicletomove.position,
,→ Int(state(vehicletomove)), now(env))
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changecarstate!(osmnetwork, vehicles, vehicletomove, triptype, db, now(
,→ env))
addtrip!(db, osmnetwork, id(vehicletomove), Int(triptype), now(env),
,→ trip)
#Loop over the waypoints on the path
for i in 1:length(trippath(trip, osmnetwork))-1
#make sure the move should continue
if halted(vehicletomove) && state(vehicletomove) == interrupted
println("car $(id(vehicletomove)) shouldn’t move, I’m currently
,→ at $(position(vehicletomove))")
#set the car the enable movements again
unhalt(vehicletomove)
#finish movements
endcurrtrip(vehicletomove)
if strategy(vehicles) == potentialfield
addpathattractor!(field(vehicles), e(vehicles), roi(vehicles)
,→ , XYT(vehicles), trip, osmnetwork, scaling(vehicles), i
,→ )
end
recordinterruption!(db, id(trip), position(vehicletomove), now(
,→ env))
return
end
#move the car
@yield @process taketripstep(env, vehicles, vehicletomove,
,→ osmnetwork, db,
trippath(trip)[i], trippath(trip)[i+1],
,→ triptimesteps(trip)[i])
end
#update car to final position
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changecarposition(vehicles.nodalpositions, trip.endloc, vehicletomove)
#remove trip from queue
endcurrtrip(vehicletomove)

#change the state of the car if needed
if !hastripsqueued(vehicletomove) && (state(vehicletomove) != relocation
,→ )
changecarstate!(osmnetwork, vehicles, vehicletomove, relocation, db,
,→ now(env))
# # @process relocatevehicle(env, vehicles, vehicletomove, osmnetwork,
,→ db)
end
end

@resumable function taketripstep(env::Environment, vehicles::Vehiclenetwork,
car::Vehicle, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, db::SQLite.DB,
from::Int64, to::Int64, time::Float64)
#ensure the car is where it should be
@assert car.position == from "Bad car position in taketripstep"
#log step in the cars path
addcarstep!(db, osmnetwork, car.id, car.position, Int(state(car)), now(
,→ env))
#wait for the move to happen
@yield @process driveRoad(env, time)
#update car position
changecarposition(vehicles.nodalpositions, to, car)
end

@resumable function relocatevehicle(env::Environment, vehicles::
,→ Vehiclenetwork,
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cartomove::Vehicle, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, db::SQLite.DB
,→ )
moveto = bestrelocationposition(vehicles, cartomove, osmnetwork, now(env
,→ ))
relocationtrip = Trip(cartomove.position, moveto, now(env))
calctriptimedist!(relocationtrip, osmnetwork)
queuetrip(cartomove, relocationtrip)
@yield request(cartomove.resource)
relocationtrip.startloc = position(cartomove)
calctriptimedist!(relocationtrip, osmnetwork)
@yield @process movevehicle(env, vehicles, cartomove, relocationtrip,
,→ osmnetwork, relocation, db)
changecarstate!(osmnetwork, vehicles, cartomove, waiting, db, now(env))
addcarstep!(db, osmnetwork, cartomove.id, cartomove.position, Int(state(
,→ cartomove)), now(env))
@yield release(cartomove.resource)
end

function distancepoint(from, to)
toradians(degree::Float64) = degree *

/ 180.0

(lat1, lon1) = from
(lat2, lon2) = to
dlat = toradians(lat2 - lat1); dlon = toradians(lon2 - lon1)
a = sin(dlat/2)^2+sin(dlon/2)^2*cos(toradians(lat1))*cos(toradians(lat2)
,→ )
2.0 * atan(sqrt(a), sqrt(1-a)) * 6373.0
end

"""
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Determine where a vehicle should relocate to
"""
function bestrelocationposition(vehicles::Vehiclenetwork, cartomove::Vehicle
,→ ,
osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, currtime::Real)
# returns the best location to move the car to at
if strategy(vehicles) == donothing
return position(cartomove)
elseif strategy(vehicles) == nearestparking
locs = OpenStreetMap2.getdestinations(osmnetwork.data, "amenity", "
,→ parking")[:,1:2]
carloc = osmnetwork.data.nodes[osmnetwork.nodeid[position(cartomove)
,→ ]]
dists = zeros(size(locs)[1], 1)
for i in 1:length(dists)
dists[i] = distancepoint(locs[i, :], carloc)
end
idx = findfirst(dists.==minimum(dists))[1]
toloc = locs[idx,:]
osmnode = OpenStreetMap2.treenearestnode(osmnetwork,(toloc[1], toloc
,→ [2]))
graphnode = osmnetwork.nodesource[osmnode]
return graphnode
elseif strategy(vehicles) == grid
@warn "grid relocation is not yet implemented. Relocating to node
,→ 4951"
return 4951
elseif strategy(vehicles) == potentialfield
# find possible nodes in reach of vehicle
relocationtime = lookdist/60
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reachable = neighborhood_dists(osmnetwork.g, position(cartomove),
,→ relocationtime,
osmnetwork.distmx.*osmnetwork.speedmatrix,
,→ dir=:out)
# find the potential value at each node
xreach = [osmnetwork.data.nodes[osmnetwork.nodeid[node[1]]][2] for
,→ node in reachable]
yreach = [osmnetwork.data.nodes[osmnetwork.nodeid[node[1]]][1] for
,→ node in reachable]
treach = [node[2] for node in reachable] .+ currtime
X,Y,T = XYT(vehicles)
potential = zeros(length(xreach))
Threads.@threads for i in 1:length(potential)
# for i in 1:length(potential)
xr = xreach[i]
yr = yreach[i]
tr = treach[i]
# potential[i] = findpotential(xr, yr, tr, currtime+
,→ relocationtime, X, Y, T, field(vehicles))
potential[i] = integratepotential(field(vehicles), xr, yr,
,→ currtime, minimum([currtime+relocationtime, 24]), X, Y, T)
# potential[i] = averagepotential(field(vehicles), xr, yr, tr,
,→ currtime+relocationtime, X, Y, T)
end
# potential = [averagepotential(field(vehicles), p[1], p[2], p[3],
,→ currtime+relocationtime, X, Y, T) for p in zip(xreach, yreach,
,→ treach)]
maxpotentialidx = findmax(potential)[2]
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osmnode = OpenStreetMap2.treenearestnode(osmnetwork, (yreach[
,→ maxpotentialidx], xreach[maxpotentialidx]))
graphnode = osmnetwork.nodesource[osmnode]
return graphnode
else
@warn "unknown relocation strategy, assuming donothing relocation"
return position(cartomove)
end
end

"""
Find all the cars that are within a distance ’radius’ of the center node
"""
function findcarsinradius(cars::Vehiclenetwork, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.
,→ OSMNetwork, center::Int64, radius::Real)
nodeneighbors = Set(LightGraphs.neighborhood(osmnetwork.g, center,
,→ radius, osmnetwork.distmx))
carsinradius = Set{Vehicle}()
for node in nodeneighbors
if node in keys(cars.nodalpositions)
carsinradius = union(carsinradius, cars.nodalpositions[node])
end
end
return carsinradius
end

"""
Returns the lat,lon positions of all the cars in the network once they have
completed all queued trips
"""
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function getpositions(vn::Vehiclenetwork, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.
,→ OSMNetwork)
gpos = availableposition.(cars(vn))
osmpos = [osmnetwork.nodeid[x] for x in gpos]
latlon = [osmnetwork.data.nodes[x] for x in osmpos]
return latlon
end

function cardists(startloc::Tuple{Real, Real}, carlocs::Array{Tuple{Float64,
,→ Float64},1})
dist(x,y) = (x[1]-y[1])^2 + (x[2]-y[2])^2
d = [dist(startloc, x) for x in carlocs]
return d
end

"""
Find the vehicle that can get to the start location of the trip in the
,→ shortest amount of time
"""
function findquickestservice(vn::Vehiclenetwork, trip::Trip, osmnetwork::
,→ OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
closecars = union(carsinstate(vn, waiting))
closecars = union(closecars, carsinstate(vn, relocation))
closecars = collect(closecars)
bestvehicle = vn.vehicles[1]
carschecked = 0
delay = Inf
carouttime = Vector{Float64}(undef, length(closecars))
if length(closecars) > 0
Threads.@threads for i = 1:length(closecars)
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carouttime[i] = delayto(closecars[i], startloc(trip), osmnetwork)
end
delay, bestidx = findmin(carouttime)
bestvehicle = closecars[bestidx]
end
uncheckedcars = setdiff(Set(vn.vehicles), closecars)
uncheckedcars = collect(uncheckedcars)
carouttimes = Vector{Float64}(undef, length(uncheckedcars))
if length(uncheckedcars) > 0
Threads.@threads for i = 1:length(uncheckedcars)
car = uncheckedcars[i]
if timetofree(car) > delay
carouttimes[i] = Inf
else
carouttimes[i] = delayto(car, startloc(trip), osmnetwork)
end
end
mindelay, bestidx = findmin(carouttimes)
if mindelay < delay
bestvehicle = uncheckedcars[bestidx]
delay = mindelay
end
end

@assert delay == delayto(bestvehicle, startloc(trip), osmnetwork) "Found
,→ car with bad delay"
return bestvehicle, delay
end
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#send the car that will be quickest to serve the trip
@resumable function dispatchvehicle(env::Environment, vehicles::
,→ Vehiclenetwork,
osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, trip::Trip, db::SQLite.DB)
# find the nearest vehicle time wise
bestvehicle, delay = findquickestservice(vehicles, trip, osmnetwork)
if newcardelay(vehicles) < delay
bestvehicle = makenewcar(env, osmnetwork, vehicles, startloc(trip))
delay = 0
end

if delay == Inf
return nothing
end
tripupdateneeded = false
if state(bestvehicle) == relocation
killtrip(env, bestvehicle)
tripupdateneeded = true
end
bestvehiclecurrentqueuetime = 0
addexpecteddelay!(db, trip, bestvehicle, delay, numtripsinqueue(
,→ bestvehicle))
println("car $(id(bestvehicle)) selected for trip $(id(trip)) at $(now(
,→ env)) with an expected delay of $(delay) from $(position(
,→ bestvehicle))")
dispatchtrip = Trip(availableposition(bestvehicle), trip.startloc, now(
,→ env))
calctriptimedist!(dispatchtrip, osmnetwork)
queuetrip(bestvehicle, dispatchtrip)
queuetrip(bestvehicle, trip)
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obtainedvehicle = @yield request(bestvehicle.resource)

if tripupdateneeded
dispatchtrip.startloc = position(bestvehicle)
calctriptimedist!(dispatchtrip, osmnetwork)
println("changed the start location of the dispatch trip to be $(
,→ position(bestvehicle))")
end

if triptime(trip, osmnetwork) == Inf
println("Impossible trip found")
return nothing
end

@yield @process movevehicle(env, vehicles, bestvehicle, dispatchtrip,
,→ osmnetwork, dispatch, db)
return bestvehicle
end

# store the current position of all cars in the simulation to the database
function storeallcarsteps(env::Environment, db::SQLite.DB, vn::
,→ Vehiclenetwork, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
for car in cars(vn)
addcarstep!(db, osmnetwork, id(car), position(car), Int(state(car)),
,→ now(env))
end
end

# update state of a car
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function changecarstate!(network::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, vehicles::
,→ Vehiclenetwork, car::Vehicle,
newstate::vehiclestate, db::SQLite.DB, time::Real)
if newstate == waiting && strategy(vehicles)==potentialfield
y, x = network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[position(car)]]
addconstantrepulsor!(field(vehicles), e(vehicles), roi(vehicles),
,→ XYT(vehicles), (x,y,time))
end
if state(car) == waiting && strategy(vehicles)==potentialfield
y, x = network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[position(car)]]
removeconstantrepulsor!(field(vehicles), e(vehicles), roi(vehicles),
,→ XYT(vehicles), (x,y,time))
end
updatestate!(car, newstate, db, time)
end

E.2.5

dbmanagement.jl
The output of the simulation is stored in a SQLite database. This file manages the interac-

tion between the code and that database.
function maketables!(db::SQLite.DB)
maketriptable!(db)
makestatetable!(db)
makewaittable!(db)
makenodetable!(db)
maketrippathtable!(db)
makecarsteptable!(db)
makeexpecteddelaytable!(db)
makeinterrupttable!(db)
end
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function makeinterrupttable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="interrupts")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
tripid INTEGER,
location INTEGER,
time FLOAT
);")
end

function maketriptable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="trips")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
carid INTEGER,
tripid INTEGER,
tripsetid INTEGER,
origin INTEGER,
destination INTEGER,
vehiclestate INTEGER,
starttime FLOAT,
requesttime FLOAT,
timeduration FLOAT,
distance FLOAT,
path TEXT,
pathdist Text,
pathtime TEXT
);")
end

function makestatetable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="states")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
carid INTEGER,
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location INTEGER,
oldstate INTEGER,
newstate INTEGER,
time FLOAT,
duration FLOAT
);")
end

function makewaittable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="waiting")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
carid INTEGER,
location Integer,
waitstarttime FLOAT,
waitendtime FLOAT,
waittime FLOAT
);")
end

function makenodetable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="nodes")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
nodeid INTEGER,
graphid INTEGER,
lat FLOAT,
lon FLOAT
);")
end

function maketrippathtable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="trippaths")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
carid INTEGER,
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tripid INTEGER,
tripstate INTEGER,
step INTEGER,
node INTEGER,
lat FLOAT,
lon FLOAT
);")
end

function makecarsteptable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="carstep")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
carid INTEGER,
node INTEGER,
lat FLOAT,
lon FLOAT,
time FLOAT,
carstate FLOAT
);")
end

function makeexpecteddelaytable!(db::SQLite.DB, tablename::String="
,→ expectedDelay")
SQLite.execute!(db, "CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS $tablename (
tripid INTEGER,
servicingCar INTEGER,
expectedDelay FLOAT,
nTripsInQueue INTEGER,
queue TEXT);")
end
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function recordinterruption!(db::SQLite.DB, tripid::Int, loc::Int, time::
,→ Real, tablename="interrupts")
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $tablename VALUES ($tripid, $loc, $time);"
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
end

function addexpecteddelay!(db::SQLite.DB, trip::Trip, car::Vehicle, delay::
,→ Real,
ntrips::Int64, tablename="expectedDelay")
q = collect(car.timetofree)
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $tablename VALUES ($(id(trip)), $(id(car)),
,→ $delay, $ntrips, ’" * string(q) * "’);"
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
end

function addcarstep!(db::SQLite.DB, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
carid::Int64, nodeid::Int64, triptype::Int64, timestamp::Float64,
,→ carsteptable::String="carstep")
lat,lon = osmnetwork.data.nodes[osmnetwork.nodeid[nodeid]]
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $carsteptable VALUES ($carid,

$nodeid,
$lat,
$lon,
$timestamp,
$triptype);"
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
end

function addtrip!(db::SQLite.DB, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
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carid::Int64, triptype::Int64, starttime::Float64, trip::Trip,
triptable::String="trips", pathtable::String="trippaths")
# if length(path) < 1
# println("ahhhhhh")
# sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $triptable VALUES ($id, $tripcount, $(path[1]),
,→ $(path[end]), $triptype, $time, $duration, );"
# end
path = trippath(trip, osmnetwork)
diststeps = tripdiststeps(trip)
timesteps = triptimesteps(trip)
duration = triptime(trip, osmnetwork)
distance = tripdist(trip, osmnetwork)
pid = parentid(trip)
tripid = trip.tripid
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $triptable VALUES ($carid, $tripid, $pid, $(
,→ startloc(trip)), $(endloc(trip)), $triptype, $starttime, $(trip.
,→ starttime),

$duration, $distance, ’" *
,→ string(path) * "’, ’" *
,→ string(diststeps) * "’, ’"
,→ * string(timesteps) * "’)
,→ ;"
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
addtrippath!(db, osmnetwork, path, carid, tripid, triptype)
end

function addtrippath!(db::SQLite.DB, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
path::Array{Int64, 1}, carid::Int64, tripid::Int64, triptype::Int64,
tablename::String="trippaths")
for (count, node) in enumerate(path)
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nodeid = osmnetwork.nodeid[node]
lat,lon = osmnetwork.data.nodes[nodeid]
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $tablename VALUES($carid, $tripid, $triptype,
,→ $count, $node, $lat, $lon)"
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
end
end

function addstatechange!(db::SQLite.DB, id::Int64, location::Int64, oldstate
,→ ::Int64,
newstate::Int64, time::Float64, duration::Float64, tablename::String="
,→ states")
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $tablename VALUES ($id, $location, $oldstate,
,→ $newstate, $time, $duration);"
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
end

function endwaitstate!(db::SQLite.DB, id::Int64, location::Int64, starttime
,→ ::Float64,
endtime::Float64, tablename::String="waiting")
waittime = endtime - starttime
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $tablename VALUES($id, $location, $starttime,
,→ $endtime, $waittime)"
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
end

function starttransaction(db::SQLite.DB)
SQLite.execute!(db, "BEGIN;")
end
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function endtransaction(db::SQLite.DB)
SQLite.execute!(db, "COMMIT TRANSACTION")
end

function storenodes!(db::SQLite.DB, nodes::Dict{Int64,Tuple{Float64, Float64
,→ }},
nodeid::Dict{Int64, Int64}, tablename::String="nodes")
starttransaction(db)
for graphid in keys(nodeid)
key = nodeid[graphid]
lat = nodes[key][1]
lon = nodes[key][2]
sqlstmt = "INSERT INTO $tablename VALUES($key, $graphid, $lat, $lon)
,→ "
SQLite.execute!(db, sqlstmt)
end
endtransaction(db)
end

E.2.6

sim.jl
Functions that actaully define the simulation in terms of trips requesting vehicles. this file

also contains several commented sections of code that provide an example of how to define a region
and retrieve the information from the OpenStreetMap2 package.
# Declare some constants that are used later

@resumable function simulatetrip(env::SimJulia.Environment, trip::Trip,
osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, vehicles::Vehiclenetwork, db::
,→ SQLite.DB)
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@yield SimJulia.timeout(env, trip.starttime - now(env))
# println("starting trip at $(SimJulia.now(env)) from $(trip.startloc)
,→ to $(trip.endloc)")
car = @yield @process dispatchvehicle(env, vehicles, osmnetwork, trip,
,→ db)
if car == nothing
println("Couldn’t service trip $(id(trip)) from $(trip.startloc) to
,→ $(trip.endloc) no vehicles can make that path at $(now(env))")
return now(env)
else
end

@yield @process movevehicle(env, vehicles, car, trip, osmnetwork,
,→ occupied, db)
if needsrelocation(car)
@process relocatevehicle(env, vehicles, car, osmnetwork, db)
end
@yield release(car.resource)
return now(env)
end

@resumable function simulatetripset(env::SimJulia.Environment, tripset::
,→ TripSet,
osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, vehicles::Vehiclenetwork, db::
,→ SQLite.DB)
@assert(tripset.DestinationIDs!=nothing)
trips = gettrips(tripset, osmnetwork)
for (i, trip) in enumerate(trips)
# println("Setting new start time to $(now(env) + tripset.TAD[i])")
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setstarttime(trip, now(env)+tripset.TAD[i])
# println("Logging trip $(id(trip)) with a start time of $(starttime
,→ (trip)) at $(now(env))")
@yield @process simulatetrip(env, trip, osmnetwork, vehicles, db)
end
return now(env)
end

@resumable function printtimes(env::SimJulia.Environment)
while(now(env) < 100)
println(now(env))
@yield timeout(env, 0.1)
end
end

@resumable function checkpointdatabase(env::SimJulia.Environment, db::SQLite
,→ .DB)
while(now(env) < 100)
@yield timeout(env, 0.1)
println("Checkpointing database at $(now(env))")
endtransaction(db)
starttransaction(db)
end
end

function runtrips(trips::Vector{Trip},
osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, nvehicles::Int=1, simname="test.
,→ db")
db = SQLite.DB(simname)
maketables!(db)
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storenodes!(db, osmnetwork.data.nodes, osmnetwork.nodeid)
sim = SimJulia.Simulation()
vehicles = Vehiclenetwork(sim, osmnetwork, nvehicles)
tripprocs = []
for trip in trips
push!(tripprocs, @process simulatetrip(sim, trip, osmnetwork,
,→ vehicles, db))
end
starttransaction(db)
run(sim)
endtime = maximum([res.bev.value for res in tripprocs])
endtrips(osmnetwork, vehicles, db, endtime)
endtransaction(db)
return vehicles
end

function runtrips(trips::Vector{TripSet}, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.
,→ OSMNetwork,
nvehicles::Int=1, simname="test.db"; carpositions=missing,
,→ strategy=donothing,
refts=missing, func=ee, newcardelay=Inf, simtime=24)
println("making database")
db = SQLite.DB(simname)
maketables!(db)
storenodes!(db, osmnetwork.data.nodes, osmnetwork.nodeid)
println("nodes stored")
sim = SimJulia.Simulation()
if ismissing(carpositions)
println("making vehicle network")
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vehicles = Vehiclenetwork(sim, osmnetwork, strategy, nvehicles=
,→ nvehicles,
reftripsets=refts, func=func, newcardelay=newcardelay)
else
vehicles = Vehiclenetwork(sim, osmnetwork, strategy, nvehicles=
,→ nvehicles,
reftripsets=refts, func=func, carpositions=
,→ carpositions, newcardelay=newcardelay)
end
println(maximum(field(vehicles)))
# if strategy==potentialfield
# makepfanimation(vehicles, "beforesim.gif")
# end
storeallcarsteps(sim, db, vehicles, osmnetwork)
tripprocs = []
for trip in trips
push!(tripprocs, @process simulatetripset(sim, trip, osmnetwork,
,→ vehicles, db))
end
# @process printtimes(sim)
@process checkpointdatabase(sim, db)
starttransaction(db)
println("Starting simulation")
run(sim, simtime)
r = [res.bev.value for res in tripprocs]
endtime = maximum([res.bev.value==nothing ? simtime : res.bev.value for
,→ res in tripprocs])
endtrips(osmnetwork, vehicles, db, Float64(endtime))
storeallcarsteps(sim, db, vehicles, osmnetwork)
endtransaction(db)
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# if strategy==potentialfield
# makepfanimation(vehicles, "aftersim.gif")
# end
return vehicles
end

# rad=10000
# a = CensusData("demo.geojson")

# atest = OpenStreetMap2.getmedata(rad);
# # btest = OpenStreetMap2.osmnetwork(atest, OpenStreetMap2.ACCESS["
,→ primaryTransportationRoadways"])
# gtest = OpenStreetMap2.osmnetwork(atest, OpenStreetMap2.ACCESS["
,→ transportationRoadways"]);
# ss = generateTripSet(1000, mcByHour);
# b = trimdata(a, (40.234982, -111.676414), rad);
# map(x->findnodes!(x, gtest, b), ss);
# # runtrips(ss, gtest, 50, "$(rand()).db")

# slcrad = 25000;
# slcloc = (40.700011, -111.9249455);
# slctest = OpenStreetMap2.overpassquery(slcloc, slcrad);
# slcnet = OpenStreetMap2.osmnetwork(slctest, OpenStreetMap2.ACCESS["
,→ transportationRoadways"]);
# slctrips = generateTripSet(1000, mcByHour);
# slcdat = trimdata(a, slcloc, slcrad);
# map(x->findnodes!(x, slcnet, slcdat), slctrips);
# # @time runtrips(slctrips, slcnet, 20, "slctest1.db")

# sgrad = 5000;
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# sgloc = (37.10192444604507, -113.57658543960201);
# sgtest = OpenStreetMap2.overpassquery(sgloc, sgrad);
# sgnet = OpenStreetMap2.osmnetwork(sgtest, OpenStreetMap2.ACCESS["
,→ transportationRoadways"]);
# sgtrips = generateTripSet(1000, mcByHour);
# sgdat = trimdata(a, sgloc, sgrad);
# map(x->findnodes!(x, sgnet, sgdat), sgtrips);
# # # @time runtrips(sgtrips, sgnet, 20, "sgtest1.db")

# serialize("referenceFiles/provo.network", gtest)
# serialize("referenceFiles/slc.network", slcnet)
# serialize("referenceFiles/sg.network", sgnet)

# save("referenceFiles/tripsets.jld", "provo", ss, "slc", slctrips, "sg",
,→ sgtrips)
# save("referenceFiles/censusdat.jld", "provo", b, "slc", slcdat, "sg",
,→ sgdat)

# pnet = deserialize("referenceFiles/provo.network")
# # slcnet = deserialize("referenceFiles/slc.network")
# # sgnet = deserialize("referenceFiles/sg.network")

E.2.7

tripGeneration
The trip generation folder contains several files that work to develop the demand model of

the framework.

demandmodel.jl
Defines the trip object and functions that operate on trip objects.
let
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tripcounter=0
global Trip
mutable struct Trip
tripid::Int64
parentID::Int64
startloc::Int64
endloc::Int64
starttime::Real
esttime::Union{Array{Float64, 1}, Nothing}
estdist::Union{Array{Float64, 1}, Nothing}
path::Union{Array{Int64, 1}, Nothing}
end
global Trip
function Trip(s::Int64, e::Int64, st::Real)
tripobj = Trip(tripcounter, 0, s, e, st, nothing, nothing, nothing)
tripcounter += 1
return tripobj
end
function Trip(s::Int64, e::Int64, st::Real, pid::Int)
tripobj = Trip(tripcounter, pid, s, e, st, nothing, nothing, nothing
,→ )
tripcounter += 1
return tripobj
end
end

id(trip::Trip) = trip.tripid
parentid(trip::Trip) = trip.parentID
startloc(trip::Trip) = trip.startloc
endloc(trip::Trip) = trip.endloc
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starttime(trip::Trip) = trip.starttime
setstarttime(trip::Trip, stime::Real) = trip.starttime = stime

"""
Calculates and set the trip path, time, and distance for each leg of the
,→ trip.
Returns false if no valid trip was found.
"""
function calctriptimedist!(trip::Trip, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork
,→ ,
speeddict::Union{Dict{String, Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=
,→ OpenStreetMap2.SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
path, time, dist = calctriptimedist(trip, osmnetwork, speeddict)
trip.esttime = time
trip.estdist = dist
trip.path = path
if (length(path)<1) && (startloc(trip)!=endloc(trip))
return false
else
return true
end
end

function calctriptimedist(trip::Trip, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
speeddict::Union{Dict{String, Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=
,→ OpenStreetMap2.SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
path, time, dist = OpenStreetMap2.quickestpath(osmnetwork, trip.startloc
,→ , trip.endloc, speeddict)
if (length(path)<1) && (startloc(trip)!=endloc(trip))
# println("bad trip found")
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bad=1
elseif (length(path)<1) && startloc(trip)==endloc(trip)
path = [startloc(trip), startloc(trip)]
time = [0]
dist = [0]
end
return path, time, dist
end

function triptime(trip::Trip, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
speeddict::Union{Dict{String, Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=
,→ OpenStreetMap2.SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
if trip.esttime == nothing
calctriptimedist!(trip, osmnetwork, speeddict)
end
return sum(trip.esttime)
end

function triptime(trip::Trip)
@assert trip.esttime != nothing
return sum(trip.esttime)
end

function triptimesteps(trip::Trip)
@assert trip.esttime != nothing
return trip.esttime
end
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function tripdist(trip::Trip, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
,→ speeddict::Union{Dict{String, Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=
,→ OpenStreetMap2.SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
if trip.estdist == nothing
calctriptimedist!(trip, osmnetwork, speeddict)
end
return sum(trip.estdist)
end

function tripdist(trip::Trip)
@assert trip.estdist != nothing
return sum(trip.estdist)
end

function tripdiststeps(trip::Trip)
@assert trip.estdist != nothing
return trip.estdist
end

function trippath(trip::Trip, osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork,
,→ speeddict::Union{Dict{String, Float64}, Dict{Symbol, Float64}}=
,→ OpenStreetMap2.SPEEDLIMIT_URBAN)
if trip.path == nothing
calctriptimedist!(trip, osmnetwork, speeddict)
end
return trip.path
end

function trippath(trip::Trip)
@assert trip.path != nothing
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return trip.path
end

function addpathrepulsor!(output, e, roi, vals, trip::Trip, network::
,→ OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, scale, stepintrip=1)
path = trippath(trip)[stepintrip:end]
time = triptimesteps(trip)
stime = starttime(trip)
xpath = [network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[node]][2] for node in path]
ypath = [network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[node]][1] for node in path]
tpath = vcat([stime], time)
for i = 2:length(tpath)
tpath[i] += tpath[i-1]
end
tpath = tpath[stepintrip:end]
addpathrepulsor!(output, e, roi, vals, xpath, ypath, tpath, scale)
end

function addpathattractor!(output, e, roi, vals, trip::Trip, network::
,→ OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, scale, stepintrip=1)
path = trippath(trip)[stepintrip:end]
time = triptimesteps(trip)
stime = starttime(trip)
xpath = [network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[node]][2] for node in path]
ypath = [network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[node]][1] for node in path]
tpath = vcat([stime], time)
for i = 2:length(tpath)
tpath[i] += tpath[i-1]
end
tpath = tpath[stepintrip:end]
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addpathattractor!(output, e, roi, vals, xpath, ypath, tpath, scale)
end

function generaterandtrips(osmnetwork::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, ntrips::
,→ Int64=10)
graph = osmnetwork.g
components = LightGraphs.strongly_connected_components(graph)

componentlength = length.(components)
maxlength = maximum(componentlength)
maxidx = findfirst(a->a==maxlength, componentlength)
maincomponent = components[maxidx]

# println(length.(components))
trips = Vector{Trip}()
tripstart = Vector{Int64}()
tripend = Vector{Int64}()
triptime = Vector{Float64}()
for i = 1:ntrips
nodes = maincomponent
while length(nodes) == 1
nodes = rand(components)
end
# push!(tripstart, rand(nodes))
# push!(tripend, rand(nodes))
# push!(triptime, rand()*24)
push!(trips, Trip(rand(nodes), rand(nodes), rand()*24))
end
# return hcat(tripstart, tripend, triptime)
return trips
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end

MarkovTools.jl
Handles the markov chain for the destination selection.
using CSV
using DataFrames
using StatsBase

struct MarkovChain
probabilities::Array{Float64, 2}
states::Array{String,1}
end

"""
Creates a Markov chain object from a dataframe where the column names
are the states of the chain and the values of the dataframe are the
transition probability matrix where row 1 and column 1 are the same value
with the row being the from and the column being the to ie the value at
transferTable[3,7] represents the probability of going from state 3 to state
,→ 7.
"""
function MarkovChain(transferTable::DataFrame)
probs = convert(Matrix{Float64}, transferTable)
states = String.(names(transferTable))
return MarkovChain(probs, states)
end

""" Create a markovChain object from a csv that contains a DataFrame
with states as column names and the transition probability matrix as data"""
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function MarkovChain(filename::String)
table = CSV.read(filename)
return MarkovChain(table)
end

""" Save a MarkovChain to a csv file"""
function SaveTable(mc::MarkovChain, filename::String)
df = DataFrame(mc.probabilities)
names!(df, Symbol.(mc.states))
CSV.write(filename, df)
end

""" Calucualte the markov chain that corresponds to a dataframe where the
from and to symbols are column names for the columns that contain the
,→ transition information"""
function calculateMarkov(stateTable::DataFrame, from::Symbol, to::Symbol,
,→ tos::Array{String,1}=levels(stateTable[to]))
# froms = levels(stateTable[from])
# tos = levels(stateTable[to])

probs = zeros(length(tos), length(tos))
for (i,o) in enumerate(tos)
ototal = sum(stateTable[from] .== o)
for (j,d) in enumerate(tos)
count = sum((stateTable[from].==o) .& (stateTable[to].==d))
percent = count / ototal
if isnan(percent) || (percent < 1e-15)
percent = 1e-15
end
probs[i,j] = percent
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end
end
MarkovChain(probs, tos)
end

function stateIdx(mc::MarkovChain, state::String)
idx = findall(mc.states.==state)
if length(idx) < 1
error("State not found in markov chain states")
end
# while length(idx) < 1 #This is bad and I shouldn’t do it, but I just
,→ need to get things working....
# state = rand(mc.states)
# idx = findall(mc.states.==state)
# end
return idx[1]
end

function nextState(mc::MarkovChain, currentState::Int)
return sample(1:length(mc.states), pweights(mc.probabilities[
,→ currentState, :]))
end

function nextState(mc::MarkovChain, currentState::String)
next = nextState(mc, stateIdx(mc, currentState))
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return mc.states[next]
end

function generateRun(mc::MarkovChain, start::Int, len::Int)
run = Vector{Int}(undef, len)
state = start
for x in 1:len
run[x] = state
state = nextState(mc, state)
end
return run
end

function generateRun(mc::MarkovChain, start::String, length::Int)
states = generateRun(mc, stateIdx(mc, start), length)
return(mc.states[states])
end

function runFrom(mc::MarkovChain, startstate::String, endstate::String)
run = Array{String, 1}()
push!(run, startstate)
push!(run, nextState(mc, run[end]))
while run[end] != endstate
push!(run, nextState(mc, run[end]))
end
return run
end
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TimeDistributions.jl
Defines the distributions that pertain to each destination category.
using Distributions
TAD = Dict([("ChangeTransportation", LogNormal(2.509, 1.62)),
("ChildCare", MixtureModel(Normal[Normal(32.665, 27.546),Normal(144.398,
,→ 74.962),Normal(508.462,102.699)], [0.332, 0.345, 0.323])),
("DriveSomeone", LogNormal(1.828, 1.232)),
("Errands", LogNormal(2.386, 1.279)),
("Exercise", MixtureModel(Normal[Normal(66.434, 26.411),Normal(120.809,
,→ 46.425),Normal(266.411, 132.809)], [0.736, 0.226, 0.038])),
("Groceries", LogNormal(3.138, 0.913)),
("HealthCare", Gamma(1.776, 42.340)),
("Home", Gamma(1.096, 123.057)),
("HomeWork", Weibull(1.376, 272.356)),
("Meals", Gamma(1.214, 38.365)),
("Other", LogNormal(2.885, 1.410)),
("Recreation", Weibull(1.378, 161.157)),
("ReligiousOrCommunity", MixtureModel(Normal[Normal(78.219, 37.638), Normal
,→ (154.226, 57.804), Normal(317.158, 151.492)], [0.623, 0.333, 0.044]))
,→ ,
("ResidentialVisit", Weibull(1.124, 144.234)),
("School", MixtureModel(Normal[Normal(292.811, 179.032), Normal(444.651,
,→ 30.804), Normal(548.437, 54.206)], [0.455, 0.430, 0.115])),
("Services", LogNormal(2.773, 1.156)),
("VolunteerActivities", Gamma(0.963, 136.880)),
("Work", MixtureModel(Normal[Normal(186.973, 110.793), Normal(529.407,
,→ 35.666), Normal(535.373, 131.083)], [0.494, 0.227, 0.279])),
("WorkTrip", Weibull(0.851, 86.964))])
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# startDistribution = Truncated(MixtureModel(Normal[Normal(458.604, 72.552),
,→ Normal(660.683, 164.588), Normal(1041.332, 119.485)], [0.324, 0.435,
,→ 0.241]), 0, 24)

startDistribution = MixtureModel(Normal[Normal(458.604, 72.552), Normal
,→ (660.683, 164.588), Normal(1041.332, 119.485)], [0.324, 0.435,
,→ 0.241])

tripset.jl
Defines the tripset object. Also contains functions that enable the mapping from destination
categories to real world locations.
mutable struct TripSet
Destinations::Array{String, 1} #Names of destination locations
TAD::Array{Float64, 1} #Time at destinations
DestinationIDs::Union{Array{Int64, 1}, Nothing} #IDs of the destinations
id::Int
Trips::Union{Vector{Trip}, Nothing}
end

id(tripset::TripSet) = tripset.id
settrips!(tripset::TripSet, net::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork) = tripset.Trips
,→ = gettrips(tripset, net)

function settrips!(vts::Vector{TripSet}, net::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
if length(vts) > 0
Threads.@threads for ts in vts
if ts.Trips == nothing
settrips!(ts, net)
end
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end
end
end

function TripSet(d::Array{String, 1}, tad::Array{Float64, 1}, id::Int)
tripset = TripSet(d, tad, nothing, id, nothing)
end

function restrictedrand(dist, min::Real, max::Real)
val = rand(dist)
while (val>=max*60) || (val<=min*60)
val = rand(dist)
end
return val/60
end

function gettrips(ts::TripSet, net::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, rcount::Int
,→ =0)
if ts.Trips != nothing
return ts.Trips
end
trips = Array{Trip, 1}()
badtrips::Bool = false
for i in 1:length(ts.DestinationIDs)-1
s = net.nodesource[ts.DestinationIDs[i]]
e = net.nodesource[ts.DestinationIDs[i+1]]
trip = Trip(s, e, ts.TAD[i], id(ts))
tripgood = calctriptimedist!(trip, net)
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if !tripgood
badtrips = true
end
push!(trips, trip)
end
if badtrips
# @warn "Tripset contained impossible trips and was discarded"
trips = Array{Trip, 1}()
end
return trips
end

function getnext(mcByHour, tcat, location)
next = nextState(mcByHour[tcat], location)
end

function sanitizenext(mcByHour, tcat, location)
next = getnext(mcByHour, tcat, location)
while (next=="DriveSomeone") || (next=="HomeWork") || (next=="Other")
next = getnext(mcByHour, tcat, location)
end
return next
end

function generateTripSet(mcByHour, id)
currtime(t) = sum(t)%24
tcat(t) = Int(floor(currtime(t)))

locations = Array{String, 1}()
time = Array{Float64, 1}()
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stime = restrictedrand(startDistribution, 0, 24)

push!(locations, "Home")
push!(time, stime)

next = sanitizenext(mcByHour, tcat(time), locations[end])
push!(locations, next)
push!(time, restrictedrand(TAD[locations[end]], 0, 24))
while locations[end] != "Home"# || (sum(time) < 24)
next = sanitizenext(mcByHour, tcat(time), locations[end])
push!(locations, next)
push!(time, restrictedrand(TAD[locations[end]], 0, 24))
end
if locations[2] == "Home"
return generateTripSet(mcByHour, id)
else
return TripSet(locations, time, id)
end
end

function generateTripSet(n::Int, mcByHour)
tsets = Array{TripSet, 1}(undef, n)
for i in 1:n
tsets[i] = generateTripSet(mcByHour, i)
end
tsets
end

function loadkeys()::Dict{String, Dict{String, Array{String, 1}}}
csvs = ["ChangeTransportation",
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"Errands",
"Exercise",
"Groceries",
"HealthCare",
"Meals",
"Recreation",
"ReligiousOrCommunity",
"School",
"Services",
"VolunteerActivities",
"Work",
"WorkTrip"]
categories = Dict{String, Dict{String, Array{String, 1}}}()
for cat in csvs
pairs = CSV.read("OSMKeys/$cat.csv")
categories[cat] = Dict{String, Array{String, 1}}()
categories[cat]["keys"] = pairs.key
categories[cat]["values"] = pairs.value
end
categories
end

function getdestinations(network, groups, category)
latlons = Array{Float64, 2}(undef, 0, 3)
keys = groups[category]["keys"]
values = groups[category]["values"]
for (k, v) in zip(keys, values)
latlons = vcat(latlons, OpenStreetMap2.getdestinations(network.data,
,→ k, v))
end
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min, max = quantile(latlons[:,3], [0.2, 0.8])
latlons[latlons[:,3].>max, 3] .= max
latlons[latlons[:,3].<min, 3] .= min
if maximum(latlons[:,3])>0
latlons[latlons[:,3].<=0, 3] .= median(latlons[latlons[:,3].>0, 3])
else
latlons[:,3] .= 1
end
latlons
end

function findnodes!(tripset::TripSet, network::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, a
,→ ::CensusData,
kvpairs::Dict{String, Dict{String, Array{String,1}}}=
,→ loadkeys())
tripset.DestinationIDs = Array{Int64, 1}(undef, length(tripset.
,→ Destinations))
tripset.DestinationIDs[1] = randhome(network, a)
currentLoc = network.data.nodes[tripset.DestinationIDs[1]]
for (i, dest) in enumerate(tripset.Destinations[2:end-1])
if dest=="ResidentialVisit" || dest=="ChildCare"
tripset.DestinationIDs[i+1] = randhome(network, a)
else
latlons = getdestinations(network, kvpairs, dest)
dists = [distance(LLA(currentLoc[1], currentLoc[2], 0), LLA(
,→ latlons[i,1], latlons[i,2], 0)) for i in 1:size(latlons,1)
,→ ]
dmax = maximum(dists)
dmin = minimum(dists)
sizeweights = latlons[:,3]
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locweight = [sizeweights[i] * (2+((dmin-dists[i])/(dmax-dmin)))
,→ for i in 1:length(sizeweights)]
usenumber = StatsBase.sample(1:size(latlons)[1], StatsBase.
,→ weights(locweight))
nodeid = OpenStreetMap2.treenearestnode(network, (latlons[
,→ usenumber, 1], latlons[usenumber, 2]))
tripset.DestinationIDs[i+1] = nodeid
currentloc = network.data.nodes[tripset.DestinationIDs[i+1]]
end
end
tripset.DestinationIDs[end] = tripset.DestinationIDs[1]
end

"""
pick a random home to go to
"""
function randhome(network::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork, a::CensusData)
latlon = selectweightedhouselocation(a)
nodeid = OpenStreetMap2.treenearestnode(network, (latlon[2], latlon[1]))
return nodeid
end

function demandloctime(ts::TripSet, net::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
ctime = ts.TAD[1]
tstrips = gettrips(ts, net)
a = []
for i in 1:length(tstrips)
y,x = net.data.nodes[ts.DestinationIDs[i]]
push!(a, (x, y, ctime))
ctime += ts.TAD[i+1] + 0.1 + triptime(tstrips[i])
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end
a
end

function getdemand(sts::Vector{TripSet}, net)
t = Vector{Tuple{Float64, Float64, Float64}}(undef, 0)
for ts in sts
t = vcat(t, demandloctime(ts, net))
end
t
end

function demandfieldNS(r::Vector{TripSet}, func::Function, vals, roi,
,→ network::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
d = getdemand(r, network)
d = Vector{Tuple{Float64, Float64, Float64}}(d)
demandfieldNS(d, func, vals, roi)
end

tripMarkovChain.jl
Reads the trips file and calculates the Markov Chains for each hour of the day.

trips = CSV.read("For_Landon//PersonalVehicleTrips.csv")
trips.startHour = trips[4] ./ 60
# countsByHour = [size(trips[(trips.startHour .>= x) .& (trips.startHour .<
,→ x+1),:])[1] for x in 0:23]
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mcByHour = Dict([(x, calculateMarkov(trips[(trips.startHour.>=x).&(trips.
,→ startHour.<x+1),:], :OPShort, :DPShort, levels(trips[:DPShort]))) for
,→ x in 0:23])

plottrips.jl
Provides recipies that allow for plotting of trip information.
using RecipesBase

@recipe function f(trip::Trip, network::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
x = []
y = []
startlatlon = network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[startloc(trip)]]
endlatlon = network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[endloc(trip)]]
for step in trippath(trip, network)
lat,lon = network.data.nodes[network.nodeid[step]]
push!(x, lon)
push!(y, lat)
end
@series begin
linewidth --> 2
label --> "Trip: $(id(trip))"
color --> :black
x, y
end
@series begin
seriestype := :scatter
markershape := :star
label := ""
color := :green
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[startlatlon[2]], [startlatlon[1]]
end
@series begin
seriestype := :scatter
markershape := :star
label := ""
color := :red
[endlatlon[2]], [endlatlon[1]]
end
end

E.2.8

tools
The tools folder provides functions for additional features including the potential fields

strategy.

serializationhelpers.jl
Simple extension of the Julia serialization methods. This isn’t needed with the latest versions of Julia.
import Serialization.serialize
import Serialization.deserialize

function serialize(name::String, x)
open(name, "w") do file
serialize(file, x)
end
end

function deserialize(name::String)
output = open(name, "r") do file
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deserialize(file)
end
end

potentialFieldsFunctions.jl
This file enables the potential fields relocation method.
using LinearAlgebra
using NearestNeighbors
using Interpolations
using Statistics

"""
Default potential field function should probably be tweaked a bit
but it works well enough for right now
"""
function ee(p, a::Vector{Float64}, scaling=pfscale, b= 1.0, g = 55_000)::
,→ Float64
p = p./scaling
a = a./scaling
b*exp((-g/2)*norm(p.-a)^2)
end

"""
read the specified database tables, performs a join on the data and returns
a dataframe that contains all of the requested trips and the request time
"""
function getpreviousrequests(dbref::String, triptable="trips", nodetable="
,→ nodes")
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db = SQLite.DB(dbref)
getpreviousrequests(db, triptable, nodetable)
end

function getpreviousrequests(db::SQLite.DB, triptable="trips", nodetable="
,→ nodes")
querystring = "Select t.origin, t.requesttime, n.lat, n.lon from
,→ $triptable t LEFT OUTER JOIN $nodetable n on (t.origin = n.graphid
,→ ) WHERE t.vehiclestate=2;"
requests = DataFrame(SQLite.Query(db, querystring))
dropmissing!(requests, disallowmissing=true)
return requests
end

"""
Return the bounds of the request data
"""
function requestbounds(tab::DataFrame)
xminmax = extrema(tab.lon)
yminmax = extrema(tab.lat)
return xminmax, yminmax
end

function areabounds(network::OpenStreetMap2.OSMNetwork)
maxes = network.nntree.hyper_rec.maxes
mins = network.nntree.hyper_rec.mins
xminmax = (mins[2], maxes[2])
yminmax = (mins[1], maxes[1])
return xminmax, yminmax
end
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"""
generate the X, Y, T matricies that are used to iterate through the
,→ potential field space
xr, yr, tr = range of x, y, t respectively (min, max)
nx, ny, nt = number of x, y, t steps
"""
function XYT(xr, yr, tr, nx, ny, nt)
x = range(xr[1], stop=xr[2], length=nx)
y = range(yr[1], stop=yr[2], length=ny)
t = range(tr[1], stop=tr[2], length=nt)
X = repeat(reshape(x, 1, :, 1), length(y), 1, length(t))
Y = repeat(reshape(y, :, 1, 1), 1, length(x), length(t))
T = repeat(reshape(t, 1, 1, :), length(x), length(y), 1);
return X,Y,T
end

"""
return the x, y, t ranges for the trips in a database
"""
function xyt(dbref::String)
requests = getpreviousrequests(dbref)
xb, yb = requestbounds(requests)
tb = (0,24)
X,Y,T = XYT(xb, yb, tb, 100, 100, 1441)
x = reshape(X[1,:,1], :)
y = reshape(Y[:,1,1], :)
t = reshape(T[1,1,:], :)
return x,y,t
end
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"""
Find the number of blocks in X,Y,T that the given potential field function
,→ effects at
A (x,y,t) with the scaling (xs, ys, ts) applied.
func must accept ([x,y,t],a,scale)
thresh defines the threshold change that should be included in the region of
,→ interest
returns a tuple (xroi, yroi, troi)
"""
function findroisize(X,Y,T,func=e3,a=(0,0,0),scale=(1,1,1), thresh=0.05)
a = map(X,Y,T) do x,y,t
func([x,y,t], a, scale)
end
touched = findall(a.>thresh*maximum(a))
if length(touched) < 1
@warn "no cells effected, roi is zero, that is bad"
return 0, 0, 0
end
xtouch = [idx[1] for idx in touched]
ytouch = [idx[2] for idx in touched]
ztouch = [idx[3] for idx in touched]
width(x) = maximum(x) - minimum(x)
xr = width(xtouch)
yr = width(ytouch)
zr = width(ztouch)
return xr, yr, zr
end
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function findroisizeNS(X,Y,T,func=ee, thresh=0.05)
println("starting map")
evalloc = [mean(X); mean(Y); mean(T)]
println(evalloc)
a = zeros(size(X))
a += @showprogress 1 "calculating roi size " map(X,Y,T) do x,y,t
func([x;y;t], evalloc)
end
println(maximum(a))
println("donemap")
touched = findall(a.>thresh*maximum(a))
if length(touched) < 1
@warn "no cells effected, roi is zero, that is bad"
return 0, 0, 0
end
xtouch = [idx[1] for idx in touched]
ytouch = [idx[2] for idx in touched]
ztouch = [idx[3] for idx in touched]
width(x) = maximum(x) - minimum(x)
xr = width(xtouch)
yr = width(ytouch)
zr = width(ztouch)
return xr, yr, zr
end

"""
given a range find the indicies that are closest to the specified location
returns indicies (xi, yi, ti)
"""
findcenteridx(x,loc)::Int = findfirst(abs.(x.-loc).==minimum(abs.(x.-loc)))
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function findcenteridx(X::Array{Float64, 3},Y::Array{Float64, 3},T::Array{
,→ Float64, 3},a)
x = @view X[1,:,1]
y = @view Y[:,1,1]
t = @view T[1,1,:]
xi = findcenteridx(x, a[1])
yi = findcenteridx(y, a[2])
ti = findcenteridx(t, a[3])
return xi,yi,ti
end

"""
Given the center index and the width of the range return the range of
,→ indicies
over which the operation should act
"""
function indexrange(cidx::Int, r::Int, lbound::Int=1, ubound::Int=typemax(
,→ Int))
rounddown(x) = Int(floor(x))
roundup(x) = Int(ceil(x))
min = rounddown(cidx-r/2)
min = maximum([min,lbound])
max = roundup(cidx+r/2)
max = minimum([max,ubound])
return min:max
end

"""
given the ranges for x, y, t calculate the index ranges over which the given
,→ location will have a "measurable"
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effect.
"""
function effectindicies(X,Y,T,ranges,a)
xr, yr, tr = ranges
xc, yc, tc = findcenteridx(X,Y,T,a)
xrange = indexrange(xc, xr, 1, size(X)[2])
yrange = indexrange(yc, yr, 1, size(Y)[1])
trange = indexrange(tc, tr, 1, size(T)[3])
return xrange, yrange, trange
end

"""
add the attractor effect to the specified output array
"""
function addattractor!(output, e, roi, vals, a)
X,Y,T = vals
xr, yr, tr = effectindicies(X,Y,T,roi,a)
output[yr, xr, tr] .+= map(X[yr,xr,tr], Y[yr, xr,tr], T[yr,xr,tr]) do x,
,→ y,t
e([x,y,t],a)
end
end

"""
add the repulsor effect to the specified output array
this is the same as the addattractor! function, but the
values are subtracted rather than added
"""
function addrepulsor!(output, e, roi, vals, a)
X,Y,T = vals
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xr, yr, tr = effectindicies(X,Y,T,roi,a)
output[yr, xr, tr] .-= map(X[yr,xr,tr], Y[yr, xr,tr], T[yr,xr,tr]) do x,
,→ y,t
e([x,y,t],a)
end
end

"""
Add a repulsor starting at the location and time specified by a
"""
function addconstantrepulsor!(output, e, roi, vals, a)
X,Y,T = vals
xr, yr, tr = effectindicies(X,Y,T,roi,a)
tr = tr[1]:size(T)[3]
# indexarrays = [[[(x,y,z) for x in collect(xr)] for y in collect(yr)]
,→ for z in collect(tr)]
# # println(typeof(indexarrays))
# i1::Vector{Vector{Tuple{Int, Int, Int}}} = vcat(indexarrays...)
# idxs::Vector{Tuple{Int, Int, Int}} = vcat(i1...)
# Threads.@threads for i in 1:length(idxs)
# for i in 1:length(idxs)
# x,y,z = idxs[i]
# xx = X[y,x,z]
# yy = Y[y,x,z]
# zz = T[y,x,z]
# acalc = [a[1], a[2], maximum([zz,a[3]])]
# output[y,x,z] -= e([X[y,x,z],Y[y,x,z],T[y,x,z]], acalc)
# end
output[yr, xr, tr] .-= map(X[yr,xr,tr], Y[yr, xr,tr], T[yr,xr,tr]) do x,
,→ y,t
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e([x,y,t],[a[1], a[2], maximum([t, a[3]])])
end
end

function removeconstantrepulsor!(output, e, roi, vals, a)
X,Y,T = vals
xr, yr, tr = effectindicies(X,Y,T,roi,a)
tr = tr[1]:size(T)[3]
# indexarrays = [[[(x,y,z) for x in collect(xr)] for y in collect(yr)]
,→ for z in collect(tr)]
# idxs::Vector{Tuple{Int, Int, Int}} = vcat(vcat(indexarrays...)...)
# # Threads.@threads for i in 1:length(idxs)
# for i in 1:length(idxs)
# x,y,z = idxs[i]
# xx = X[y,x,z]
# yy = Y[y,x,z]
# zz = T[y,x,z]
# acalc = [a[1], a[2], maximum([zz,a[3]])]
# output[y,x,z] += e([X[y,x,z],Y[y,x,z],T[y,x,z]], acalc)
# end
output[yr, xr, tr] .+= map(X[yr,xr,tr], Y[yr, xr,tr], T[yr,xr,tr]) do x,
,→ y,t
e([x,y,t],[a[1], a[2], maximum([t, a[3]])])
end
end

function demandfield(dbref::String, vals, roi)
X,Y,T=vals
requests = getpreviousrequests(dbref)
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# xb, yb = requestbounds(requests)
# tb = (0,24)
# X,Y,T = XYT(xb, yb, tb, 100, 100, 1441)
# roi = findroisize(X,Y,T,e3, (mean(X), mean(Y), mean(T)), (1,1,10))
r = collect.(collect(zip(requests.lon, requests.lat, requests.
,→ requesttime)))
field = zeros(size(X))
ee(p,a) = e3(p, a, [1,1,10])
@showprogress 1 "Computing demand potential field" for i in 1:length(r)
req = r[i]
addattractor!(field, ee, roi, [X,Y,T], req)
end
return field
end

function demandfieldNS(dbref, func, vals, roi)
X,Y,T=vals
requests = getpreviousrequests(dbref)
# xb, yb = requestbounds(requests)
# tb = (0,24)
# X,Y,T = XYT(xb, yb, tb, 100, 100, 1441)
# roi = findroisize(X,Y,T,e3, (mean(X), mean(Y), mean(T)), (1,1,10))
r = collect.(collect(zip(requests.lon, requests.lat, requests.
,→ requesttime)))
field = zeros(size(X))
ee(p,a) = ee(p, a)
@showprogress 1 "Computing demand potential field" for i in 1:length(r)
req = r[i]
addattractor!(field, ee, roi, [X,Y,T],req)
end
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return field
end

function demandfieldNS(r::Vector{Tuple{Float64, Float64, Float64}}, func::
,→ Function, vals, roi)
X,Y,T = vals
r = collect.(r)
field = zeros(size(X))
@showprogress 1 "Computing demand potential field" for i in 1:length(r)
req = r[i]
addattractor!(field, func, roi, [X,Y,T],req)
end
return field
end

"""
add an repulsor path.
creates replusion along the length of the path
output: array to modify
e: function that calculates the potential accepts, [x,y,t], and [a_x, a_y,
,→ a_z]
roi: region of interest on point attractor
vals: [X,Y,T]
xpath: path in x
ypath: path in y
tpath: path in time
scaling factor: [xscale, yscale, tscale]
"""
function addpathrepulsor!(output, e, roi, vals, xpath, ypath, tpath, scale)
X,Y,T = vals
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xmm = extrema(xpath)
ymm = extrema(ypath)
tmm = extrema(tpath)
pmin = (xmm[1], ymm[1], tmm[1])
pmax = (xmm[2], ymm[2], tmm[2])
idx = patheffectindicies(X,Y,T,roi,pmin,pmax)
dat = vcat(reshape(xpath, 1,:), reshape(ypath, 1,:), reshape(tpath, 1,
,→ :)).*scale
tree = KDTree(dat, leafsize=10)
# indexarrays = [[[(x,y,z) for x in collect(xr)] for y in collect(yr)]
,→ for z in collect(tr)]
# idxs::Vector{Tuple{Int, Int, Int}} = vcat(vcat(indexarrays...)...)
# # Threads.@threads for i in 1:length(idxs)
# for i in 1:length(idxs)
# x,y,z = idxs[i]
# xx = X[y,x,z]
# yy = Y[y,x,z]
# zz = T[y,x,z]
# nnidx, dist = knn(tree, [xx;yy;zz].*scale, 1)
# nn::Int = nnidx[1]
# a = [xpath[nn], ypath[nn], tpath[nn]]
# output[y,x,z] -= e([X[y,x,z],Y[y,x,z],T[y,x,z]], a)
# end

output[idx[2], idx[1], idx[3]] .-= map(X[idx[2], idx[1], idx[3]], Y[idx
,→ [2], idx[1], idx[3]], T[idx[2], idx[1], idx[3]]) do x,y,t
# nn = findnearest([x y t], xpath, ypath, tpath, reshape(collect(
,→ scale), 1, :))[2]
idx,dist = knn(tree, [x;y;t].*scale, 1)
nn = idx[1]
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a = [xpath[nn], ypath[nn], tpath[nn]]
e([x,y,t], a)
end
end

"""
add an attractor path.
creates attraction along the length of the path
output: array to modify
e: function that calculates the potential accepts, [x,y,t], and [a_x, a_y,
,→ a_z]
roi: region of interest on point attractor
vals: [X,Y,T]
xpath: path in x
ypath: path in y
tpath: path in time
scaling factor: [xscale, yscale, tscale]
"""
function addpathattractor!(output, e, roi, vals, xpath, ypath, tpath, scale)
X,Y,T = vals
xmm = extrema(xpath)
ymm = extrema(ypath)
tmm = extrema(tpath)
pmin = (xmm[1], ymm[1], tmm[1])
pmax = (xmm[2], ymm[2], tmm[2])
idx = patheffectindicies(X,Y,T,roi,pmin,pmax)
dat = vcat(reshape(xpath, 1,:), reshape(ypath, 1,:), reshape(tpath, 1,
,→ :))
tree = KDTree(dat, leafsize=10)
# scalearray = reshape(collect(scale), 1, :)
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# indexarrays = [[[(x,y,z) for x in collect(xr)] for y in collect(yr)]
,→ for z in collect(tr)]
# idxs::Vector{Tuple{Int, Int, Int}} = vcat(vcat(indexarrays...)...)

# Threads.@threads for i in 1:length(idxs)
# for i in 1:length(idxs)
# x,y,z = idxs[i]
# xx = X[x,y,z]
# yy = Y[x,y,z]
# zz = T[x,y,z]
# g = [xx;yy;zz].*scale
# nnidx, dist = knn(tree, g, 1)
# nn::Int = nnidx[1]
# a = [xpath[nn], ypath[nn], tpath[nn]]
# output[y,x,z] += e([X[y,x,z],Y[y,x,z],T[y,x,z]], a, scale)
# end
output[idx[2], idx[1], idx[3]] .+= map(X[idx[2], idx[1], idx[3]], Y[idx
,→ [2], idx[1], idx[3]], T[idx[2], idx[1], idx[3]]) do x,y,t
# nn = findnearest([x y t], xpath, ypath, tpath, scalearray)[2]
idx,dist = knn(tree, [x;y;t].*scale, 1)
nn = idx[1][1]
a = [xpath[nn], ypath[nn], tpath[nn]]
e([x,y,t], a)
end
end

"""
return the x, y, t ranges for the trips in a database
"""
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function xyt(dbref::String)
requests = getpreviousrequests(dbref)
xb, yb = requestbounds(requests)
tb = (0,24)
X,Y,T = XYT(xb, yb, tb, 100, 100, 1441)
x = reshape(X[1,:,1], :)
y = reshape(Y[:,1,1], :)
t = reshape(T[1,1,:], :)
return x,y,t
end

"""
find the indicies over which the path effect may be felt.
"""
function patheffectindicies(X,Y,T,roi, pathmin, pathmax)
xr,yr,tr = roi
minidx = findcenteridx(X,Y,T,pathmin) .- roi
maxidx = findcenteridx(X,Y,T,pathmax) .+ roi
raise(x, min=1) = x < min ? min : x
lower(x, max=typemax(Int)) = x > max ? max : x
raisedmin = raise.(minidx)
loweredMax = Vector{Int}(undef,3)
loweredMax[1] = lower(maxidx[1], size(Y)[1])
loweredMax[2] = lower(maxidx[2], size(X)[2])
loweredMax[3] = lower(maxidx[3], size(T)[3])
return raisedmin[1]:loweredMax[1], raisedmin[2]:loweredMax[2], raisedmin
,→ [3]:loweredMax[3]
end

"""
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find the nearest point on the path to the a postion
"""
function findnearest(a::Array{Float64,2}, xpath::Array{Float64,1}, ypath::
,→ Array{Float64,1}, tpath::Array{Float64,1},
scale::Array{T,2} where T<:Real = [1 1 1])

patharray = hcat(xpath, ypath, tpath).*scale
taxidist = patharray .- (a.*scale)
dist = sum(taxidist.^2, dims=2)
nearest = findmin(dist)
nearestdist = nearest[1]
nearestidx = nearest[2][1]
return nearestdist, nearestidx
end

"""
Find the potential value at a specified x,y,z location
"""
function findpotential(xpos::Float64, ypos::Float64, tpos::Float64, tmax::
,→ Float64,
x::Vector{Float64}, y::Vector{Float64}, t::Vector{Float64}, field::Array
,→ {Float64, 3})
xi = findcenteridx(x, xpos)
yi = findcenteridx(y, ypos)
ti = findcenteridx(t, tpos)
tf = findcenteridx(t, tpos)
maximum(field[yi,xi,ti:tf])
end
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function findpotential(xpos::Float64, ypos::Float64, tpos::Float64, tmax::
,→ Float64,
X::Array{Float64, 3}, Y::Array{Float64, 3}, T::Array{Float64, 3}, field
,→ ::Array{Float64, 3})
x = X[1, :, 1]
y = Y[:, 1, 1]
t = T[1, 1, :]
findpotential(xpos, ypos, tpos, tmax, x,y,t, field)
end

function makepfanimation(field, vals, fname; fps=30)
X,Y,T = vals
n = size(T,3)
p = Progress(n, 1, "generating $fname animation")
anim = @animate for i in 1:size(T,3)
contour(X[1,:,1], Y[:,1,1], field[:,:,i], fill=true, clims=(minimum(
,→ field), maximum(field)),
aspect_ratio=1/cosd(mean(Y)), title=@sprintf("%0.3f", T[1,1,i
,→ ]))
next!(p)
end
gif(anim, fname, fps=fps)
end

"""
Allow for the indicing of three dimensional arrays at float indicies.
The value of a float index is found by linearly interpolating between the
upper and lower int indicies around the float index
"""
function lowhighrange(a::Float64)
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Int(floor(a)):Int(ceil(a))
end

oneize(a::Float64) = a - Int(floor(a)) + 1

function getindex(a::Array{Float64, 3}, i1::Int, i2::Int, i3::Float64)
r3 = lowhighrange(i3)
if i3%1==0
return a[i1, i2, Int(i3)]
end
itp = interpolate(a[i1,i2,r3], BSpline(Linear()))
i3 = oneize(i3)
itp(i3)
end

function getindex(a::Array{Float64, 3}, i1::Int, i2::Float64, i3::Int)
r2 = lowhighrange(i2)
if i2%1==0
return a[i1, Int(i2), i3]
end
itp = interpolate(a[i1,r2,i3], BSpline(Linear()))
i2 = oneize(i2)
itp(i2)
end

function getindex(a::Array{Float64, 3}, i1::Float64, i2::Int, i3::Int)
r1 = lowhighrange(i1)
if i1%1==0
return a[Int(i1), i2, i3]
end
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itp = interpolate(a[r1,i2,i3], BSpline(Linear()))
i1 = oneize(i1)
itp(i1)
end

function getindex(a::Array{Float64, 3}, i1::Float64, i2::Float64, i3::Int)
if i1%1==0
return getindex(a, Int(i1), i2, i3)
elseif i2%1==0
return getindex(a, i1, Int(i2), i3)
end
r1 = lowhighrange(i1)
r2 = lowhighrange(i2)
itp = interpolate(a[r1,r2,i3], BSpline(Linear()))
i1 = oneize(i1)
i2 = oneize(i2)
itp(i1,i2)
end

function getindex(a::Array{Float64, 3}, i1::Float64, i2::Int, i3::Float64)
if i1%1==0
return getindex(a, Int(i1), i2, i3)
elseif i3%1==0
return getindex(a, i1, i2, Int(i3))
end
r1 = lowhighrange(i1)
r3 = lowhighrange(i3)
itp = interpolate(a[r1,i2,r3], BSpline(Linear()))
i1 = oneize(i1)
i3 = oneize(i3)
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itp(i1, i3)
end

function getindex(a::Array{Float64, 3}, i1::Int, i2::Float64, i3::Float64)
if i2%1==0
return getindex(a, i1, Int(i2), i3)
elseif i3%1==0
return getindex(a, i1, i2, Int(i3))
end
r2 = lowhighrange(i2)
r3 = lowhighrange(i3)
itp = interpolate(a[i1,r2,r3], BSpline(Linear()))
i2 = oneize(i2)
i3 = oneize(i3)
itp(i2, i3)
end

function getindex(a::Array{Float64, 3}, i1::Float64, i2::Float64, i3::
,→ Float64)
if i1%1==0
return getindex(a, Int(i1), i2, i3)
elseif i2%1==0
return getindex(a, i1, Int(i2), i3)
elseif i3%1==0
return getindex(a, i1, i2, Int(i3))
end
r1 = lowhighrange(i1)
r2 = lowhighrange(i2)
r3 = lowhighrange(i3)
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itp = interpolate(a[r1,r2,r3], BSpline(Linear()))
i1 = oneize(i1)
i2 = oneize(i2)
i3 = oneize(i3)
itp(i1, i2, i3)
end

function floatindex(lowerval::Real, upperval::Real, loweridx::Real, val::
,→ Real)
if upperval==lowerval
return loweridx
else
return loweridx+(val-lowerval)/(upperval-lowerval)
end
end

function floatindex(xrange::AbstractArray, val::Real)
lidx = searchsortedlast(xrange, val)
uidx = searchsortedfirst(xrange, val)
lval = xrange[lidx]
uval = xrange[uidx]
floatindex(lval, uval, lidx, val)
end

function potentialat(field::Array{Float64, 3}, xpos::Float64, ypos::Float64,
tpos::Float64, x::Vector{Float64}, y::Vector{Float64},
t::Vector{Float64})
xi = floatindex(x, xpos)
yi = floatindex(y, ypos)
ti = floatindex(t, tpos)
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getindex(field, xi, yi, ti)
end

function averagepotential(field::Array{Float64, 3}, xpos::Float64, ypos::
,→ Float64,
tpos::Float64, tmax::Float64, X::Array{Float64, 3}, Y::Array{Float64
,→ , 3},
T::Array{Float64, 3})
x = X[1, :, 1]
y = Y[:, 1, 1]
t = T[1, 1, :]
npoints = Int(ceil(tmax-tpos))+1
teval = range(tpos, stop=tmax, length=npoints)
sumpotential = 0
for tval in teval
sumpotential += potentialat(field, xpos, ypos, tval, x, y, t)
end
sumpotential = integratepotential(field, xpos, ypos, tpos, tmax, X, Y, T
,→ )
sumpotential = sumpotential * step(teval) / (tmax-tpos)
end

function integratepotential(field::Array{Float64, 3}, xpos::Float64, ypos::
,→ Float64,
tpos::Float64, tmax::Float64, X::Array{Float64, 3}, Y::Array{Float64
,→ , 3},
T::Array{Float64, 3})
x = X[1, :, 1]
y = Y[:, 1, 1]
t = T[1, 1, :]
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npoints = Int(ceil(tmax-tpos))+5
teval = range(tpos, stop=tmax, length=npoints)
sumpotential = 0
for tval in teval
sumpotential += potentialat(field, xpos, ypos, tval, x, y, t)
end
return sumpotential * step(teval)
end

E.3

Using the Framework
The following files provide examples of setting up and running a simulation.

E.3.1

SimulationTrial.jl
Primarily used for running simulations from the command line. This file takes several

arguments that define the simulation parameters and uses them to setup and run the simulation.
"""
this file will load all of the packages and run a simulation
to run the file you must provide:
"""

arglist = "1) filename of serialized network to run on
2) filnename of jld trip file
3) key to jld dictionary
4) savefile for database output
5) number of cars for the simulation
6) simulation type (donothing:1, nearestparking:2, potentialfield:3, grid:4)
7) xscale
8) tscale
9) look distance for potentialfield implementation in minutes
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10) reference tripset file
11) reference tripset key
args 7-11 are only requred if the simulation type is == 3"
argmsg = "insufficient arguments provided\nrequired arguments are\n$arglist\
,→ n\n got $ARGS"
if length(ARGS) < 6
@error argmsg
exit()
end
vnstrategy = parse(Int, ARGS[6])
if vnstrategy == 3 && length(ARGS) < 11
@error argmsg
exit()
end

netname = ARGS[1]
tripname = ARGS[2]
tripkey = ARGS[3]
output = ARGS[4]
ncars = parse(Int, ARGS[5])
# simulationtype = relocationstrategy(simulationtype)
if vnstrategy == 3
xscale = parse(Float64, ARGS[7])
tscale = parse(Float64, ARGS[8])
ldist = parse(Float64, ARGS[9])
refts = ARGS[10]
reftskey = ARGS[11]
else
xscale = 1
tscale = 1
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ldist = 1
refts = missing
end
println("using $(Threads.nthreads()) threads")
# println("$netname\t$tripname\t$tripkey\t$output\t$ncars\t$strategy\
,→ t$xscale\t$yscale\t$ldist")
include("traffic.jl")
vnstrategy = relocationstrategy(vnstrategy)
println("\nrunning simulation on $netname with $ncars cars using tripset
,→ $tripname:$tripkey
Saving to $output using $vnstrategy strategy with scale [$xscale, $xscale,
,→ $tscale]
and a lookdistance of $ldist\n")

const pfscale = [xscale, xscale, tscale]
const lookdist = ldist

pnet = deserialize(netname);
trips = load(tripname)[tripkey]

if !ismissing(refts)
refts = load(refts)[reftskey]
end

println("loaded reference files")

@time runtrips(trips, pnet, ncars, output, strategy=vnstrategy, refts=refts,
,→ func=ee)
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E.3.2

SimulationTrialWithCars.jl
Similar to SimulationTrial.jl, but reads car locations from a file that is generated from a

warmup simulation created using SaveWarmupNetwork.jl.
"""
this file will load all of the packages and run a simulation
to run the file you must provide:
"""

arglist = "1) filename of serialized network to run on
2) filnename of jld trip file
3) key to jld dictionary
4) savefile for database output
5) file location for input vehicle network
6) simulation type (donothing:1, nearestparking:2, potentialfield:3, grid:4)
7) xscale
8) tscale
9) look distance for potentialfield implementation in minutes
10) reference tripset file
11) reference tripset key
args 7-11 are only requred if the simulation type is == 3"
argmsg = "insufficient arguments provided\nrequired arguments are\n$arglist\
,→ n\n got $ARGS"
if length(ARGS) < 6
@error argmsg
exit()
end
vnstrategy = parse(Int, ARGS[6])
if vnstrategy == 3 && length(ARGS) < 11
@error argmsg
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exit()
end

# include("traffic.jl")
netname = ARGS[1]
tripname = ARGS[2]
tripkey = ARGS[3]
output = ARGS[4]
carloc = ARGS[5]
# simulationtype = relocationstrategy(simulationtype)
if vnstrategy == 3
xscale = parse(Float64, ARGS[7])
tscale = parse(Float64, ARGS[8])
ldist = parse(Float64, ARGS[9])
refts = ARGS[10]
reftskey = ARGS[11]
else
xscale = 1
tscale = 1
ldist = 1
refts = missing
end
ncars = 1
println("using $(Threads.nthreads()) threads")
# println("$netname\t$tripname\t$tripkey\t$output\t$ncars\t$strategy\
,→ t$xscale\t$yscale\t$ldist")
include("traffic.jl")
vnstrategy = relocationstrategy(vnstrategy)
println("\nrunning simulation on $netname with $ncars cars using tripset
,→ $tripname:$tripkey
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Saving to $output using $vnstrategy strategy with scale [$xscale, $xscale,
,→ $tscale]
and a lookdistance of $ldist\n")

const pfscale = [xscale, xscale, tscale]
const lookdist = ldist

carpos = load(carloc)
carpos = carpos["cars"]

pnet = deserialize(netname);
trips = load(tripname)[tripkey]

if !ismissing(refts)
refts = load(refts)[reftskey]
end

println("loaded reference files")

@time runtrips(trips, pnet, ncars, output, strategy=vnstrategy, refts=refts,
,→ func=ee, carpositions=carpos)

E.3.3

SimulationTrialLocal.jl
This is where most of my sandbox actions took place. The file does basically the same

thing and SimulationTrial.jl, but most of the arguments are hard coded so it can be run from within
the IDE.
netname = "referenceFiles/provo.network"
tripname = "referenceFiles/testtrips.jld"
tripkey = "test5000"
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output = "DBoutput/devnull/asdf_1.db"
ncars = 10
xscale=4.5
tscale=5
ldist=3
refts="referenceFiles/pwarmup5000.jld"
reftskey="provo5000"
println("using $(Threads.nthreads()) threads")
# println("$netname\t$tripname\t$tripkey\t$output\t$ncars\t$strategy\
,→ t$xscale\t$yscale\t$ldist")
include("traffic.jl")
vnstrategy = potentialfield
println("\nrunning simulation on $netname with $ncars cars using tripset
,→ $tripname:$tripkey
Saving to $output using $vnstrategy strategy with scale [$xscale, $xscale,
,→ $tscale]
and a lookdistance of $ldist\n")

const pfscale = [xscale, xscale, tscale]
const lookdist = ldist

# function ee(p, a, scaling=scale, b= 1.0, g = 55_000)
# p = p./scaling
# a = a./scaling
# b*exp((-g/2)*norm(p.-a)^2)
# end

pnet = deserialize(netname);
# trips = load(tripname)[tripkey]
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census = load("referenceFiles/censusdat.jld");
pcens = census["provo"];
trips = load(tripname)[tripkey]
# reftrips = generateTripSet(5000, mcByHour)
# reftrips = generateTripSet(1, mcByHour)
# for i in 1:30
# push!(reftrips, deepcopy(reftrips[1]))
# end
# time = [1, 1.005, 1.01]
# for i in 1:31
# reftrips[i].TAD = copy(time.+(i*0.001))
# println(reftrips[i].TAD)
# end

# # # refdb = "DBoutput/ref50c1000t_dn.db";
# map(x->findnodes!(x, pnet, pcens), reftrips);
if !ismissing(refts)
# refts = generateTripSet(100, mcByHour);
# map(x->findnodes!(x, pnet, pcens), refts);
refts = load(refts)[reftskey]
end
println("loaded reference files")
@time vn = runtrips(trips, pnet, ncars, "DBoutput/devnull/bt_15.db",
,→ strategy=donothing, func=ee, refts=refts)
# serialize("referenceFiles/10p.vn", vn)
# dd = deserialize("referenceFiles/10p.vn")
# @time vn = runtrips(reftrips, pnet, ncars, "DBoutput/devnull/asdf_7pi.db",
,→ vehicles=dd, strategy=vnstrategy)
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# pnet = deserialize("referenceFiles/provo.network")
# census = load("referenceFiles/censusdat.jld");
# pcens = census["provo"];

# reftrips = generateTripSet(1000, mcByHour);
# # # refdb = "DBoutput/ref50c1000t_dn.db";
# map(x->findnodes!(x, pnet, pcens), reftrips);
# save("referenceFiles/pwarmup5000.jld", "provo5000", reftrips)

# @time test = runtrips(reftrips, pnet, 50, "DBoutput/devnull/Idontcare.db",
,→ strategy=donothing)

# # testtrips = generateTripSet(1000, mcByHour);
# # map(x->findnodes!(x, pnet, pcens), testtrips);

# # @time runtrips(testtrips, pnet, 50, "DBoutput/test50c1000t_dn", strategy
,→ =donothing);
# # @time runtrips(testtrips, pnet, 50, "DBoutput/test50c1000t_np", strategy
,→ =nearestparking);
# # @time runtrips(testtrips, pnet, 50, "DBoutput/test50c1000t_pf", strategy
,→ =potentialfield, dbref=refdb);

E.3.4

SaveWarmupNetwork.jl
Similar to SimulationTrial.jl, but this file is used to create a simulation where everyone is

guaranteed to not be required to wait more than x minutes. If a wait time exceeds that a car is
automagically generated to serve that passenger. At the end of the simulation the locations of each
vehicle is saved for use with SimulationTrialWithCars.jl.
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"""
this file will load all of the packages and run a simulation
to run the file you must provide:
"""

arglist = "1) filename of serialized network to run on
2) filnename of jld trip file
3) key to jld dictionary
4) savefile for database output
5) number of cars for the simulation
6) simulation type (donothing:1, nearestparking:2, potentialfield:3, grid:4)
7) filename of location to serialize the produced vehicle network to"
argmsg = "insufficient arguments provided\nrequired arguments are\n$arglist\
,→ n\n got $ARGS"
if length(ARGS) < 6
@error argmsg
exit()
end
vnstrategy = parse(Int, ARGS[6])

function makefilenameunique(f::String)
counter = 1
c = f
while isfile(c)
c = f * "_$counter"
counter += 1
end
c
end
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# include("traffic.jl")
netname = ARGS[1]
tripname = ARGS[2]
tripkey = ARGS[3]
output = ARGS[4]
output = makefilenameunique(output)
ncars = parse(Int, ARGS[5])
saveitout = ARGS[7]
# simulationtype = relocationstrategy(simulationtype)
xscale = 11
tscale = 1
ldist = 1
refts = missing
println("using $(Threads.nthreads()) threads")
# println("$netname\t$tripname\t$tripkey\t$output\t$ncars\t$strategy\
,→ t$xscale\t$yscale\t$ldist")
include("traffic.jl")
vnstrategy = relocationstrategy(vnstrategy)
println("\nrunning simulation on $netname with $ncars cars using tripset
,→ $tripname:$tripkey
Saving to $output using $vnstrategy strategy with scale [$xscale, $xscale,
,→ $tscale]
and a lookdistance of $ldist\n")

const pfscale = [xscale, xscale, tscale]
const lookdist = ldist
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# ee(p,a) = e3(p,a,scale)

pnet = deserialize(netname);
trips = load(tripname)[tripkey]

if !ismissing(refts)
refts = load(refts)[reftskey]
end

println("loaded reference files")

@time vn = runtrips(trips, pnet, ncars, output, strategy=vnstrategy, refts=
,→ refts, func=ee, newcardelay=20/60)

carpositions = position.(vn.vehicles)
save(saveitout, "cars", carpositions)

E.3.5

Supercomputer Scripts
The following scripts are what I used with slurm to run things on the supercomputer.

rundn.sh
Run a simulation using the remain idle, or internally the do nothing, strategy.
#!/bin/bash

#SBATCH --time=02:30:00
#SBATCH --nodes=1
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#SBATCH -C ’rhel7’
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=5G
#SBATCH --ntasks=1
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=12

module purge
module load julia
export JULIA_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK

time julia SimulationTrialWithCars.jl referenceFiles/provo.network
,→ referenceFiles/testtrips.jld test5000 DBoutput/DN_25min.db
,→ referenceFiles/provowarmup/pwarm25min.jld 1

runnp.sh
Run a simulation using the nearest parking lot strategy.
#!/bin/bash

#SBATCH --time=03:00:00
#SBATCH --nodes=1
#SBATCH -C ’rhel7’
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=5G
#SBATCH --ntasks=1
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=12

module purge
module load julia
export JULIA_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK
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time julia SimulationTrialWithCars.jl referenceFiles/provo.network
,→ referenceFiles/testtrips.jld test5000 DBoutput/NP_25min.db
,→ referenceFiles/provowarmup/pwarm25min.jld 2

runpf.sh
Run a simulation using the potential field strategy. pass into this script the xscale, tscale
and looktime values.
#!/bin/bash

#SBATCH --time=20:30:00
#SBATCH --nodes=1
#SBATCH -C ’rhel7’
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=10G
#SBATCH --ntasks=1
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=10

module purge
module load julia

echo potential field simulation
echo xscale: $1
echo tscale: $2
echo looktime: $3
export JULIA_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK

time julia SimulationTrialWithCars.jl referenceFiles/provo.network
,→ referenceFiles/testtrips.jld test5000 DBoutput/PFx${1}t${2}l${3}
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,→ Int_opthread_PF25min.db referenceFiles/provowarmup/pwarm25min.jld 3
,→ $1 $2 $3 referenceFiles/pwarmup5000.jld provo5000

savenet.sh
Run a warmup simulation and save the network for later use in simulations.
#!/bin/bash

#SBATCH --time=05:00:00
#SBATCH --nodes=1
#SBATCH -C ’rhel7’
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=5G
#SBATCH --ntasks=1
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=12

module purge
module load julia
export JULIA_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK

time julia SaveWarmupNetwork.jl referenceFiles/provo.network referenceFiles/
,→ pwarmup5000.jld provo5000 DBoutput/warmprovo20min.db 2 2
,→ referenceFiles/provowarmup/pwarm20min.jld

doesubmitpf.sh
Used to read a .CSV file that contains a DOE of parameters for the potential field method
and submit a job for each sample using runpf.sh
#!/bin/bash
dos2unix $1
awk -F, ’{system("sbatch runpf.sh "$1" "$2" "$3)}’ $1
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dnpfcomparisonjobarray.sh
Used to submit jobs with the same number of cars for the remain idle and potential field
methods. This is useful for the sweeping the number of cars between the strategies.
#/bin/bash
for (( i=1; i<=$4; i++))
do
sbatch --array=$1-$2:$3 dnjobarrayautomate.sh $i
sbatch --array=$1-$2:$3 pfjobarrayautomate.sh $i
done

dnjobarrayautomate.sh
Used in conjunction with dnpfcomparisonjobarray.sh to run the comparisons
#!/bin/bash

#SBATCH --time=05:00:00
#SBATCH --nodes=1
#SBATCH -C ’rhel7’
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=2048M
#SBATCH --ntasks=1
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=12
export JULIA_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK
module load julia

time julia SimulationTrial.jl referenceFiles/provo.network referenceFiles/
,→ testtrips.jld test5000 DBoutput/DNprovo${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}
,→ carsSweeping_${1}.db $SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID 1
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pfjobarrayautomate.sh
Used in conjunction with dnpfcomparisonjobarray.sh to run the comparisons
#!/bin/bash

#SBATCH --time=20:00:00
#SBATCH --nodes=1
#SBATCH -C ’rhel7’
#SBATCH --mem-per-cpu=7G
#SBATCH --ntasks=1
#SBATCH --cpus-per-task=12
export JULIA_NUM_THREADS=$SLURM_CPUS_PER_TASK
module load julia

time julia SimulationTrial.jl referenceFiles/provo.network referenceFiles/
,→ testtrips.jld test5000 DBoutput/PFprovo${SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID}
,→ carsSweeping_${1}.db $SLURM_ARRAY_TASK_ID 3 4.5 5 3 referenceFiles/
,→ pwarmup5000.jld provo5000
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